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Abstract

Human pose estimation (HPE) is an ever-growing research field, with an in-

creasing number of publications in the computer vision and deep learning fields

and it covers a multitude of practical scenarios, from sports to entertainment

and from surveillance to medical applications. Despite the impressive results

that can be obtained with HPE, there are still many problems that need to be

tackled when dealing with real-world applications. Most of the issues are linked

to a poor or completely wrong detection of the pose that emerges from the in-

ability of the network to model the viewpoint. This thesis shows how designing

viewpoint-equivariant neural networks can lead to substantial improvements in

the field of human pose estimation, both in terms of state-of-the-art results and

better real-world applications. By jointly learning how to build hierarchical

human body poses together with the observer viewpoint, a network can learn

to generalise its predictions when dealing with previously unseen viewpoints.

As a result, the amount of training data needed can be drastically reduced, si-

multaneously leading to faster and more efficient training and more robust and

interpretable real-world applications.

Keywords
Human Pose Estimation, Viewpoint Equivariance, Computer Vision, Deep Learn-
ing, Capsule Networks
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Human pose estimation (HPE) is the study of systems and methods for inferring
and recovering the pose of articulated human bodies in space. There is strong
evidence in literature that humans can parse visual information of articulated
human bodies in specific category-selective regions in the brain [10]. Under-
standing how other people are posed in space allows us to infer more complex
information about our surroundings. We are able to estimate actions and emo-
tions, as well as effortlessly move in crowded spaces or predict other people
motion (e.g. while playing group sports, in which anticipating the opponents
movements is fundamental). More in general, every time we interact with other
human beings we rely on our category-selective region of the brain to provide
some high level information of how other people around us are moving.

Accordingly, endowing machines with similar human parsing capabilities
has been an important focus in the latest research efforts, mainly in the computer
vision and deep learning fields. Human pose estimation is traditionally carried
out in different ways, as seen in Fig. 1.1.

As for the practical applications of HPE, they are numerous and span multi-
ple areas of interests. Some of them are related to (i) robotics, to make embodied
robots understand how to interact with people, (ii) assisted living and medical
applications, to aid rehabilitation by correlating the human pose with articu-
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(a) Motion
capture

(b) Skeleton pose
estimation

(c) 3D mesh
retrieval

(d) Virtual avatar
posing

(e) Markers
estimation

Figure 1.1: Human pose estimation can be tackled in many different ways, depending on the
task and on the available input data.

lation pain and muscular fatigue, (iii) sports applications, to monitor athletes’
performances and fine-grained movements, (iv) pedestrian simulation and au-
tonomous driving, to detect people with the focus of predicting their short and
long time behaviour, (v) character animation and video games, to provide less
intrusive alternatives to current state-of-the art motion capture systems. We will
provide additional examples of these applications throughout the next chapters.

However, despite providing in theory a good solution for many applications,
in practice human pose estimation still presents a loss of issues when applied to
real world scenarios.

This thesis focuses on understanding why HPE does not usually meet the
expectations of practical applications and how to improve it on different levels
to make it more robust and well suited for the real world. More in detail, we
focus on the aspect of viewpoint generalization. We show how neural networks
are not able to intrinsically represent viewpoints if not explicitly given as a task.
The missing viewpoint information often leads to poor generalization to unseen
camera views and lack of robustness.

We first show how to embed a full perspective camera model in current hu-
man pose estimation pipelines, that can be used for calibrating camera networks
with 3D human poses. Then we show how to implicitly represent the viewpoint
information so that the network can learn it directly from data and not as an

2



3 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

additional task. We also show how to design biologically plausible networks
inspired by the brain that can help solve many of the aforementioned issues. Fi-
nally, we provide some examples of how to deploy these enhanced human pose
estimation networks in real-world ambient-assisted living applications.

More in detail, the main structure of the thesis can be subdivided in three
macro-blocks.

In the first part (Chapter2), we explore how to design and improve HPE
neural networks to solve real world problems, related to automatic camera cali-
bration of dynamic networks of IP cameras (Chapter 2).

In the second part (Chapter 3) we go deeper into how neural networks for
HPE work. We expose their biggest flaws and suggest new and improved net-
work designs that allow to reach greater accuracy as well as far better generali-
sation to real-world scenarios and practical applications. We show how capsule
networks and transformer-like architectures that take into account the viewpoint
can infer part-whole hierarchies directly from data. This allows drastically im-
prove both generalisation to unseen viewpoints and interpretability of the model
predictions.

In the third part (Chapter 4) we show how all the improvements to both
automatic camera calibration and HPE network architecture may be applied
to highly dynamic environments such as medical applications and Ambient-
Assisted Living (AAL). We present a preliminary implementation of both the
technologies in a real AAL environment.

In Chapter 5 we draw some conclusions on the thesis and discuss about
some emerging topics that could help improve both the deep learning and the
human pose estimation fields.

3
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Chapter 2

Improving camera pose estimation
through human pose estimation

Marker-less human pose estimation has seen a lot of improvements in recent lit-
erature. Despite marker-based solutions usually perform better with respect to
joint-level accuracy, they present a few disadvantages when compared to mark-
erless solutions. In the first place, they require specialized and expensive hard-
ware and are subject to errors in non-controlled environments with reflective
surfaces. Secondly, they must be precisely calibrated whenever the cameras
configuration is changed. While calibrating a motion capture system is a well
known and robust procedure, calibrating a network of cameras can be often
troublesome. Camera calibration is a necessary preliminary step in computer
vision for the estimation of the position of objects in the 3D world. Despite the
intrinsic camera parameters can be easily computed offline, extrinsic parameters
need to be computed each time a camera changes its position, thus not allowing
for fast and dynamic network re-configuration.

In this chapter we present two frameworks for dynamically calibrating IP
camera systems with an arbitrary numbers of cameras:

1. [Section 2.2] A fully markerless, unsupervised, and automatic tool for the
estimation of the extrinsic parameters of a camera network, based on 3D
human mesh recovery from RGB videos. We show how it is possible to

5



2.1. HPE AND CAMERA CALIBRATION 6

retrieve, from monocular images and with just a weak prior knowledge
of the intrinsic parameters, the real-world position of the cameras in the
network, together with the floor plane. Our solution also works with a
single RGB camera and allows the user to dynamically add, re-position, or
remove cameras from the network.

2. [Section 2.3] An extension to real-time applications which leverages opti-
mised 3D human mesh recovery from a single image and a 3-stage parallel
pipeline that enables fast inference and online dynamic re-calibration when
needed.

2.1 HPE role in camera calibration

Before the advent of deep learning, classical HPE approaches were based on the
so-called pictorial structures framework [7]. Later on, this kind of hand-crafted
features, as well as customised hardware solutions (e.g., RGBD-based sensors)
became less popular, making room for HPE algorithms based on deep learning
paradigms.
Many human pose estimation techniques [21, 194] are based on bottom-up
2D skeleton estimation to guarantee good performances. Recent contributions
[182] explore two-stage approaches, in which the 2D pose is first estimated and
then used as a baseline to infer the corresponding 3D pose.

2.1.1 Bottom-up approaches

Estimating the human pose in a bottom-up fashion means first estimating all the
joints in a frame and then linking them together in a meaningful, structured hier-
archy. Cao et al.’s Realtime multi-person 2D pose estimation using part affinity
fields [21] is one of the most popular multi-person real-time 2D pose estimation
works in literature. It combines the architecture of a CNN-based variation of
Pose Machines, called Convolutional Pose Machines [194], leveraging on part

6
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affinity fields. Part affinity fields can be defined as a group of oriented vectors
linking different joints. In other words, part affinity fields can be seen as confi-
dence maps identifying bones, while joint confidence maps identify joints and
articulations.
The solution, presented in [21], is very robust to large scale occlusions and self
occlusions. Its dual-branch architecture for CNN-based joint parts and pairs
estimation is optimised to run in real-time on consumer hardware, making it
suitable for many research applications, and known as OpenPose [20]. How-
ever, it is still not faster than many top-down approaches when dealing with low
density scenarios. Recently, it has been extended with a single track architec-
ture [71], rendering it much faster than before, also embedding the hand and
face joint information.

2.1.2 End-to-end solutions for 3D human pose estimation

End-to-end recovery of human shape and pose[87] is one of the most popular
works in joint 3D human shape and pose. From a single RGB image of a person,
the human pose θ and body shape β are regressed, together with camera scale
s, rotation R and translation T .
An issue with this approach is that it is not suitable for run-time application and
it is highly affected by viewpoint changes and flickering between frames, due
to the lack of temporal coherence. Other works (see [99][89][143]) inspired by
[87] try to solve the flickering issue by using temporal cues or predicting future
poses.

2.1.3 Automatic calibration

Most of the automatic extrinsic calibration works in literature leverage on the
so called Manhattan World Assumption [34], which assumes that the geom-
etry typical of urban areas makes it easier to discover vanishing points from

7



2.1. HPE AND CAMERA CALIBRATION 8

images taken in those kind of environments. As an example, Zhang et al. in
[208] propose a solution that exploits the geometry of solar panels to estimate
orthogonal vanishing points. While such assumption is valid and works well in
city scenarios, it does not generalize sufficiently, especially when indoor scenes
are taken into consideration. Many methods in literature deal with the problem
of finding the parameters of a single camera which is being plugged in to an
existing and already calibrated camera network. Vasconcelos et al. in [189]
exploit sets of pairwise correspondences among images in order to estimate the
pose of the new camera. Despite the high deployability, this method only works
when the extrinsic parameters of the other cameras are known. In literature,
methods for self-calibration of pan-tilt [94] and tilt-zoom [155] cameras can
also be found. Traditionally, such kind of self calibration problems are handled
using geometrical constraints; however, with the growing popularity of deep
learning, some approaches tried to solve the problem, as in Hold-Geoffroy et
al.’s work [77], which aims at estimating pitch, roll and focal length of a single
camera employing convolutional neural networks. Of particular interest from
this viewpoint, some very recent works focus on embedding CNN capabilities
directly into camera sensors. One of the first works to achieve such results is
Bose et al.’s A Camera That CNNs: Towards Embedded Neural Networks on

Pixel Processor Arrays, an interesting proposal that could open new possibili-
ties for in-camera self-calibration. With the growing popularity of omnidirec-
tional cameras, Miyata et al. in [131] show how to exploit their large field of
view to anchor non-overlapping views. However, such solution are not employ-
able in some scenarios, such as AAL, since occlusions may play an important
role for the failure of the keypoints detectors. Augmented reality (AR) also
played an important role for refreshing the field of camera calibration. Zhao et
al. in [210] employ augmented reality markers placed directly on top of cameras
in order to perform camera calibration. However, the method requires the usage
of an additional dedicated camera just for the recognition of the AR markers.

8
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Figure 2.1: Joint pose, shape and camera estimation of End-to-end recovery of human shape
and pose [87] pipeline.

Perhaps the most popular approaches for automatic camera calibration are the
ones employing vanishing points estimation. Tang et al. in ESTHER [176]
propose a complete pedestrian trajectory-based solution for joint intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters estimation, especially focusing on intrinsic calibration for
distortion correction. However, their method requires pedestrian to walk in a
standard upright position, as well as a prior knowledge of the cameras vertical
height.
To our best knowledge, few other works exploit human pose cues for camera
calibration, and most of them exploit 3D sensors data, such as depth maps or
cameras disparity information.

Desai et al. in [40] propose a skeleton-based method for semi-automatic con-
tinuous calibration of Kinect V2 sensors. In their work, they also explore some
issues related to working with depth sensors, such as low range of vision, skele-
ton flipping and high computational costs. Among the many recent 3D human
pose estimation works, some also try to jointly retrieve human pose and weak
camera parameters. Kanazawa et al.’s approach [87] provides an estimation of
the subject in terms of mesh, shape and pose representation, as well as some
shallow cues of the camera pose.

9
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2.2 Automatic camera pose estimation via HPE

A lot of effort has been put over the years into automating the process of camera
resectioning. The available literature, though, still lacks of a fully unsupervised
and markerless approach, which could significantly simplify the deployment of
a camera network. Such deficiency in the state of the art might be perhaps due
to the manifoldness of sensors and lenses on the market, which frustrates any
generalization attempt. Another aspect that increases the difficulty of automatic
calibration is the dynamic nature of the environments where the camera net-
work is going to be installed. For example, in many scenarios, including video
surveillance, Ambient Assisted Living (AAL), environmental monitoring, the
reconfiguration of the camera network is generally common, often due to the
re-positioning of pieces of furniture, or more in general obstacles that can par-
tially or fully limit the visibility on the scene. In addition, especially when
dealing with outdoor scenarios, cameras with PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom) capabilities
are often adopted, as they are capable of changing their internal configuration,
making it necessary to re-calibrate one or more sensors. Wind or other weather
conditions may also be critical, introducing a lot of noise, and making it diffi-
cult to accomplish most of the classic vision tasks, such as keypoint extraction,
motion detection, and tracking.
Many good solutions to estimate the intrinsic camera parameters to correct lens
distortion have been provided in the past, the internal configuration of a cam-
era remains usually fixed, except when zooming or refocusing. On the other
hand, extrinsic parameters model the relation between the camera coordinates
and the real-world coordinates. For this reason, even a slight movement of the
camera can cause a loss in calibration precision. This is problematic because
the standard calibration procedures, though not complex, are rather time con-
suming requiring every time manual intervention.
Many approaches try to simplify the calibration process by reducing the number

10
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the proposed pipeline: from RGB video streams to the estimation of
the extrinsic parameters of the camera network.

of required checkerboard images. In autonomous driving, good markerless solu-
tions can be found by using visual odometry [138], SLAM [46], or optical flow
[119] for feature tracking; however, they are often not suitable for surveillance
cameras, due to the completely different application scenario. Other methods
use SIFT/SURF features and feature matching between camera views to es-
timate the camera parameters [81], but they require additional data from other
sensors, such as active range sensors. Recent methods focus on calibrating cam-
eras by using the cues provided by walking humans, both for intrinsic and ex-
trinsic parameters estimation. In particular, these approaches are usually based
on:

• Manhattan World Assumption

• Planar trajectories

• Skeleton data from 3D sensors

The ones based on the Manhattan World Assumption [34] usually work well
in city environments due to their geometric uniformity, but may fail in all the
other scenarios. Human detection and tracking has been used in the past to find
vanishing points and estimate the ground plane from multiple camera views
[176]. However, they require a prior knowledge of the people or camera height

11
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and are not robust to occlusions, noise, or non-standard standing poses. Re-
cently, RGBD sensors such as the Microsoft Kinect V2 1 allowed to obtain
a better understanding of the scene through depth and 3D skeleton pose esti-
mation. However, the main issues in calibrating a camera network from the
skeleton information via Kinect are the small range (¡3 m), low precision due to
occlusions, and the high infrastructural and processing cost, as multiple com-
puters are required to handle a network of RGBD sensors.
During the last years, researchers in computer vision have spent a lot of efforts
in the area of human pose estimation from monocular images. There have been
many successful examples, such as [148], [194] and [21]. Many of them have
been made possible thanks to the availability of very large datasets, in particular
from CMU’s Panoptic Studio [84], leading to popular open source frameworks,
such as OpenPose [20]. Among the different kinds of techniques used in the
past to extract 3D human pose from monocular videos, we can distinguish be-
tween:

• two-stages approaches

• direct approaches

Two-stages approaches, such as [182], first estimate 2D joints and then recover
the depth component. On the other hand, direct approaches try to recover the
3D skeleton or mesh in one shot. Among them, Kanazawa et al.’s End-to-end

recovery of human shape and pose [87] is one of the most known.
Starting from Kanazawa’s work, we extend it to work with multiple views and
with a more realistic camera model, that allows for extrinsic parameters estima-
tion. Our results show that, over a small number of frames, the human skeleton
alone can provide a sufficient number of keypoints for fully unsupervised cam-
era calibration, to retrieve the real-world 3D position of cameras in a camera

1https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/kinect
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network. We show some results with different configurations and discuss on
how our method can be further extended for better accuracy.

2.2.1 The proposed model

A simplified overview of our calibration architecture can be seen in figure 2.3.
In short, the proposed method takes as input sequences of RGB frames from an
arbitrary number of camera streams C0,...,n, then applies 2D pose estimation to
detect matching skeletons and the corresponding bounding boxes B0,...,n. We
then infer the 3D position of skeletal joints and their real-world scale through
human mesh recovery. Finally, we align the skeletons centroids and use a least
squares approach to find a set of rigid transformations T{i→0|i=1,...,n} from each
skeleton to another in 3D world space. By minimizing the displacement error
between skeletons in 3D space, we can exploit the epipolar geometry as well as
the world-space and image-space position of joints to retrieve both the extrin-
sic parameters for rotation and translation R | t and the fundamental matrices
F{i→0|i=1,...,n}.
A big advantage of the model we propose is the possibility to re-calibrate the
network when the distances between the detected 3D skeletons diverges. An-
other feature is the capability of continuously improving calibration over time,
for example in case new cameras are added, thanks due to the proposed 3D
matching approach.

In the following paragraphs we denote the camera matrix P, while the intrin-
sic and extrinsic parameters are modelled by K and [R | t] respectively.

P =

K︷ ︸︸ ︷ fx s x0

0 fy y0

0 0 1

×
[R — t]︷ ︸︸ ︷(
R t
0 1

)
(2.1)

13
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Figure 2.3: An overview of our camera network calibration pipeline
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Figure 2.4: 2D pose estimation for bounding box extraction

2D pose matching

The first module of our architecture takes as input n sequences of RGB frames
and produces as output n bounding boxes of the pedestrian with the overall high-
est detection confidence score among all the views and with matching skeletal
configuration. To ensure a robust detection, we employ the method described
in [21] for joint parts and pairs detection. In a single pedestrian scenario and by
relaxing the occlusions or noise constraints, even the classic vision background
subtraction methods or some refined versions such as [175] can be used.

Although the skeletal information can be already exploited at this point to
estimate the fundamental matrices, our proposal computes the matrices after
re-projecting the 3D-world skeleton onto the image planes for more accurate
results. To do so, we keep a reference to the displacement of the central point
[Dpix

x ,Dpix
y ] and the pixel-size of each bounding box, as well as an unscale fac-

tor.
Note that in order to obtain the most accurate results possible, our framework
accepts as input the prior knowledge of the people heights. However, approxi-
mate results can be obtained by providing an estimation of the known average
height.

15
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Figure 2.5: Principal point offset for mesh positioning in the weak perspective camera model
does not correspond to a real-world mesh translation [162].

Mesh recovery

Each scaled bounding box B0,...,n contains now a crop of the original frames,
containing the same pose of the subject, as seen from different viewpoints. Our
goal is to jointly retrieve the 3D skeleton position from each viewpoint.
To achieve this, we employ a modified version of the method described in [87].
By feeding each bounding box Bi to the network, we obtain the vector Θ, corre-
sponding to the SMPL [116] human body model parameters and configured as
follows:

Θ = [

camera︷ ︸︸ ︷
s, tx, ty,

pose︷︸︸︷
θ ,

shape︷︸︸︷
β ] (2.2)

From each human mesh M(θ ,β )i it is possible to obtain a set of J = 19
world-scale 3D joints ξi. The 10 body shape parameters β are used to refine
the weak 2D pose matching described in 2.2.1 and remove remaining outliers.
We discard the camera parameters s, tx, ty since they model a weak perspective
pinhole camera model with its principal point shifted by [tx, ty] (Fig. 2.5). In
this model, the world translation of the mesh is computed as z = F/s, where s

is a scaling factor.

The weak perspective model is not accurate enough for retrieving the real-
world mesh transformation because it does not take into account perspective
transformations. For this reason, we recover the real-world mesh displacement
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∆mm in millimeters, based on the perspective camera model:

∆
mm =

[ ∆mm
x︷ ︸︸ ︷

∆mm
z ∆

pix
x

f pix
x

,

∆mm
y︷ ︸︸ ︷

∆mm
z ∆

pix
y

f pix
y

,

∆mm
z︷ ︸︸ ︷

f mmwBmm

WBpix

]
(2.3)

where f pix = [ f pix
x , f pix

y ] corresponds to the focal length values in pixels, w is
the image width in pixels and W is the sensor width in millimeters. Bpix and Bmm

are the image-coordinates and world-coordinates sizes of the bounding boxes
retrieved from 2.2.1. Now ∆mm

i contains the real-world relative translation from
Ci to ξi.

Skeleton matching

As of now, we built n camera-centric systems with n different 3D skeletons.
We need to find the rotation matrices that map each skeleton ξ1,...,n to ξ0. We
achieve this by considering a skeleton-centric system, in which each skeleton
centroid c is placed in the world center. In this space, we can find the relative
skeleton-to-skeleton transformations in terms of rotation and translation by a
single value decomposition (SVD) of H, as explained in equations 2.4 and 2.5.

H = ξ0 ·ξi , U,S,V ⊺ = SV D(H) (2.4)

R =V ·U⊺ , t = ci− (R · c⊺0) (2.5)

By starting from the skeleton-centric space, we apply the transformations of
eq. 2.5 to ξi. Then, we move back to the camera-centric space and find the
transformation that maps ξ0 to ∆mm

0 . We finally find the inverse transformations
∆mm

i , starting from eq. 2.3.
By applying this procedure, we obtain a 3D space in which C0 is placed in

17
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Figure 2.6: 3D skeleton matching for global transformation

the center of the coordinate system, the n skeletons are in ∆mm
0 and the relative

position of all the other virtual cameras is known. A simple representation of
the 3D skeleton match can be seen in Figure 2.6.

Fundamental matrix

With the skeletons ξ0,...,i correctly positioned in the 3D world, we calculate Σ

as the 3D skeleton containing the mean values of all the joints in world-space
coordinates. Since we also know the position of each camera in the 3D world,
we can project Σ to each image plane of Ci, obtaining σi. We then build a vector
σi containing 2D skeleton joints values for a batch of frames coming from Ci

and use it as ordered keypoints to find the fundamental matrices Fi→0 that match
camera Ci with camera C0.
This allows us to find the epipolar lines and corresponding matching points
between two camera views. Moreover, since the extrinsic matrices have been
previously retrieved, it is possible to describe how points in world coordinates
map to each camera coordinate system, and viceversa.

2.2.2 Results

We conducted three real-world experiments to test our framework in three dif-
ferent scenarios with different configurations, as listed in Table 2.1. The first
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experiment is similar to the setup provided in [40], even if it has been carried
out at longer distances and with regular IP cameras instead of RGBD sensors.
The second experiment considers the possibility of using videos from two arbi-
trary smartphones, to show how our method can also simultaneously work with
two totally different sensors. The third scenario has been carried out inside a
small indoor space, with two IP cameras facing one each other and where the
views suffer partial occlusions due to the environment configuration. It is worth
noting that our method also works with a single camera, since the depth is being
estimated directly from the 3D skeleton extracted from each individual frame.

Quantitative results

The main results of our experiments are listed in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. As
can be seen, they are comparable with the results provided by [40], particularly
taking into consideration that we only employ monocular cameras and no addi-
tional depth sensors. The metrics MinSDE, ASDE and MaxSDE, describe the
minimum, average, and maximum displacement of skeletal joints, respectively,
after the matching in 3D space, in meters, calculated by the Euclidean distance:

SDE =

√
n

∑
i=1

(
ξ0−ξi

)
(2.6)

RPD, VPD (real and virtual plane displacements) are the measures of the
displacement from the origin along the real world plane and the virtual world
plane respectively. The RPD has been calculated starting from ground truth
annotations, while the VPD can be calculated once again with an Euclidean
distance from the origin, discarding the z component. The plane displacement
error (PDE) is computed as | RPD−V PD |, once again in meters. The MRE is
the mean reprojection error calculated after applying the fundamental matrix F

to the set of points σi.
Our results for scenario 1 and 2 are also better than the checkerboard results
obtained by [40] using the method described in [209].

19
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Experiments

Gym Laboratory Apartment

Configuration

Cameras 3 2 2

Frames 250 250 875

Sensor size
1/3”

9.1 mm

1/3.2”

5.7 mm

1/2.8”

6.3 mm

1/2.8”

7 mm

Focal length 3.0 3.0 5.5 4.0 4.07 4.5 6

3D Matching

MinSDE 0.04 0.01 0.10

ASDE 0.08 0.06 0.13

MaxSDE 0.14 0.08 0.16

Real-world displacement

RPD 7.73 5.66 3.26

VPD 7.92 5.79 3.35

PDE 0.21 0.13 0.09

Table 2.1: Experimental results. Columns: the three different test scenarios. Rows: number of
cameras, number of frames, 3D skeleton displacement error (min, average, max), displacement
along the plane (real plane, virtual plane, plane displacement error)

Reprojection error

After finding the fundamental matrices F for each scene and the corresponding
epipolar lines, we assess the precision of our method by calculating the repro-
jection error in term of point-line-distance, as follows:

| ax0 +bx0 + c |√
a2 +b2

(2.7)

where a, b and c are the epipolar lines coefficients and [x0,y0] are the coor-
dinates of the projected points. In table 2.2 the reprojection errors in pixels for
each FullHD scene are listed, showing that the proposed method is robust in all
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the three test scenarios considered.

Experiments

Gym Laboratory Apartment

MRE (pix) 6.15 12.03 8.38

Table 2.2: Reprojection errors for the three test environments

Qualitative results

In Figures 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 we provide some qualitative results through the Au-
todesk Maya® 3D animation, modeling, simulation, and rendering software. In
each image a reconstruction of the 3D scene is shown, including the 3D skeleton
used for the matching, the virtual plane and every virtual camera with correct
roll, pitch, yaw, translation, focal length and frustum size. We decided to dis-
card the approximate differentiable render OpenDR [117] used by [116] and
[87] in favour of Maya because the latter lets us configure in fine details many
camera parameters such as the focal length, the film gate and frustum size in
millimeters. Moreover, our entire code can directly run into the Maya environ-
ment, allowing us to easily extend the scope of our work to weak monocular
3D human motion capture from video footage, also from a single camera. Our
3D reconstruction module in Maya is standalone and can receive camera and
skeleton data from an external machine via a command port socket.

Figure 2.7:
Gym scenario

Figure 2.8:
Laboratory scenario

Figure 2.9:
Apartment scenario
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2.2.3 Discussion

We presented a framework for a fully unsupervised markerless multi-camera
calibration through monocular 3D human pose estimation. It consists of a 3-
stage approach which employs (i) 2D human detection and matching between
views, (ii) monocular 3D pose estimation through mesh recovery and (iii) joint
2D and 3D skeleton matching in camera-centric and skeleton-centric spaces.
The overall output of our work consists of the extrinsic parameters that link
cameras coordinates with world coordinates, as well as all the fundamental ma-
trices to link the camera views. Compared to the other related works in lit-
erature, our approach works with at least one monocular RGB sensor and it is
hardware-independent. It is robust to occlusions and noise in the scene thanks to
the skeleton matching approach, and it is able to re-calibrate the camera network
in real-time. Additionally, its accuracy can be refined over time in a continuous
fashion.

2.3 Extension to real-time applications

In computer vision and 3D reconstruction, many works over the years have tried
to automate the process of camera resectioning and calibration. Having the
possibility to minimise the manual intervention within the calibration pipeline
could simplify its deployment in many contexts and in a significant way. How-
ever, there is still a lack for fully unsupervised and markerless approaches for
camera calibration in literature. The manifoldness of camera sensors and lenses
present in the market hinders any generalization attempt. Another aspect that
plays an important role in increasing the difficulty of automatic calibration is the
dynamic nature of the environments, in which camera networks are generally
being installed. For example, in many scenarios, including video surveillance,
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) and environmental monitoring, the reconfigu-
ration and consequent re-calibration of the camera network is a common pro-
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cess, often due to the re-positioning or addition of pieces of furniture, or, more
in general, the presence of obstacles that can partially or fully limit the visibility
of the observed environment. In addition, cameras with pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) ca-
pabilities are often used. A big issue linked to the usage of PTZ cameras is that
they are capable of changing their internal configuration, making it necessary
to re-calibrate the whole network whenever these changes occur. In addition,
wind or other weather conditions may also further complicate the scenario, in-
troducing noise, and making it difficult to accomplish even the simplest vision
tasks, such as keypoints extraction, motion detection and tracking.

Generally speaking, the internal configuration of a camera usually remains
fixed, unless when zooming, refocusing or changing the lens parameters. Many
good solutions to estimate the intrinsic parameters of a camera have been pro-
vided in the literature, and they usually require the usage of a checkerboard or
other calibration tools.

On the other hand, extrinsic parameters model the relation between the cam-
era coordinates and the real-world coordinates. Ideally, extrinsic parameters
remain unaltered if both the camera and world long-term steadiness can be guar-
anteed. For this reason, even a slight movement of the camera can cause a loss
in calibration precision, leading to the need of re-calibrating the whole sys-
tem. This is problematic because the standard calibration procedures, though
not complex, are rather time consuming and require the usage of third party
calibration instruments by an expert technician who needs to be on the spot to
perform the task. Another issue is that whenever a calibration is in progress, the
camera network remains busy and inoperable.

A few approaches in literature [57] try to simplify the calibration process
by increasing the accuracy of the calibration pattern detectors, thus reducing
the number of required checkerboard images. However, despite being fast, they
still require manual intervention. For example, although in a different appli-
cation scenarios, the adoption of markerless solutions has been explored in the
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Figure 2.10: An overview of our camera network calibration pipeline. In the figure, SNWBP
refers to a Single-Network Whole-Body Pose Estimation, the filters prepare the inputs for the
SPIN human mesh recovery module. The matcher simply matches the obtained 3D skeletons in
order to compute the output poses.

autonomous driving context, exploiting visual odometry [138], SLAM [46], and
optical flow [119] for feature tracking; however, they are often not suitable for
surveillance scenes, since such methods require a fixed camera configuration
with respect to the vehicle, in order to exploit the car movement information for
calibration. Other methods use SIFT/SURF feature matching between camera
views to estimate the extrinsic camera parameters [81], but they usually require
additional data from other sensors, such as active range sensors.

A recent trend in computer vision is pedestrian-based camera calibration,
which focuses on finding how to estimate both intrinsic and extrinsic camera
parameters by exploiting the cues provided by walking humans. In particular,
these approaches are usually based on:

• Manhattan World Assumption

• Planar trajectories

• Skeleton data from 3D sensors

The approaches based on the Manhattan World Assumption [34] are usually
adopted in city-like environments due to their geometric homogeneity, but may
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fail in other scenarios, when no such geometric cues are being found. Human
detection and tracking have been explored in literature as a support for vanishing
point estimation and to estimate the ground plane from multiple camera views
[176]. However, these methods often require a prior knowledge of the cam-
eras’ vertical position or of the people height, they are not robust to occlusions,
noise, and can be fooled by unconventional human poses. Recently, RGBD
sensors such as the Microsoft Kinect V22 and the Intel RealSense3 allowed ob-
taining a better understanding of the scene through depth and 3D skeleton pose
estimation [159][161][147]. However, there are many issues linked to the usage
of RGBD sensors such as Kinect and RealSense to calibrate a camera network
from the skeleton information. Among them, the most relevant ones are:

• Small range (usually 4m) of the depth sensor; this constraint is not suitable
for large environments.

• Low precision; occlusions, ambiguities and reflections in the scene are an
important factor for the skeleton extraction precision.

• High infrastructural and processing cost; multiple computers and GPUs are
usually required to process data coming from a network of RGBD sensors
in real-time.

A recent trend in computer vision concerns the area of human pose estima-
tion from monocular images. There have been many successful examples, such
as [148], [194] and [21]. Many of the good results have been made possible
thanks to the availability of very large datasets, in particular CMU’s Panoptic
Studio [84], which contributed to speed up the development of many popular
and open source frameworks, such as OpenPose [20].

2https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/kinect
3https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/realsense-overview.html
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Amongst the different kinds of 3D monocular human pose estimation tech-
niques used in literature, we can distinguish between:

• two-stage approaches

• end-to-end approaches

Two-stage approaches, such as [182], first estimate 2D joints and then recover
the depth component. On the other hand, end-to-end approaches try to recover
the 3D skeleton or mesh in one shot. Kanazawa et al.’s work [87] is one of the
most recent ones, which takes as input an image, encoding it into body pose,
shape and weak camera pose via a CNN encoder; then, a discriminator is used as
supervisor to encourage a better loss, by comparing the produced 3D model with
a pool of real scanned 3D human poses (Fig. 2.1). Despite it being a very good
approach to estimate the 3D mesh of a person, it may still fail, especially when
dealing with unusual viewpoints and in time-constrained scenarios. Kolotouros
et al. in SPIN (SMPL oPtimization IN the loop) [99] provide a fix to these
issues by employing an hybrid top-down and bottom-up approach that aims at
optimising the human mesh recovery (HMR) phase. Their method is based on
the iterative application of optimisation and regression-based approaches (such
as [87]) to further improve human mesh recovery, by mixing the advantages of
both the approaches, in particular the accuracy of the first one with the speed of
the second one.

Starting from Kanazawa’s work, we extend it in a similar fashion as the one
described in [99], and re-purpose in order to work with multiple views and with
a more realistic camera model, that allows us to better estimate the extrinsic
parameters for each camera. Our results show that, starting from a single frame,
the retrieved human skeleton alone can provide a sufficient number of keypoints
to estimate the real-world 3D position of cameras in a network, thus achieving
fully unsupervised camera calibration. We show results in different scenarios
and with different cameras configurations and discuss on how our method can
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be further extended for better accuracy. This work is an extension of our pre-
vious work [54]. The main contribution, compared to the work in [54] consists
of the capability of the system to obtain real-time camera network calibration,
at comparable accuracy. This is achieved thanks to the adoption of a faster
SNWBP network [71] and a more precise human mesh recovery pipeline [99].
These improvements allow for an even easier deployment in real-world scenar-
ios, and are particularly helpful when dealing with large camera networks and
real-time constraints.

2.3.1 Method overview

In this section, we refer to Fig. 2.11 to provide a red thread to explain our
method’s pipeline. During phase A, for each camera Ci in the network we ac-
quire a single frame in a synchronous fashion. Then, each frame is forwarded to
a Single-Network Whole-Body Pose Estimation (SNWBP) [71] network (phase
B), which is a very fast convolutional network that is able to infer the 2D skele-
ton (σ ) of multiple people inside the image in real-time. In this phase we also
use the 2D skeleton information to compute a 2D bounding box Bi for each
detected person in each frame. Then, during phase C, we use our joint hu-
man mesh recovery and camera pose estimation network, which is based on
[99]. Starting from the monocular human mesh recovery network described in
[99], we extend it by modifying the underlying camera model, providing a full
perspective camera model. This addition, makes it possible, during phase D,
to exploit the information acquired in the previous steps, such as the bound-
ing boxes, 2D and 3D skeletons, body shape and pose parameters, to retrieve
a good estimation of the camera pose for each camera in the network. All the
four phases can run in parallel for each camera in the system, and in a continu-
ous loop, in order to maximise both performance and precision by refining the
calibration results over time.
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2.3.2 The proposed model

In this section, we propose our one-shot method for fully automatic and un-
supervised camera network calibration that leverages on monocular 3D human
pose estimation from single images. In Figs. 2.11 and 2.10 we describe the
pipeline and the different steps of our architecture. Looking at the bigger pic-
ture, our framework receives as input a single RGB frame I0,...,n from n >= 1
camera video streams C0,...,n. We then apply fast, single network 2D pose es-
timation [71] for each frame, in order to filter matching subjects across frames
and obtain the corresponding bounding boxes B0,...,n (Fig. 2.12). We then apply
our custom optimised human mesh recovery method based on [87][99] to infer
the 3D position of skeletal joints together with their real-world scale. Finally,
when dealing with n > 1 cameras, we align the skeletons centroids and use a
least squares approach to find a set of rigid transformations T{i→0|i=1,...,n} from
each skeleton to another one in 3D world space. After minimizing the displace-
ment error between skeletons in 3D space, we can exploit the epipolar geometry
as well as the world-space and image-space position of joints to retrieve both
the extrinsic parameters for rotation and translation R | t and the fundamental
matrices F{i→0|i=1,...,n}. In case of a single camera, the matching step and the
fundamental matrix calculations are being ignored and we simply retrieve the
camera matrix as well as the 3D human pose and shape.
Whenever the framework detects a difference in the detected 3D-space joints,
which is bigger than a threshold, it triggers a new re-calibration cycle, in order
to keep the network calibrated over time, progressively refining its accuracy.
Another big advantage of our method is its flexibility. In fact, it can work even
with a single camera and it allows for new cameras to be plugged into the system
in a dynamic fashion.

In the next sections we refer to the camera matrix as P. The intrinsic matrix
is defined by K, where fx = f mx and fy = f my represent the focal length values
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C. Optimised 
SMPL model

B. SNWBPA. Single frame D. 3D human pose
+ 3D camera pose

� ₁
[ B₁ ] [ θ₁, β₁, ξ₁ ] [ σ₁ ] [ Σ ] 

[ ∆mm ] 
P = K [ R|t ] 

Figure 2.11: Illustration of the proposed pipeline: from a single RGB image to the estimation
of the extrinsic parameters of the camera. In case of a camera network, the same pipeline is
applied for each camera, before a 3D matching phase, as described in Fig. 2.10

in pixels, scaled along x and y by a scaling value m. The principal point of the
camera is represented by (x0,y0). Extrinsic parameters are modelled by [R | t],
where R is the rotation matrix and t identifies the translation vector.

P =

K︷ ︸︸ ︷
fx s x0

0 fy y0

0 0 1

×
[R — t]︷ ︸︸ ︷ R t

0 1

 (2.8)

2D pose matching

As a first step, we provide a module that handles fast multi-person 2D pose esti-
mation and filters detected skeletons to ensure good pose-based subject matches
across the views. This first part of the architecture takes as input n RGB frames
and outputs a bounding box for the target person in each image in terms of
2D pose, together with the overall highest detection confidence score among
all the views. To ensure real-time performances, we employ an improved ver-
sion of the method described by Cao in [21] for joint parts and pairs detection,
namely Single-Network Whole-Body Pose Estimation (SNWBP) [71]. Alterna-
tively, under particular conditions such as fixed, single-person, noise-free and
occlusions-free scenarios, it is possible to employ classic background subtrac-
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Figure 2.12: 2D pose estimation for bounding box extraction

tion methods or more advanced versions such as [175] to extract the bounding
boxes.

At this point the skeleton joints information is already sufficient to calculate
the fundamental matrices that link the views. However, we decided to further
reinforce this estimation by providing additional points obtained from the re-
projection of the 3D skeleton onto the image planes, as we will explain later on.
By doing so, we observe an increment in the accuracy of the final fundamental
matrices. Therefore, at this phase we only keep a reference to the displacement
of the central point [Dpix

x ,Dpix
y ] and the pixel-size of each bounding box, as well

as an unscale factor, which serves as a parameter that can be used to reverse the
scaling of the bounding boxes.
The 3D mesh recovery module based on [87] is able to retrieve an estimation of
the person height, which can be used as a substitute to the real height. However,
we provide as an option the possibility to give as additional input the real height
of the considered subject in order to maximise the accuracy of the calibration.
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Mesh recovery

Once we recovered the matching bounding boxes across all the different views
together with the optional joint information, we need to recover 3D joints infor-
mation that we will use to calculate the extrinsic parameters. At this point, each
scaled bounding box B0,...,n is configured as a crop of the frames containing the
subject chosen by 2D pose-similarity, as seen from different viewpoints. We
now need to retrieve the 3D skeleton joints from each viewpoint, in a monocu-
lar fashion without relying on information from the other views.
To achieve this, we employ our modified version of the method described in
[87] and [99] (SPIN). By feeding each bounding box Bi to the network, we ob-
tain the vector Θ, corresponding to the SMPL (Skinned Multi-Person Linear
Model) [116] human body model parameters, which is configured as follows:

Θ = [

camera︷ ︸︸ ︷
s, tx, ty,

pose︷︸︸︷
θ ,

shape︷︸︸︷
β ] (2.9)

From each human mesh M(θ ,β )i it is possible to obtain a set of J = 19
world-scale 3D joints ξi (in meter coordinates). The 10 body shape parameters
β encode different deformations of the mesh shape, and are used to refine the
weak 2D pose matching described in 2.3.2 as well as removing remaining out-
liers. We discard the original camera parameters s, tx, ty since they model a weak
perspective pinhole camera model with its principal point shifted by [tx, ty] (Fig.
2.13). In the original model described in [87], the world translation of the mesh
is computed as z = F/s, where s is a scaling factor.

The weak perspective model is not accurate enough for retrieving real-world
mesh displacements because it does not take into account perspective transfor-
mations. In fact, in weak perspective geometry, perspective transformations are
modeled via a simple scaling in the subject size, proportionally to its distance
from the camera. In practice, if we take into account the manifold of commer-
cially available sensors and lenses, employing a weak camera model is a strong
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Figure 2.13: Principal point offset for mesh positioning in the weak perspective camera model
does not correspond to a real-world mesh translation [162].

generalisation, which can lead to substantial errors. For this reason, we sub-
stitute the original weak camera model with a fully-fledged perspective one, to
recover the real-world mesh displacement ∆mm in millimeters, as shown in Eq.
2.10:

∆
mm =

[ ∆mm
x︷ ︸︸ ︷

∆mm
z ∆

pix
x

f pix
x

,

∆mm
y︷ ︸︸ ︷

∆mm
z ∆

pix
y

f pix
y

,

∆mm
z︷ ︸︸ ︷

f mmwBmm

WBpix

]
(2.10)

where f pix = [ f pix
x , f pix

y ] corresponds to the focal length values in pixels, w

is the image width in pixels and W is the sensor width in millimeters. Bpix and
Bmm are the image-coordinates and world-coordinates sizes of the bounding
boxes retrieved from 2.3.2. At this point, ∆mm

i contains the real-world relative
translation going from the camera Ci to the 3D skeleton ξi.

Skeleton matching

At this stage, in presence on an arbitrary number n > 1 cameras, we have ob-
tained n camera-centric systems each one referring to a 3D skeleton. The next
step is setting each skeleton’s centroid ci as the pivot point for each correspond-
ing camera Ci. Thus, we need to find the rotation matrices Ri that map each
skeleton ξ1,...,n to ξ0. We achieve this by moving towards a skeleton-centric sys-
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[ ξ₀ ] [ ξ₁ ]

SVD(H)

H₌ξ₀·ξ₁

Figure 2.14: Our SVD approach for 3D skeleton matching

tem, in which each skeleton centroid c is positioned in the center of coordinates
(0,0,0). In this space, we can find the relative skeleton-to-skeleton transforma-
tions in terms of rotations and translations using a single value decomposition
(SVD) approach, as explained in equations 2.11 and 2.12.

H = ξ0 ·ξi , U,S,V⊤ = SV D(H) (2.11)

R =V ·U⊤ , t = ci− (R · c⊤0 ) (2.12)

More in detail, we calculate H as the dot product of a pair of 3D point sets
of joints ξ0 and ξi. We then apply an SVD to H to find the matrices U,S,V , as
explained in Eq. 2.11. Finally, we find the rotation matrix R and the translation
vector t as detailed in Eq. 2.12. A simple representation of the 3D skeleton
match can be seen in Fig. 2.14.

Then, we move back to the camera-centric space and find the transformation
that maps ξ0 to ∆mm

0 . We finally find the inverse transformations ∆mm
i , starting

from Eq. 2.10.
By applying this procedure, we obtain a 3D space, in which the first camera C0

is positioned at the center of the coordinate system, the n skeletons are in ∆mm
0

and the relative position of all the other virtual cameras is known. An example
of the final output of the whole pipeline can be seen in Fig. 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Visualisation of the final result of our automatic calibration pipeline.

Fundamental matrix

With the skeletons ξ0,...,i correctly positioned in the 3D world, we calculate Σ

as the merged 3D skeleton containing the mean values of all the joints coming
from ξ0,...,i in world-space coordinates. Since we also know the position of each
camera in the 3D world, we can project Σ to each image plane of Ci, obtaining
σi. We then build a vector σi containing 2D skeleton joints values for a batch of
frames coming from Ci and use it as ordered keypoints to find the fundamental
matrices Fi→0 that match camera Ci with camera C0.
This allows us to find the epipolar lines and corresponding matching points be-
tween pairs of camera views. Moreover, since the extrinsic matrices have been
previously retrieved, it is possible to describe, how points in world coordinates
map to each camera coordinate system, and viceversa.

2.3.3 Results

To test our framework, we conducted seven real-world experiments in different
scenarios, as listed in Table 2.4. The first four experiments were carried out in
a real living lab consisting of three rooms, which is equipped with a network of
identically-configured HD and FullHD cameras monitoring all the rooms. The
last three experiments serve as a comparison of the proposed pipeline with our
previous method, which employed video sequences instead of single frames, as
well as slower and less precise human pose estimators. Our results are com-
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parable with the ones provided by [40], both in terms of spatial configuration
and precision, even if we rely on just monocular information from simple RGB
cameras and not on depth or triangulation. Experiments 2,3,7 show how our
method is robust against important occlusions in the scene. In experiment 5 we
demonstrate how our method can also work with very distant and little over-
lapping cameras. In experiment 6 we employ two handheld smartphones (not
stabilized) and successfully retrieve a good estimation of their pose in the 3D
world.

Quantitative results

The main results of our experiments are listed in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4. As
can be seen, they are comparable with the results provided by [40], particularly
taking into consideration that we only employ monocular cameras and no addi-
tional depth sensors. The metrics MinSDE, ASDE and MaxSDE, describe the
minimum, average, and maximum displacement of skeletal joints, respectively,
after the matching in 3D space, in meters, calculated by the Euclidean distance:

SDE =

√
n

∑
i=1

(
ξ0−ξi

)
(2.13)

RPD, VPD (real and virtual plane displacements) are the measures of the
displacement from the origin along the real world plane and the virtual world
plane respectively. The RPD has been calculated starting from ground truth
annotations, while the VPD can be calculated once again with an Euclidean
distance from the origin, discarding the z component. The plane displacement
error (PDE) is computed as | RPD−V PD |, once again in meters. The MRE is
the mean reprojection error calculated after applying the fundamental matrix F

to the set of points σi.
Our results for most of the scenarios are also better than the checkerboard results
obtained by [40] using the method described in [209].
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Reprojection error

After finding the fundamental matrices F for each scene and the corresponding
epipolar lines, we assess the precision of our method by calculating the repro-
jection error in term of point-line-distance, as follows:

| ax0 +bx0 + c |√
a2 +b2

(2.14)

where a, b and c are the epipolar lines coefficients and [x0,y0] are the coor-
dinates of the projected points. In Table 2.3 the reprojection errors in pixels for
each scenario are listed, showing that the proposed method is robust in all the
four test environments considered.

Scenarios

Kitchen Gym Laboratory Apartment

MRE 12.77 6.15 12.03 8.38

Table 2.3: Reprojection errors in pixels for the four test scenarios

Qualitative results

In Figs. 2.16 and 2.17 we provide some qualitative results through the Autodesk
Maya® 3D animation, modeling, simulation, and rendering software. In each
image a reconstruction of the 3D scene is shown, including the 3D skeleton
used for the matching, the virtual plane and every virtual camera with correct
roll, pitch, yaw, translation, focal length and frustum size. We decided to dis-
card the approximate differentiable render OpenDR [117] used by [116] and
[87] in favour of Maya because the latter lets us configure in fine details many
camera parameters including the focal length, the film gate and frustum size in
millimeters. Moreover, our entire code can directly run into the Maya environ-
ment, allowing us to easily extend the scope of our work to weak monocular
3D human motion capture from video footage, also from a single camera. Our
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3D reconstruction module in Maya is standalone and can receive camera and
skeleton data from an external machine via a command port socket in real-time.
As an alternative, we provide bindings for Open3D.
Concluding, despite the lack of proper datasets to benchmark these kind of ap-
plications, we also provide, in addition to the original experiments, some good
qualitative results from the Panoptic Dataset [84] and from fully simulated sce-
narios. In Fig. 2.18 we show an example of camera pose estimation from 8
different views caught from 8 virtual cameras inside the Unity 3D environment.
Similar results can be obtained for all the 480 VGA cameras in the Panoptic
Dataset.

2.3.4 Discussion

We presented an extension of the automatic calibration framework described
in 2.2, capable of calibrating a single camera or a camera network only from
monocular human pose estimation cues in real-time, also enabling the possibil-
ity for continuous calibration. We employ a 3-stage approach which comprises
(i) fast, single network whole body pose estimation and matching among cam-
era views, (ii) perspective corrected, optimised monocular human mesh recov-
ery from a single frame and (iii) joint 2D and 3D skeleton matching in camera-
centric and skeleton-centric coordinates. Compared to the other related works
in literature and with our previous approach, the presented framework enables
the possibility for real-time, one-shot network calibration, which is camera-
independent and which requires only one frame as input. It is robust to occlu-
sions and noise in the scene thanks to the 3D skeleton matching approach, and
it is able to perform real-time re-calibration thanks to its streamlined parallel
architecture.
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Figure 2.16: Kitchen scenario

Figure 2.17: Gym scenario
Top view

Front view

Free view

Side view

Figure 2.18: Simulated scenario: estimating the pose of 8 virtual cameras inside Unity
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Experiments

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

K.A K.B K.C Liv. Gym Lab Apart.

Configuration

Cams 2 2 2 1 3 2 2

Frames 1 1 1 1 250 250 875

Sensor
1/3”

6.28mm

1/3”

9.1mm

1/3.2”

5.7mm

1/2.8”

6.3mm

1/2.8”

7mm

fl 4.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 5.5 4.0 4.07 4.5 6

3D matching

SDEmin 3.34e-08 3.28e-08 2.24e-08 n.d. 0.04 0.01 0.10

SDEavg 0.04 0.07 0.04 n.d. 0.08 0.06 0.13

SDEmax 0.06 0.10 0.08 n.d. 0.14 0.08 0.16

Real-world displacement

RPD 6.09 6.97 5.86 5.45 7.73 5.66 3.26

VPD 6.46 7.04 6.24 5.50 7.92 5.79 3.35

PDE 0.37 0.07 0.38 0.05 0.21 0.13 0.09

Table 2.4: Experimental results. Columns: the seven different test scenarios (the last three are
results from our previous method [54]). Rows: number of cameras, number of frames, sensor
sizes, focal length, 3D skeleton displacement error (min, average, max), displacement along the
plane (real plane, virtual plane, plane displacement error)
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Chapter 3

Designing better human pose estimation
networks

Deep neural networks achieve outstanding results in a large variety of tasks,
often outperforming human experts. However, a known limitation of current
neural architectures is the poor accessibility to understand and interpret the net-
work response to a given input. This is directly related to the huge number
of variables and the associated non-linearities of neural models, which are often
used as black boxes. When it comes to critical applications as autonomous driv-
ing, security and safety, medicine and health, the lack of interpretability of the
network behavior tends to induce skepticism and limited trustworthiness, de-
spite the accurate performance of such systems in the given task. Furthermore,
a single metric, such as the classification accuracy, provides a non-exhaustive
evaluation of most real-world scenarios.

When dealing with Human Pose Estimation, this poor interpretability of the
network responses is particularly relevant, often times leading to misdetection
of joints or even entire poses. This happens mainly because current 3D HPE
methods suffer a lack of viewpoint equivariance, namely they tend to fail or
perform poorly when dealing with viewpoints unseen at training time. Deep
learning methods often rely on either scale-invariant, translation-invariant, or
rotation-invariant operations, such as max-pooling. However, the adoption of
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such procedures does not necessarily improve viewpoint generalization, rather
leading to more data-dependent methods. Moreover, existing datasets do not
provide multiple-viewpoint observations and mostly focus on frontal views.
Recently, capsule networks (CapsNets) have been introduced as a viable al-
ternative to CNNs, ensuring viewpoint-equivariance and drastically reducing
both the dataset size and the network complexity, while retaining high output
accuracy. Introducing viewpoint-equivariance in HPE networks could be key
to better interpretation of the network activations, leading to the emergence of
spatially posed part-whole hierarchies directly from data.

In this chapter, we present four developments that tackle the problem of
viewpoint-equivariance and interpretability in neural networks, in the follow-
ing order:

1. [Section 3.2] We propose CapsulePose, a real-time end-to-end human pose
estimation (HPE) network which employs the state-of-the-art matrix cap-
sules [76] and a fast variational Bayesian capsule routing, without rely-
ing on pre-training, complex data augmentation or multiple datasets. We
achieve comparable results to the HPE state-of-the-art, and the lowest error
among methods using CapsNets, while at the same time achieving other
desirable properties, namely greater generalization capabilities, stronger
viewpoint equivariance and highly decreased data dependency, allowing
for our network to be trained with only a fraction of the available datasets
and without any data augmentation.

2. [Section 3.3] We introduce PanopTOP, a fully automatic framework for
the generation of semi-synthetic RGB and depth samples with 2D and 3D
ground truth of pedestrian poses from multiple arbitrary viewpoints. Start-
ing from the Panoptic Dataset [85], we use the PanopTOP framework to
generate the PanopTOP31K dataset, consisting of 31K images from 23
different subjects recorded from diverse and challenging viewpoints, also
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including the top-view. Finally, we provide baseline results and cross-
validation tests for our dataset, demonstrating how it is possible to gener-
alize from the semi-synthetic to the real-world domain. The dataset and
the code are publicly available.

3. [Section 3.4] We propose a novel capsule autoencoder network with fast
Variational Bayes capsule routing, named DECA. By modeling each joint
as a capsule entity, combined with the routing algorithm, our approach
can preserve the joints’ hierarchical and geometrical structure in the fea-
ture space, independently from the viewpoint. By achieving viewpoint
equivariance, we drastically reduce the network data dependency at train-
ing time, resulting in an improved ability to generalize for unseen view-
points. In the experimental validation, we outperform other methods on
depth images from both seen and unseen viewpoints, both top-view, and
front-view. In the RGB domain, the same network gives state-of-the-art
results on the challenging viewpoint transfer task, also establishing a new
framework for top-view HPE.

4. [Section 3.5] We introduce a possible step forward towards interpretability
in neural networks, providing new tools to interpret their behavior. Starting
from visual cues, humans can identify part-whole relationships between el-
ements in a scene. If deep learning networks can internally identify such
relationships, their representation is not interpretable by humans. More-
over, people are naturally able to analyze objects, delivering aggregate in-
formation such as their definition and organization in conceptual-semantic
categories. Common deep learning networks can not perform such cate-
gorization, resulting in samples with close conceptual-semantic and lex-
ical relations being far away from each other in the feature space. We
present Agglomerator, a framework capable of providing a representation
of part-whole hierarchies from visual cues and organizing the input dis-
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tribution matching the conceptual-semantic hierarchical structure between
classes. We evaluate our method on common datasets, such as Small-
NORB, MNIST, FashionMNIST, CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100, providing a
more interpretable model than other state-of-the-art approaches.

We strongly believe that interpretability in neural networks is especially rel-
evant now, because deep networks are already very capable at solving multiple
tasks, but often lack robustness in real-world scenarios because of their black-
box nature. Whenever a network fails in its task, it is important to understand
why it does so, to unlock the possibility for better network designs and safer
real-world applications.

3.1 The role of the viewpoint and capsules

In this section we will explore the existing literature for both capsule networks
and 3D human pose estimation, finally exploring the evolution of neural archi-
tecture, from convolutional neural networks to capsules and transformer-like
architectures.

3.1.1 Capsule networks

Capsule networks have been proposed in literature with the purpose of modeling
a system capable of learning a part-whole relationships between so-called enti-

ties across different viewpoints, similarly to how our visual cortex system oper-
ates, according to the recognition-by-components theory [13]. This problem is
also known as the viewpoint invariance problem, namely, how the network acti-
vations change with the change of the viewpoint, usually after a transformation
(translation, scaling, rotation, shearing). CNNs’ scalar activations are not suited
to efficiently manage these kind of viewpoint transformations, thus needing to
often rely to max-pooling and aggressive data augmentation. However, by do-
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ing so, CNNs achieve viewpoint-invariance, meaning that a slight modification
of the input image would lead to the same activation value. However, a more
desirable property would be to capture and retain the transformation applied to
the input image, in order for the network activations to be aware of the different
transformations applied to the input. Being able to model network activations
that change in a structured way according to the input viewpoint transforma-
tions is also called viewpoint-equivariance (Eq. 3.2), which is what CapsNets
propose to achieve. In viewpoint-invariance (Eq. 3.1), a viewpoint transforma-
tion T does not change the outcome of the network activations. On the other
hand, in viewpoint-equivariance (Eq. 3.2), the network activations change ac-
cording to the applied viewpoint transformation T. Unlike traditional CNNs,
which usually retain viewpoint-invariance (Eq. 3.1), capsule networks can ex-
plicitly model and jointly preserve a viewpoint transformation T through the
network activations, drastically reducing the number of trainable parameters,
depending on the application.

f (T x) = f (x) (3.1)

f (T x) = T f (x) (3.2)

This is achieved by introducing the concept of capsules: groups of neurons,
which explicitly encode the intrinsic viewpoint-invariant relationship that exists
between different parts of the same object. As of today, three official capsule
networks iterations have been presented [76, 102, 152]. The first one, by Sabour
et al., introduces for the first time a routing algorithm for vector capsules (Fig.
3.1), called routing-by-agreement as a better max-pooling substitute, achiev-
ing very promising results on simple datasets such as MNIST, CIFAR10 and
smallNORB.

The second official iteration of capsule networks [76], by Hinton et al., fur-
ther improves accuracy, reducing the number of test errors on the smallNORB
dataset by 45%. This is achieved through a more complex capsule structure
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Presence +
pose vector u

Figure 3.1: First iteration of a capsule’s structure (vector capsules), suitable for dynamic-like
routing, as described in [152]. Classic CNNs scalar-output feature detectors are replaced by
vector-output capsules. Each capsule contains a single vector which describes both the pose
and the presence of an entity.

(Fig. 3.2) and an Expectation-Maximization routing (EM-routing) for capsules.
Unfortunately, the EM-routing and the 4×4 pose matrix embedded in the cap-
sule contribute to increasing the training time, when compared to both CNNs
and [152].

Presence probability a
Pose matrix M

Figure 3.2: Second iteration of a capsule’s structure (matrix capsules), suitable for expectation-
maximization-like routing, as described in [76]. It contains both a scalar value and a 4X4
matrix, respectively describing the presence probability and a more robust 3D pose compared
to the first capsule iteration.

The third official capsule network [102] by Kosiorek et al., constitutes a
big leap forward, introducing for the first time an unsupervised capsule-based
autoencoder. Ribeiro et al. in [150] build up on the EM-routing version of
capsule by proposing for the first time a VB capsule routing for fitting a mixture
of transforming Gaussians. They present state-of-the-art results on smallNORB
by using ∼ 50% less capsules, thus unlocking additional possibilities both in
terms of performance gain and network complexity reduction. Recent works in
literature explore the possibility of further reducing capsule network complexity
through quaternions [140], while increasing performance as well. However, all
the mentioned works only consider small datasets for benchmark.
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3.1.2 Human pose estimation

Estimating the human pose from images can be seen as an ill-posed regres-
sion problem. Once model-based, learning-based human pose estimation (HPE)
methods have recently gained a lot of interest in the research community, par-
ticularly real-time 2D HPE approaches [21], and only recently 3D HPE and
human mesh recovery (HMR) approaches.
3D HPE usually relies on additional cues, such as 2D predictions [177, 182,
192], multiple images [214], pre-trained autoencoders [90] and pose dictio-
naries [153]. Other recent works aim at end-to-end, learning-based 3D HPE
[114, 151, 179].
Bogo et al. in [16] considered the possibility of improving the human pose
modeling via skinned multi-person linear models (SMPL), and in literature end-
to-end 3D HMR approaches can be found [87, 99]. To our knowledge, only a
recent work from Ramı́rez [149] tackles the problem of using capsule networks
to solve the ill-posed 3D HPE problem in an end-to-end fashion. They propose
a Bayesian formulation of the original version of the capsule network (with dy-
namic routing, as described in [152]) and benchmark it for the ill-posed problem
of 3D HPE from single images, obtaining very promising results and showing
how CapsNets can be used even with complex, big datasets.

The most common form of HPE consists of solving the task of estimating
2D joints and their connection, starting from RGB images and videos. How-
ever, HPE can be carried out even in different domains, such as depth images
[47, 123, 203], LiDAR [52] or even radio signals [213]. Additionally, human
pose estimation has recently shifted towards 3D estimation, by lifting 2D human
poses to 3D [30, 157, 211], as well as with end-to-end approaches [171, 180].
Among the most recent developments of HPE, we can find human mesh recov-
ery, which deals with the problem of retrieving the human pose from images
or videos in terms of a fully rigged 3D mesh [96, 100]. Granularity also plays
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an important role in HPE, with an increasing number of methods extending the
pose to hand [80, 200], feet [202] or even face pose [83]. In recent years, re-
search on human pose estimation has been focusing largely on single views,
using either RGB [21, 68] or depth images [63, 133], as shown in Table 3.3.

3.1.3 Viewpoint-invariant HPE from RGB images.

In literature we can find two classes of approaches that extract human pose from
RGB images. The bottom-up methods [19, 28, 136] detect firstly the human
parts and then locate them in each object, and top-down methods [184, 195, 215]
locate the key points in the human body and then compose the single parts into
a person. Tekin et al. in [178] recover the 3D pose of people from consecutive
frames of a video. They use at the same time appearance and motion infor-
mation and regress directly from short sequences of frames to 3D poses in the
central one. However, this method is limited to image sequences. Most recent
methods exploit 2D pose estimation using CNNs [19, 137, 173, 195, 198]. The
well-known work done by Cao et al.[19] detects the 2D pose of multiple people
in an image. This approach associates body parts with individuals through the
use of a parametric representation called Part Affinity Fields. In the context of
multi-person pose estimation, one of the most recent works is the one proposed
by Duan et al. [45] that implements a solution named location-sensitive network
(LSNet) that unifies three recognition tasks like object detection, instance seg-
mentation, and human pose estimation. The authors also present a novel loss
function called cross-IOU loss that calculates the cross-IOU of each anchor-
landmark to approximate the global IOU between prediction and ground-truth.

3D HPE usually leverages on additional cues, such as 2D predictions [177,
182, 192], multiple images [214], pre-trained models [90] and pose dictionaries
[153]. Other recent works aim at end-to-end, learning-based 3D HPE [114,
151, 179]. In the RGB domain, common HPE datasets such as Human3.6M
[82], provide images from multiple views, like front-view or side-view, while
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the top-view component is generally missing. It is then evident that the lack
of suitable multi-view (top-view in particular) data implies that state-of-the-art
methods [21, 97, 99, 182] necessarily perform poorly when presented with an
unseen viewpoint at test time, as shown in Fig. 3.20(a).

3.1.4 Viewpoint-invariant HPE from depth images.

Viewpoint-invariant HPE methods have been focusing exclusively on depth im-
ages [63, 133, 200] from top-view and side-view, and only a limited number
of works address this problem. This might be due to the lack of datasets con-
taining real or synthetic labeled depth data. Additionally, the majority of the
depth-based datasets are small; this does not match the requirements of deep
learning, which requires large amounts of data for proper training. In addition,
they do not provide an accurate ground truth most of the time, rather automatic
annotations, i.e. the position of the body joints is predicted using pose detec-
tors such as [160]. The work by Shotton et al. [160] has been decisive in the
human pose estimation from depth maps field, especially for its application in
many successful commercial scenarios, such as the Microsoft Kinect and its
SDKs. The authors propose a method for human pose estimation based on a
Random Forest trained on a synthetic dataset (not publicly available), by classi-
fying each pixel into body parts. The 3D position of joints is predicted from the
labeled depth map with a local mode-finding approach based on Mean Shift.
In very specific scenarios, such as strict front viewpoints, these methods ob-
tain reasonable accuracy results and real-time performance, given the context
of the application (gaming, interactive applications). In [70], Hernandez-Vela
et al. propose an object segmentation framework using depth maps combining
the use of Random Forest and Graph-cuts theory for the segmentation of human
limbs in-depth maps. Firstly, Random Forest assigns a set of labeled probability
for each depth sample belonging to a set of possible object labels. Then, with
the use of Graph-cuts, the precedent procedure is optimized both locally, spa-
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tially, and temporally. Ye et al. in [204] extract a point cloud from a depth map,
and after the point cloud has been cleaned, transformed in frame coordinates,
the body pose is predicted.

Viewpoint invariant HPE methods have been developed using depth images
[63, 133, 200] from top-view and side-view, using datasets like the K2HPD
Body Pose Dataset [193] and the ITOP dataset [63]. To take advantage of the
3D information encoded in 2D depth images, one recent research trend is to
resort to 3D deep learning. The paid efforts can be generally categorized into
3D CNN-based and point-set-based families. To enhance the 3D proprieties of
depth data and compute more significant features, current methods rely on 3D
CNNs [63, 133] or 2D CNNs with dense features [200].

3D CNN-based methods [63, 133] perform a voxelization operation on pix-
els to transform them into 3D objects. To process the 3D data, each network
performs costly 3D convolutions on the input data. These operations are re-
sponsible for the high computational burden and the difficulty to properly tune
a high number of parameters in 3D CNNs. In the domain of 2D CNNs, Xiong
et al. [200] capture the 3D structure by computing dense features in an en-
semble way, thus avoiding computationally intensive CNN layers, but they still
rely on a backbone pre-trained network to extract 2D features. Still, the above-
mentioned approaches usually achieve weak viewpoint-invariance but fail to
model viewpoint-equivariance. Moreover, we argue that the 3D geometry of
the data should be interpreted by the network without relying on the voxeliza-
tion embedding, or a 2D pre-trained feature extraction network.

3.1.5 Capsule networks for HPE.

Capsule networks have shown the ability to model the geometric nature of train-
ing data thanks to the network structure and features [76, 102, 152]. Sabour
et al. introduce a routing algorithm for vector capsules, called routing-by-

agreement as a better max-pooling substitute. Hinton et al. [76] further improve
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accuracy through a more complex matrix capsule structure and an Expectation-
Maximization routing (EM-routing) for capsules. Unfortunately, the EM-routing
and the 4×4 pose matrix embedded in the capsule contribute to increasing the
training time, when compared to both CNNs and vector CapsNets. Kosiorek et
al. [102] introduce for the first time an unsupervised capsule-based autoencoder.
Ribeiro et al. in [150] build upon the EM-routing version of capsule by propos-
ing for the first time a Variational Bayes capsule routing (VB routing) fitting a
mixture of transforming Gaussians. They present state-of-the-art results using
∼ 50% fewer capsules, achieving both performance gain and network complex-
ity reduction. However, all the mentioned works only consider small datasets,
such as MNIST, smallNORB, and CIFAR-10 for benchmarking. In the RGB
domain, Ramı́rez [149] tackles the problem of RGB HPE using dynamic vector
capsule networks [152] to solve the 3D HPE problem in an end-to-end fash-
ion. However, their work only exploits lateral viewpoints from the Human3.6M
dataset and only considering RGB data.

3.1.6 The evolution of neural architectures

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [67, 163] have risen to a prominent
role in computer vision when they started to outperform the existing literature
in the image classification task of the ImageNet challenge [104]. The convolu-
tion operator can effectively describe spatially-correlated data resulting in a fea-
ture map, while the pooling operation down-samples the obtained feature map
by summarizing the presence of certain features in patches of the image. The
pooling operation in CNNs has been the subject of criticism since it does not
preserve the information related to the part-whole relationship [165] between
features belonging to the same object [152].

Transformers [44, 93, 115] have proven able to outperform CNNs, thanks
to their ability to encode powerful features using self-attention and patch-based
analysis of images. Multi-headed transformers [41] require the query, key, and
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value weights to be trained differently for each head, which is a costly oper-
ation. The main advantage compared to CNNs is the ability of the multiple
heads to combine information from different locations in the image with fewer
losses than the pooling operation [108]. However, when compared with CNNs,
Transformer-like models usually require intensive pre-training on large datasets,
to achieve state-of-the-art performances.

Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) [110, 181] are characterised by fully con-
nected layers, in which each node is connected to every other possible node of
the next layer. Even though they are easier to train and have simpler architec-
ture compared to CNNs, the fully connected layers may cause the network to
grow too fast in size and number of parameters, not allowing powerful scala-
bility. MLPs have recently experienced a resurgence, thanks to patch-based ap-
proaches [110, 181], that allowed reaching state-of-the-art performances. They
can also be seen as 1x1 convolutions [72, 110, 181], which do not require the
pooling operation.

Capsules networks [76, 102, 124, 134, 150, 152] try to mimic the way the
human brain creates a parse tree of parts and wholes by dynamically allocat-
ing groups of neurons (capsules) that can model objects at different levels of
the part-whole hierarchy. The routing algorithm determines which capsules are
activated to describe an object in the image, with lower-level capsules describ-
ing the parts (e.g. eyes and limbs), and higher-level capsules describing wholes
(e.g. mammals and fish). While effectively routing information from different
locations in the image, activated capsules cannot describe every single possible
object in the image, thus limiting their effectiveness on more complex datasets
(e.g. ImageNet, CIFAR-100), while achieving state-of-the-art results on simpler
ones (e.g. MNIST).

There has been a recent push toward the so-called biologically inspired Ar-
tificial Intelligence (AI) [65, 78], which tries to build deep learning networks
able to mimic the structure and functions of the human brain. In [65], the au-
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thors propose a column-like structure, similar to hyper-columns typical of the
human neocortex. In [186], the authors build upon cortical columns imple-
mented as separate neural networks called Cortical Column Networks (CCN).
Their framework aims at representing part-whole relationships in scenes to learn
object-centric representations for classification.

The author in [72] proposes a conceptual framework, called GLOM, based
on inter-connected columns, each of which is connected to a patch of the image
and is composed of auto-encoders stacked in levels. Weights sharing among
MLP-based [110] auto-encoders allows for an easily trainable architecture with
fewer weights, while knowledge distillation [73] allows for a reduction of the
training parameters. The patch-based approach combined with the spatial dis-
tribution of columns allows for a sort of positional encoding and viewpoint es-
timation similarly to what is used in neural fields [127, 165]. At training time,
the author recommends that GLOM should be trained using a contrastive loss
function [27]. This procedure, combined with a Transformer-like self-attention
[190] mechanism on each layer of the columns, aims at reaching a consen-
sus between columns. Routing the information with layer-based attention and
stacked autoencoders would theoretically allow GLOM to learn a different level
of abstraction of the input at a different location and level in the columns, cre-
ating a part-whole structure with a richer representation if compared to capsule
networks [152].
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3.2 CapsulePose
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Figure 3.3: CapsulePose’s network architecture: Residual convolutions, matrix capsules, multi-
task decoding.

The literature on human pose estimation (HPE) has received an increasing
number of contributions with applications to many different domains, including
motion capture and tracking, augmented reality, robotics, sports analysis, activ-
ity recognition and ambient-assisted living, to name a few. Some crucial aspects
that concern real-world applications are reliability, generalization, and real-time
compliance of the employed architectures. However, it is known that, in order
to maximize performance in many deep learning applications, including HPE, a
huge amount of labeled data is required. Moreover, annotating 3D human pose
data is not feasible without specific expensive equipment, such as 3D motion
capture systems; since generalization greatly depends on the quantity and qual-
ity of data, HPE networks have grown in complexity, in proportion to the growth
of the datasets. To further push the accuracy of the estimation, many methods
take into consideration the usage of multiple datasets, which often rely on dif-
ferent joints labeling, non-standard data augmentation, biometric models and
the usage of 2D ground truth during training or even testing. However, in real
world applications, 2D ground truth data is not always available, and estimating
2D data to use it as a pseudo-ground truth is time consuming and leads to error
propagation. For this reason, end-to-end methods are usually preferable and
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more reliable than two-stage methods relying on 2D estimations. Nonetheless,
still today, end-to-end 3D human pose estimation architectures are very com-
plex and hard to train, especially when using a single dataset, and they usually
rely on additional data and non-standard data augmentation in order to reach
state-of-the art performance. Additionally, there are other factors to be consid-
ered when dealing with real-world applications, such as, for example, crowding
and unconventional cameras positions or occlusions. These factors make gen-
eralization on unseen data harder, thus requiring more complex networks and
increasing the risk of overfitting.

A novel learning system has been presented by Hinton et al. [76]. Capsule
networks (CapsNets) address some of the issues of traditional convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), such as poor information routing through max pool-

ing and the limits of scalar activation values for generalization, by replacing
them with routing-by-agreement algorithms and capsule activation values, re-
spectively. CapNets have already shown excellent results on simple datasets,
such as MNIST, smallNORB and CIFAR-10, proving to have superior general-
ization capabilities across unseen viewpoints and better interpretability, thanks
to the embedded inverse graphics capabilities, while at the same time requiring
significantly fewer parameters compared to traditional CNNs. All these qual-
ities elicited a growing interest in the research community. However, despite
their major advantages, CapsNets are not a popular choice when dealing with
high resolution datasets, because of the longer training times of the capsule
routing algorithms. The contribution of this paper is manifold: we propose a
simple yet effective baseline network for end-to-end and real-time 3D human
pose estimation. To our knowledge, it is the first architecture to employ state-
of-the art matrix capsules with 4×4 3D pose matrices. We achieve state-of-the
art performance on the Human3.6M dataset without employing additional data
or non-standard data augmentation. We employ a Variational Bayes (VB) cap-
sule routing paired with an optimized and modular codebase, to minimize both
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training and testing times. We consider two of the most important novelties of
this work to be the embedding of viewpoint-equivariance as frames of reference
for greater generalization capabilities and the unprecedented usage of matrix
capsules and VB routing for HPE. During testing, our network is almost twice
as fast as other capsule-based architectures1.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 3.1 we propose an overview
of the state-of-the-art for both capsule networks and HPE; in Section 3.2.1 we
dissect our proposed architecture down to its core, commenting on the design
choices and their reasons; finally, in Section 3.2.2, we discuss our experiments,
showing quantitative and qualitative results, commenting on the improved gen-
eralization capabilities of the proposed architecture.

3.2.1 Proposed architecture

We present a novel capsule network architecture with Variational Bayes routing
[150] for real-time end-to-end 3D human pose estimation from a single image.
We aim at keeping a simple network structure, which can be summed up in three
main blocks:

1. Encoding: residual convolutional encoder with GELU activations [69].

2. Encapsulation: matrix capsules (primary, convolutional, class capsules)
with VB routing [150].

3. Decoding: custom DDGELU decoding with transposed convolutions and
multi-task self-balanced loss.

For training and evaluation, we rely on the Human3.6M dataset [82], showing
that capsule networks should be able to correctly learn 3D pose representa-
tions without the need of multiple datasets. As for the optimizer, we conducted

1The code, dataset and pre-trained models will be made available for fair comparison and replicability upon
acceptance
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some tests with both the Adam [95] and the improved AdamW [118] optimizer
with decoupled weight decay regularization. We observed that the latter pro-
vides faster overall loss convergence and comparable performance, when train-
ing with a learning rate of 1e−10, a weight decay value of 1e−2 and a batch
size of 32.
An overview of the proposed architecture can be seen in Fig. 3.3 and a more
detailed layer-wise pipeline is shown in Algorithm 1.

Initialization

We start by normal-initializing all the loss register buffers s3D,s2D,sH ,sW to 1
and every convolutional, capsule and dense weight wc with values sampled from
U(−α,α), where

α = gain×

√
6

ni +ni+1
(3.3)

according to the Xavier initialization [58]. This kind of initialization was demon-
strated to achieve quicker convergence and higher accuracy on CIFAR10 [58].
We define the capsule pose matrix size P = 4 and assign capsule parameters
[A,B,C,D,E,F ] the values [64,8,16,16,17,13]. The number of input channels
for the primary capsules is defined by A, while B,C,D are the numbers of output
channels for primary, convolutional (first and second) capsules respectively; E

defines the number of classes, which in our case is the number of joints. Finally,
F defines the size of the feature space during encapsulation.

Encoding

For the first block, we accept as input BS× 3× 256× 256 (BS=batch size)
previously-cropped RGB images and sequentially apply 4 convolutional steps
to obtain a BS×A×F ×F feature space, which will be eventually converted
into matrix capsules. Each convolutional layer is composed of residual convo-
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Algorithm 1: CapsulePose network overview: from RGB images to 2D, 3D human
poses and E = 17 joints heatmaps

CapsulePose (x)
inputs : A batch x = x0 . . .xBS, #BS = batch size of bounding-box RGB images

containing a person
outputs: ŷ3D ∈ RBS×E×3,

ŷ2D ∈ RBS×E×2,

ŷH ∈ RBS×E×256×256

s3D,s2D,sH ,sW ← 1;
wc← xavieruni f orm() ∀c ∈ConvLayers;
foreach i ∈ConvLayers do

x←Conv2di(x)+Residuali(x);
x← GELU(x);
x← InstanceNorm2di(x);
x← Dropout0.3(x);

a,x← PrimaryCapsules2d(x);
foreach j ∈ConvCapsuleLayers do

a,x←ConvCapsules2d j(a,x);
a,x←V BRouting2d j(a,x);

a,x, ŷW ←ClassCapsules(a,x);
a,x←ClassRouting(a,x);
x← Entities(x);
ŷ3D← tanh(DDGELU0.3(DDGELU0.3(x)));
ŷ2D← sigm(DDGELU0.3(DDGELU0.3(x)));
ŷH ← ReLU6(DDGELU0.3(DDGELU0.3(x)));
ŷH ←ConvTranspose2d(reshape(ŷH));
return [ŷ3D, ŷ2D, ŷH , ŷW ];
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lutions, to prevent vanishing gradients, as detailed in [67]. As for the activation
function, we employ the Gaussian Error Linear Unit (GELU, Eq. 3.4) [69].

GELU(x) = xP(X ≤ x)

= xφ(x)

≈ 0.5x(1+ tanh
√

2/π(x+0.044715x3))

(3.4)

Figure 3.4: Gaussian Error Linear Unit (GELU) [69] activation function formula.

GELU activation functions have been used in many recent Transformer net-
works and have been proven to perform better in many learning tasks, including
computer vision.
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Figure 3.5: CNN encoder with residual convolutions and GELU [69] activations.

As for normalization, we adopted a combination of instance normalization
followed by a dropout layer with rate 0.3. We chose instance normalization
over batch normalization because the latter combined with dropout may lead to
anomalous behaviour during training. On the other hand, dropout can serve as
additional normalization, as well as a means to capture the model uncertainty,
as detailed in [53]. Each convolutional layer has a kernel of size 9×9 and stride
2, except the last one which has stride 3 and additional padding.
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Encapsulation

The BS×A×F×F output coming from the convolutional layers is now ‘encap-
sulated’ into B primary capsules, resulting in a shape of BS×B×P×P×F×F .
Each primary capsule is a matrix capsule (Fig. 3.2), and thus is composed of an
activation value ai and a pose matrix Mi. To our knowledge, this is the first work
in literature that uses matrix capsules [76] to tackle the human pose estimation
problem. A brief overview of the capsule layers is shown in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Capsules layers: primary, convolutional and class capsules.

Primary capsules are followed by 3 convolutional capsules (ConvCaps) lay-
ers, of which the last one is a class capsules (ClassCaps) layer. The first Con-
vCaps layer outputs capsules of shape BS×C×P×P×6×6, while the second
has output BS×D×P×P× 4× 4. They both employ a 3× 3 convolutional
kernel, with strides 2 and 1 respectively. Finally, the ClassCaps layer gives as
output E capsules of BS×E×P×P by sharing weights matrices W across spa-
tial dimensions and using a kernel of size 1 with stride 1. For both convolutional
and class capsules voting we use the VB matrix capsule routing procedure de-
tailed in [150]. Additionally, during capsule convolutions we learn an inverse
graphics matrix ŷW , similarly to what Ramı̀rez et al. introduce in chapter 3
of [149], but working with matrix capsules and the VB routing. Given each
lower level capsule i and the corresponding higher level capsule j, we define Mi

as the lower level pose matrix and Wi j ∈ R4×4 a trainable viewpoint-invariant
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transformation matrix such that:

Vj|i = MiWi j (3.5)

Figure 3.7: Capsule voting through trainable transformation matrices.

where V j|i is the vote coming from lower capsules i for higher capsules j, as
we show in Eq. 3.5.
The output of the ClassCaps layer will be flattened into a BS×272 latent space
vector representation, which contains compressed 3D, 2D and joint heatmaps
data for the entire batch.

Decoding

The final part of the proposed architecture deals with decoding the BS× 272
latent space coming from capsule layers, to obtain 2D, 3D and heatmaps joints
representations. During joints reconstruction we employ three separate dense
sub-networks, without sharing any layer between the three. This is crucial be-
cause the 2D information is not used to ‘lift’ the 3D joints, and viceversa. For
every dense sub-network, we introduce a DDGELU (Dense Dropout GELU),
which we define as a sequential combination of a dense linear layer, followed
by a GELU activation and finally dropout, as shown in Eq. 3.6.

DDGELU0.3(x) = Dropout0.3(GELU(Linear(x))) (3.6)

Figure 3.8: Dropout Dense Gaussian Error Linear Unit (DDGELU).

During training we noticed both an increment of convergence speed and a
decrease of the train-test loss gap, which should lead to better generalization of
the model. As shown in Algorithm 1, we iterate 2 DDGELU layers for each
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desired output, and choose three different activation functions, depending on
the output:

• sigm activation for the 2D joints

• tanh activation for the 3D joints, which extended range between -1 and 1
better suits the considered 3D domain

• ReLU6 activation for the joint heatmaps, which provides a good conver-
gence during training for the reconstruction task

Finally, we reshape the heatmaps vector into BS×E×64×64 feature maps,
which are given as input to the final transposed convolution layer; this will
produce full-size BS×E×256×256 feature maps. During training, transposed
convolutions have shown better results and faster convergence when compared
to simple bilinear or bicubic interpolation. A summary of the three final outputs
is shown in Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Decoding phase: from entities vector to 2D, 3D joints and 256×256 feature maps.

Loss Multi-tasks network training has shown multiple advantages in learning
efficiency and prediction accuracy over the years. For this reason, we encourage
the network to jointly learn multiple tasks (3D, 2D, and heatmaps) by employing
a self-balancing loss that takes into account the contribution of each task (Eq.
3.7). To clarify, we stress the fact that during joints reconstruction we employ
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three separate reconstruction sub-networks, so that the network is forced to learn
a multi-task enabled latent space.

L(x) = ∑
τ∈T

(
sτ + e−sτLτ

)
=
(
s3D + e−s3DL3D

)
+
(
s2D + e−s2DL2D

)
+
(
sH + e−sHLH

)
+
(
sW + e−sWLW

)
T = {3D,2D,R,W}

(3.7)

Figure 3.10: Self-balanced multi-task loss for the proposed architecture (3D joints, 2D joints,
joint heatmaps, variational capsule routing regularization).

The proposed loss L is able to self balance through trainable register buffers
s3D,s2D,sH ,sW which dynamically change value to weight the contributions for
each task, at the same time mitigating overfitting for single contributions. To
demonstrate the positive effects of multi-task learning in the considered training
scenario, we experimented with different sub-networks combinations for the de-
coder, as well as with only one sub-network. The overall convergence at training
time was slower and worse in every test involving less than 3 tasks, while the
best results were obtained when enforcing at least 3 tasks (2D joints estimation,
3D joints estimation, joint heatmaps reconstruction). The main explanation is
that by forcing the network to perform multiple tasks, it is encouraged to orga-
nize its latent space in a more efficient way, leading to a more coherent and less
cluttered features representation. We stress the fact that every sub-network does
not share any parameter with each other, to further promote this effect. Multi-
task learning also enforces a better representation of data points in the latent
space (Fig. 3.11). Same class joints tend to cluster together better when enforc-
ing the multi-task constraints, while at the same time reducing the number of
outliers.
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Figure 3.11: Organization of the latent space after t-SNE: the color of each sample point corre-
sponds to a joint class.

3.2.2 Results

For training and evaluation we follow the default protocol #1 from Human3.6M
[82], by reserving subjects 9 and 11 for evaluation, while only training on data
from subjects 1,5,6,7,8. Our architecture is fully end-to-end, requiring as in-
put just one image and no additional information such as 2D joints ground
truth, multiple sequential frames, or non-standard data-augmentation. Com-
pared to the majority of methods present in literature, we don’t rely on addi-
tional datasets for training, at the same time showing high generalization ca-
pabilities even after training on a subset of the possibly available data. The
metrics we use for comparison are the Mean Per Joint Position Error (MPJPE)
in millimiters for each of the 15 activities in the Human3.6M dataset and the
average by activity MPJPE, for each camera in the dataset. As for the imple-
mentation, the network we present is written using Pytorch Lightning, focusing
on high modularity, allowing for real-time joint 3D and 2D predictions, achiev-
ing over 229 FPS (0.00436s/ f rame) on an Nvidia GeForce 1080Ti (desktop)
and over 52 FPS (0.01913s/ f rame) on and Nvidia GeForce 1050 Mobile (lap-
top), almost twice as fast as what is reported in [149]. All the results were
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conducted on the same exact hardware and in the same conditions. In Fig. 3.12
we show the activity-wise and mean frames per second of our architecture com-
pared to the other capsule-based networks [149] on a high-end, desktop-grade
GPU. In this scenario, our architecture allows for a 2.33× speed-up. Even in
more resource-constrained scenarios (laptop-grade GPU, Fig. 3.13) we manage
to gain an additional ∼ 15FPS on average. According to our experiments, the
biggest improvements in terms of speed mostly come down to a combination
of simplified network structure, the usage of the improved capsule paradigm
and faster routing. In the following sections we show some quantitative and
qualitative results as well, both from the Human3.6 dataset and in-the-wild.
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Figure 3.12: Activity-wise and average inference speed comparison on the same hardware
(Nvidia GeForce 1080Ti).

Quantitative results

In Table 3.1 we show our results compared to the state-of-the-art methods, both
the ones using Procrustes transformation (right) and the ones reporting results
without Procrustes (left). We achieve the lowest average MPJPE on both the
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Figure 3.13: Activity-wise and average inference speed comparison on the same hardware
(Nvidia GeForce 1050 Mobile).

categories and on most of the activities, without using additional information or
non-standard data augmentation. Works using additional data, such as 2D-to-
3D lifting, ground truth 2D joints, multiple datasets or temporal information are
marked in Table 3.1 with a * symbol. We achieve similar or better results even
with those methods, without relying on additional information, dataset or data
augmentation, as shown in Table 3.2. Even considering other similar works that
employ additional information, we obtain the lowest average MPJPE scores
(yellow row). Compared to the only other work in literature using CapsNet
[149], our model achieves better MPJPE in almost every activity.
For the sake of completeness, we selected the top recent works in literature
(2019-2020) with the lowest average MPJPE on the Human3.6M dataset, work-
ing on monocular data (Table 3.2). However, as Table 3.2 shows, most of the
works are aided by 2D ground truth information, meaning that they cannot be
properly considered end-to-end. Additionally, many of them even exploit tem-
poral frame sequences to refine joint predictions, thus non working with sin-
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No Procrustes Procrustes

Activity
Zhou *
[214]

Tekin *
[177]

Tome, I *
[182]

Ramı̀rez, I
[149]

Tome, II *
[182]

Ramı̀rez, II
[149]

Ramı̀rez, III
[149]

Ours, I
Sanzari *

[153]
Bogo *

[16]
Ramı̀rez, IV

[149]
Ours, II

Directions 87.36 85.03 68.55 79.42 64.98 73.15 73.33 70.16 48.82 62 57.55 55.02

Discussion 109.31 108.79 78.27 83.73 73.47 84.95 83.45 76.67 56.31 60.2 61.32 58.06

Eating 87.05 84.38 77.22 84.01 76.82 85.87 85.33 78.41 95.98 67.8 66.48 60.91

Greeting 103.16 98.94 89.05 83.15 86.43 80.12 79.08 76.87 84.78 76.5 64.49 61.69

Phoning 116.18 119.39 91.63 86.42 86.28 91.44 89.99 87.99 96.47 92.1 68 66.49

Photo 143.32 95.65 110.05 112.38 110.67 109.42 109.95 109.49 105.58 77 83.16 80.02

Posing 106.88 98.49 74.92 81.34 68.93 76.40 76.08 72.23 66.3 73 56.05 54.94

Purchases 99.78 93.77 83.71 77.65 74.79 76.72 73.61 73.12 107.41 75.3 54.85 52.89

Sitting 124.52 73.76 115.94 105.10 110.19 105.54 104.12 108.84 116.89 100.3 77.65 80.11

SittingDown 199.23 170.40 185.72 135.55 173.91 130.15 136.27 149.53 129.63 137.3 97.32 99.84

Smoking 107.42 85.08 88.25 88.25 84.95 88.07 87.59 87.29 97.84 83.4 67.31 67.86

Waiting 118.09 116.91 88.73 79.24 85.78 80.25 79.19 75.14 65.94 77.3 59.63 57.71

WalkDog 114.23 113.72 92.37 87.45 86.26 88.75 87.13 87.70 130.46 79.7 64.76 65.28

Walking 79.39 62.08 76.48 67.56 71.36 66.10 66.31 65.38 92.58 86.8 49.96 51.19

WalkTogether 97.70 94.83 77.95 80.45 73.14 76.84 76.88 75.76 102.21 81.7 60.47 61.04

Avg, by activity 112.91 100.08 93.26 88.78 88.53 87.58 87.22 86.17 93.15 82.03 65.93 64.98

Std, Dev, 27.78 24.21 27.63 16.28 26.21 15.86 17.15 20.97 23.97 17.9 11.74 12.55

Table 3.1: Activity-wise MPJPE scores for comparable works (with and without Procrustes
transformation), including the top-3 in CVPR’17 Human 3.6 challenge and the top-3 IJCVm
Jan’18. Columns marked with * make use of additional information or datasets, among the
ones depicted in Table 3.2. Results in bold show the best MPJPE score among methods not
relying on multiple datasets or additional information at training time. Underlined results show
the best MPJPE score among all the methods, including the ones employing additional training
time information.

gle images. Others use additional datasets, hand-crafted data augmentation of
biometric models during training. We stress the fact that a big advantage of
employing capsule networks is the increased generalization capabilities, which
highly reduce the need for additional training data, and at the same time boost-
ing network efficiency. Nonetheless, even considering the more recent results
that use additional information or datasets, our results remain comparable.

Qualitative results

In Figs. 3.14a, 3.14b we show some qualitative results for the Walking and
Sitting Down activities from test examples of the Human3.6 dataset. Starting
from the upper left: input RGB image, predicted 3D pose, ground truth 3D pose,
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Year L. T. M.D. D.A.

Cheng [29] 2020 X X X

Pham [144] 2019 X X X

Zhao [212] 2019 X X

Chen [26] 2020 X X

Lin [112] 2019 X X

Sharma [158] 2019 X X X

Tripathi [185] 2020 X X X

Wandt [191] 2019 X X

Arnab [8] 2019 X X X

Mehta [125] 2019 X X X

Ours 2020

Table 3.2: Comparison of the most relevant competing methods from 2019-2020 (top Average
MPJPE on Human3.6M). L.: using 2D joints ground truth and/or lifting from 2D joints, T.:
using temporal information, M.D.: using multiple training datasets, D.A.: using non-standard
data augmentation techniques or biometric models. In the table we did not include works with
lower Average MPJPE than ours.

combination of the 17 ”attention” heatmaps, predicted 2D pose and ground truth
2D pose. In Fig. 3.14c we show some in-the-wild results (no ground truth is
present in this case).

Generalization capabilities and the effects of data augmentation

One of the main issues that we address in this paper is the promotion of general-
ization and viewpoint-equivariance capabilities in deep networks. A huge draw-
backs of using deep networks is their intrinsic data-dependency, meaning that
the task of learning a dataset almost always leads to some degree of overfitting
of the network to the underlying data. For this reason, even the best perform-
ing HPE methods in Table 3.2, completely fail when dealing with previously
unseen novel viewpoints. As we show in Fig. 3.15 our network is capable to
cope with novel and extreme viewpoints, such as the top-view viewpoint, thus
proving the advanced generalization capabilities of our network. Even when
training on data coming from a single viewpoint (e.g. front-view) and testing
with data from a completely different viewpoint (e.g. top-view, Fig. 3.15),
our network shows very good generalization capabilities, which are achieved
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(a) Results from ’Walking’ activity.

(b) Results from ’Sitting Down’ activity.

(c) In-the-wild results.

Figure 3.14: Qualitative results on the Human3.6M dataset (a, b) and in-the-wild (c)
.

through the hierarchical representation of joints as capsule entities in the latent
space. Moreover, in our tests we experienced little to no benefit of using classic
data augmentation during training, effectively showing how implicitly learning
frame of references and viewpoints has a broader impact on vanilla networks
during training time, allowing to greatly reduce the training dataset size, simul-
taneously simplifying the network complexity and boosting its generalization
capabilities.

3.2.3 Discussion

We presented CapsulePose, the first human pose estimation architecture based
on matrix capsules [76]. The method is real-time and operates in an end-to-end
fashion with single images. The simple, modular architecture, paired with a fast
Variational Bayes routing and modern frameworks, contributes to achieve very
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Figure 3.15: CapsulePose working on rasterized top-view images of the Panoptic Dataset [84]
point clouds. Assigned tasks: depth estimation, 2D and 3D top-view pose estimation.

fast performance, running almost twice as fast as other CapsNet-based methods,
while at the same time performing better on Human3.6M benchmarks. We show
how the presented architecture is competitive with respect to state-of-the-art net-
works, even by not relying on any additional information or data augmentation
at training time, making it a simple yet effective baseline network.

3.3 PanopTOP

In the field of human pose estimation (HPE), depth and RGB sensors are com-
monly employed in a wide range of applications, from robotics to immersive
entertainment and from surveillance to smart spaces. [21, 63, 68]. Such a di-
verse application range requires cameras to capture humans from a wide variety
of different angles. Thus, HPE frameworks should be able to retrieve the body
pose from multiple different viewpoints. Currently, existing human pose es-
timation methods [21, 68, 88, 97, 101, 183] achieve good performances from
many different camera viewpoints, but the most challenging ones. As shown
in Fig. 3.16, good performances are achieved when retrieving the human pose
from front-view images, and poor results can be obtained when dealing, for
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(a) OpenPose front (b) MaskRCNN front (c) HMR front

(d) OpenPose top (e) MaskRCNN top (f) HMR top

Figure 3.16: OpenPose, MaskRCNN and Human Mesh Recovery baselines (front, top views). All the

methods perform very well on front and side views (Fig. 3.16a, 3.16b, 3.16c). However, when dealing

with top-view images, current methods fail to correctly retrieve the human pose (Fig. 3.16d, 3.16f) or to

even recognise the object as a human body (Fig. 3.16e).

Dataset RGB Depth Top-view Multi-View 2D Pose GT 3D Pose GT Camera parameters

PanopTOP31K Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

ITOP N Y Y Y N Y Y

EVAL N Y N N N Y N

TVPR Y Y Y N N N N

TVPR 2 Y Y Y N N N N

K2HPD N Y N N N Y N

UBC3V N Y N Y N Y Y

Human3.6M Y N N Y N Y Y

Table 3.3: Reference datasets for multi-view and viewpoint-invariant networks training. Only
few datasets propose true top-view ground truth data, and most of them mainly focus on depth
images, discarding the RGB component.
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example, with the top-view. In this paper, we introduce a complete pipeline,
called PanopTOP, which is based on computer graphics and that allows gener-
ating new RGB, depth, and pose samples from arbitrary viewpoints from the
raw point cloud data. Our work aims at solving the following issues:

• ground truth alignment: we provide pixel-perfect aligned RGB and depth
images regardless of the viewpoints, as well as the 2D and 3D ground truth
pose;

• we encourage the usage of true multi-view cameras, allowing to obtain
ground truth data from virtually every viewpoint and specifically the top-
view one;

• our method employs a full pinhole camera model, allowing us to customize
every aspect of the camera parameters, including intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters. The remaining data (RGB, depth images, and reprojected 2D
joints ground truth) is automatically changed according to the changes in
the camera parameters.

To prove the effectiveness of our PanopTOP framework, we introduce Panop-
TOP31K, a training dataset specifically built for viewpoint invariant human
pose estimation from depth and RGB images, consisting of 31K images of 23
different subjects recorded from diverse and challenging viewpoints. By using
our PanopTOP method, it is possible to configure virtual cameras while fixing
the existing 3D ground truth. To the best of our knowledge, PanopTOP31K is
the first dataset that provides both top-view RGB images, as well as the cor-
responding 3D and 2D pose ground truth. Annotated poses in top-view RGB
datasets are not available because of the difficulty of annotation, mostly due to
occlusions. In Table 3.3 we show how the PanopTOP31K dataset provides the
most complete and diverse set of poses and ground truths when compared with
similar datasets. We argue that the complete set of multi-view RGB and depth
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images along with 2D and 3D ground truth provide HPE researchers with the
necessary data for the development of viewpoint-invariant frameworks.

We create the PanopTOP31K dataset starting from the six-degrees-of-freedom
(6DoF) videos of the Panoptic dataset [85]. The dataset provides the pose
ground truth for each video frame. Since 6DoF videos provide a 3D model
of the scene, it is possible to generate a virtually infinite number of new 2D
semi-synthetic RGB and depth images, in a bullet time fashion and from mul-
tiple viewpoints, simultaneously. In this way, we can create realistic videos on
the fly, captured from different angles. To prove the suitability of the dataset
for further developments, we show how baseline algorithms [133] trained on
our PanopTOP31K can generalize on real data leading to improved results on
multiple datasets.

Our contributions can be summarised through the following key steps:

i. We propose a method to generate new RGB and depth datasets with a
virtually infinite number of semi-synthetic viewpoints, called PanopTOP.

ii. We propose a multi-view dataset, called PanopTOP31K, which consists of
31 thousand poses of 23 different subjects, rendered from the front, side,
and top viewpoints in both RGB and depth domains.

iii. We provide baseline results for the novel PanopTOP31K on RGB images.

iv. We show the improvement of performances on multiple views given by
our dataset cross-validating on different scenarios and viewpoints.

Datasets

In the context of RGB images, there is a lack of datasets providing multiple
viewpoints, and in particular the top-view viewpoint. For example, common
large HPE datasets in literature such as Human3.6M [82] and the Panoptic
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Dataset [85] provide RGB images from multiple views, still lacking the top-
view component. Other datasets, such as K2HPD Body Pose Dataset [193]
and ITOP [63] only provide top-view and side-view depth images, lacking the
matching RGB ground truth data. TVPR and TVPR2 datasets [111, 142] also
provide a top-view point of the scene, but they do not provide information
about 3D joints, making the dataset not suitable to solve HPE-related tasks.
The lack of multi-view datasets in the RGB domain leads to popular out-of-
the-box networks, such as OpenPose [21] and MaskRCNN, [68] experiencing
a big decrease in performance whenever the viewpoint is changed. A possi-
ble solution to the aforementioned annotation problem is to rely on fully syn-
thetic datasets to generate data from custom viewpoints. However, many works
[48, 188] show that the gap between visual realism in computer-generated and
real-world images contributes to an even bigger gap in the models’ prediction
performance. Relying on photo-realistic rendering helps to mitigate this issue.
However, many other aspects contribute to the overall perceived realism, espe-
cially when dealing with humans and human poses. Our perception of reality
is influenced by unrealistic or inconsistent body proportions through time, fake
lighting, physics, and slightly off skeletal movements. The same effect is shown
when training HPE models on synthetic data and testing on real-world images,
or vice versa. Other works [197] employ synthetic data to augment the already
available datasets, but the same issues apply, even if to a lesser extent. In this
work we adopt a hybrid solution, relying on real-world 3D human scans to
generate new semi-synthetic data. We thus preserve the photo-realism of the
rendered scene while maintaining all the advantages typical of fully synthetic
approaches.

3.3.1 The PanopTOP framework

In this section we present PanopTOP, a fully automated pipeline for creating
multi-view HPE datasets, starting from real-world 3D data and ground truth
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joints. Next, we employ the PanopTOP framework to create the PanopTOP31K
dataset. The main advantages of our method are: (i) it automatically provides
RGB and depth images, along with the 2D and 3D ground truth, requiring the
user’s input only when positioning the virtual cameras; (ii) it is highly cus-
tomizable, meaning that it allows to precisely tune each camera, including their
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, as well as the desired RGB and depth out-
put quality; (iii) it outputs data suitable for multiple tasks, such as 2D/3D hu-
man pose estimation, detection, segmentation, view synthesis and others in both
RGB and depth domain.

The proposed framework generates RGB, depth, 2D and 3D joints ground
truth data, starting from raw point clouds. We used the Panoptic dataset [85],
although similar datasets can also be used. The complete pipeline is shown in
Fig. 3.17 and includes the following steps:

1. point cloud retrieval and coordinate system setup;

2. skeleton-based point cloud filtering;

3. mesh reconstruction;

4. virtual cameras positioning;

5. hidden points removal;

6. rendering.

Each processing step is further detailed in the next subsections. The pro-
posed method allows for a manifold of different configuration parameters, such
as the number of virtual cameras to be used for the image generation and their
global position, the density of point clouds and meshes, and the resolution of
the output images. Furthermore, it also takes care of all the steps required to
generate the dataset, from fetching the raw point clouds to saving the desired
dataset to memory. Moreover, since our architecture leverages high-speed GPU
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RGB Rendering

Depth Rendering

Virtual cameras 
positioningFiltering, alignment

Raw point cloud

Figure 3.17: PanopTOP rendering process: the raw point cloud is filtered and aligned with the
chosen coordinate system. Virtual cameras are positioned into the scene for simultaneous RGB
+ depth rendering.

operations, it could be used to automatically generate new batches on-the-fly,
and directly use them as input to train a neural network, without saving them to
memory in advance.

Point cloud retrieval and coordinate system setup

Starting from the Panoptic dataset [85], each point cloud is retrieved and then
transformed to a center of origin, scale, and coordinate system of choice. For
consistency, we adopt the same coordinate system and scale used in the ITOP
dataset [63] by default. The center of origin is selected based on the ground
truth pose data associated with the point cloud. At this stage, no additional
filtering is employed, the output is a raw point cloud with many outliers and
aligned to a chosen coordinate system.

Skeleton-based point cloud filtering

The ground truth 3D pose data is used to compute an axis-aligned 3D bounding
box containing the subject. All the points that do not belong to the subject (Fig.
3.17) are outside of the bounding box, and are thus removed. An additional
skeleton-based point cloud filtering based on the L2 distance d between the
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closest joint j in the 3D skeleton and each 3D point pi is then applied:

d =

√√√√ P

∑
i=0

(pi− j)2 (3.8)

Subsequently, statistical and sphere radius outliers are removed, only keep-
ing the points that belong to the subject, thus greatly reducing noise.

Mesh reconstruction

Here we describe how 3D meshes can be reconstructed from the filtered point
clouds if needed. They can be useful as ground truth for a more efficient
3D model analysis since the mesh provides more structured information and
a smoother texture. The point cloud’s vertex normals are estimated by look-
ing for adjacent points and using covariance analysis to calculate their principal
axis. Then the normalized point cloud is converted into a 3D mesh via Screened
Poisson Surface Reconstruction [92]. Finally, surface subdivision and mesh
smoothing are employed. These steps allow to obtain a smoother surface and
thus a better rendering of both the RGB and depth outputs.

Virtual cameras positioning

A configuration file is designed to create virtual cameras with user-defined in-
trinsic and extrinsic parameters, for later rendering of both RGB images and
depth maps. Users can also manually adjust the camera position in an interac-
tive visualization window containing a preview of the rendering.

Hidden points removal

Optional hidden points removal is performed via Direct Visibility of Point Sets
[91]. Since the input point cloud may be a combination of multiple viewpoints
clouds, as in the Panoptic dataset, it may be necessary to remove occluded points
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to replicate the standard format of the majority of the other datasets. By default,
we keep this option enabled to promote consistency with the ITOP dataset [63].

Rendering

RGB and depth images are finally rendered for each camera and for each point
cloud sample in the dataset. The 2D and 3D ground truth of the scene is au-
tomatically generated starting from the 3D pose matrices and the extrinsic and
intrinsic camera matrices. By default, we also convert the 19-joints skeleton to
the 15-joints model to be consistent with the ITOP dataset [63].

3.3.2 The PanopTOP31K dataset

Our method shown in Sec. 3.3.1 allows for the generation of an arbitrary num-
ber of viewpoints for each point cloud. Starting from the Panoptic dataset, we
apply our pipeline to generate a new dataset, called PanopTOP31K. The dataset
contains approximately 30K RGB images, 30K depth maps, 10K filtered point
clouds, and 10K 3D meshes from 23 different subjects recorded from the front,
side, and top view (∼ 10K RGB images for each viewpoint). Each RGB image
and depth image have size 256×256 with depth 3. The provided pose ground
truth employs the 15 joints skeleton model as in [63].

3.3.3 Experiments

In this section, we show the results obtained by some popular out-of-the-box
human pose estimation networks, both for the front, side, and top view on our
PanopTOP31K dataset on RGB images. Then, we validate our semi-synthetic
dataset showing how it achieves good results when used for data augmentation
and domain adaptation on depth images.
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Experiment Head Neck Shoulders Elbows Hands Torso Hips Knees Feet

(a) [I],[I],[I] 99.50 99.60 99.05 97.90 90.80 100.00 98.55 95.20 87.15

(b) [I],[I],[P] 96.60 97.90 93.80 76.10 63.60 97.80 89.90 84.60 46.50

(c) [I],[I+P],[P] 97.20 98.10 95.45 77.15 59.10 98.00 90.25 70.20 35.80

(d) [I+P],[I+P],[P] 98.50 99.70 99.70 98.20 90.90 99.70 99.40 95.80 95.55

(e) [P],[P],[P] 98.50 99.70 99.70 97.80 90.85 99.60 99.35 96.30 95.45

(f) [P],[P],[I] 99.50 99.50 98.10 93.90 61.45 99.30 94.85 75.45 26.80

(g) [P],[I+P],[I] 99.60 99.80 97.95 94.00 66.60 99.50 94.45 83.55 59.20

(h) [I+P],[I+P],[I] 100.00 100.00 100.00 97.80 90.35 100.00 99.55 96.30 89.35

Table 3.4: Percentages of correctly detected joints for the ITOP and PanopTOP31K datasets
in our 8 conducted experiments. Each experiment is identified by a letter (a-h) and a data split
[train],[validation],[test] (P = PanopTOP31K, I = ITOP). Each value represents the percentage
of joints with L2 distance smaller than a threshold T = 0.2m from the ground truth. The top
scores for each joint regarding tests on the ITOP dataset are highlighted in blue, while the
PanopTOP31K ones are highlighted in green. The top overall scores for each joint are in italic.

Baselines on RGB images

OpenPose [19, 21], MaskRCNN [68] and HMR [88, 100] are three popular
methods for HPE in the RGB domain. We take the off-the-shelf pre-trained
networks of all the baseline algorithms for testing on our new dataset, Panop-
TOP31K. As shown in Figs. 3.16a, 3.16b, 3.16c, we obtain good results on
the side views. However, when dealing with top view images, all the methods
fail in detecting the pose from more than 90% of the dataset images. For ex-
ample, MaskRCNN misclassifies as ’cake’ a subject as seen from the top view
(Fig. 3.16e), while OpenPose fails to produce a coherent skeletal structure (Fig.
3.16d), despite being trained on the Panoptic dataset. A similar issue is encoun-
tered in HMR, which fails to correctly fit a mesh to the top-view image (Fig.
3.16f). This incorrect behavior explains that most human pose estimation net-
works are not trained to handle extreme viewpoints and thus they do not achieve
viewpoint-invariance. Our method allows creating multi-view datasets for hu-
man pose estimation, that could be used to develop viewpoint invariant HPE
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Figure 3.18: Mean per-joints errors in meters for ITOP and PanopTOP31K datasets, respec-
tively, with (green, blue) and without (red, orange) training-wise augmentation. Red, green,
yellow and blue bars correspond to experiments (a), (h), (e) and (d) respectively.

networks in the RGB or depth domain.

Dataset validation on depth images

We have shown how state-of-the-art methods for HPE on RGB images work
on the PanopTOP31K dataset, failing in the case of top-view images. In this
section, we focus on validating our dataset on depth images. Since human pose
estimation already works well enough on front-view images, we focus our at-
tention on a most difficult scenario, namely top-view. We use a vanilla version
of the V2V network [133] on depth images for training and validating.

In the remainder of this section and in table 3.4 we use the following no-
tation: I and P identify the ITOP and our PanopTOP31K dataset respectively.
We use [train],[validation],[test] to indicate on which datasets the network has
been trained, validated and tested.

We perform 8 different cross-validation experiments, from (a) to (h), as
shown in Tab. 3.4. In Fig. 3.19 we show some qualitative results for the HPE
task, while Tab. 3.4 and Fig. 3.18 report the percentage of correctly detected
joints and the mean per-joint error respectively.
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(a) [I],[I],[I] (b) [I],[I],[P]

(c) [I],[I+P],[P] (d) [I+P],[I+P],[P]

(e) [P],[P],[P] (f) [P],[P],[I]

(g) [P],[I+P],[I] (h) [I+P],[I+P],[I]

Figure 3.19:
Qualitative results on multiple [train],[validation],[test] data splits, corresponding to quantitative

results in Table 3.4. As an example, the notation [P],[I+P],[I] means that the network has been trained

on PanopTOP31K, validated on both ITOP and PanopTOP31K and tested on ITOP. Each experiment is

identified by a letter (a-h).81
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Experiment (a) shows how the network performs well when trained, vali-
dated, and tested on the ITOP dataset. At the same time, in (b), the same train-
ing and validation split shows a poor ability to generalize on a new dataset. In
(c), we provide a diverse validation set, but we achieve a small gain and in some
cases, we even worsen the performances on hands and feet estimation, as shown
in Tab. 3.4. This happens because the ITOP dataset is not diverse enough and it
tends to overfit the training data. Experiment (d) shows how adding our Panop-
Top31K split to the training set results in a substantial improvement in perfor-
mances with respect to previous cases (a)(b)(c). The PanopTOP31K dataset is
thus suitable for augmenting a real-world dataset and it leads to a performance
improvement.

Experiment (e) proves that the network can correctly process our Panop-
TOP31K dataset with good results. In (f), we obtain much better results than
(b), and in some cases, they are also comparable with (a). This proves how the
PanopTOP31K dataset is more able to generalize to different data than the ITOP
one, without overfitting. Adding the ITOP validation split as in (g) allows the
network to improve its performances with respect to (f), thus proving the robust-
ness to the overfitting of the network trained on our dataset. Finally, experiment
(h) shows how the best performances on real data are obtained by augmenting
a real-world dataset with our semi-synthetic one. Both (f) and (h) validate the
ability of our semi-synthetic dataset to provide samples that are realistic enough
for the network to generalize well on real-world depth images.

3.3.4 Discussion

We presented PanopTOP, a new method for fully automatic multi-view datasets
creation along with PanopTOP31K, the first multimodal RGB and depth dataset
exhibiting challenging viewpoints for HPE. Our dataset allows for the train-
ing of viewpoint-invariant HPE networks from a manifold of data inputs (RGB
images, depth images, point clouds, 3D meshes). Experiments on our semi-
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(a) 2D/3D HPEInput (b) 3D HMR (c) Ours

Figure 3.20: [Better seen in color]. Overview of the proposed solution. Two different views of
the same subject are shown for each image: (a) 2D/3D Human Pose Estimation (HPE) and (b)
3D Human Mesh Recovery (HMR) methods achieve good accuracy on the front-view (second
row). Changing the viewpoint turns into performance degradation (first row). Our method (c)
promotes viewpoint equivariance, showing good results in both the RGB and depth domains.

synthetic PanopTOP31K dataset show promising results on top-view HPE, ob-
taining comparable results with popular real-world datasets and improving net-
work accuracy when used for data augmentation.

3.4 DECA

Human pose estimation is key for many applications, such as action recognition,
animation, gaming, to name a few [86, 159, 169]. State of the art methods
[21, 182] that rely on RGB images can correctly localize human joints (e.g.
torso, elbows, knees) in images, also in presence of occlusions. However, they
tend to fail when dealing with challenging scenarios. The top-view perspective,
in particular, turns out to be a difficult task; on the one hand, it causes the
largest amount of joints occlusions, and on the other hand, it suffers the scarcity
of suitable training data, as shown in Fig. 3.20.

When presented with unseen viewpoints, humans display a remarkable abil-
ity to estimate human poses, even in the presence of occlusions and unconven-
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tional joints configurations. This is not always true in computer vision. In fact,
available methods are trained in relatively constrained settings [85], with a lim-
ited variability between different viewpoints. Limited data, especially from the
top-viewpoint, along with limited capabilities of modeling the hierarchical and
geometrical structure of the human pose, results in poor generalization capabil-
ities.

This generalization problem, known as the viewpoint problem, depends on
how the network activations vary with the change of the viewpoint, usually after
a transformation (translation, scaling, rotation, shearing). Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) scalar activations are not suitable to effectively manage these
viewpoint transformations, thus needing to rely on max-pooling and aggressive
data augmentation [32, 63, 133, 200]. By doing so, CNNs aim at achieving
viewpoint invariance, defined as

f (T x) = f (x) (3.9)

According to this formulation, applying a viewpoint transformation T on the
input image x, does not change the outcome of the network activations.

However, a more desirable property would be to capture and retain the trans-
formation T applied to the input image x, thus obtaining a network that is aware
of the different transformations applied to the input. Being able to model net-
work activations that change in a structured way according to the input view-
point transformations is also called viewpoint equivariance and it is defined as:

f (T x) = T f (x). (3.10)

This is achieved by introducing capsules: groups of neurons that explicitly
encode the intrinsic viewpoint-invariant relationship existing between different
parts of the same object. Capsule networks (CapsNets) can learn part-whole re-
lationships between so-called entities across different viewpoints [75, 76, 152],
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similarly to how our visual cortex system operates, according to the recognition-
by-components theory [13]. Unlike traditional CNNs, which usually retain
viewpoint invariance, capsule networks can explicitly model and jointly pre-
serve a viewpoint transformation T through the network activations, achieving
viewpoint equivariance (Eq. 3.10).

Developing viewpoint-equivariant methods for 3D HPE networks leads to
multiple advantages: (i) the learned model is more robust, interpretable, and
suitable for real-world applications, (ii) the viewpoint is treated as a learnable
parameter, allowing to disentangle the 3D data of the skeleton from each spe-
cific view, (iii) the same annotated data can be used to train a network for dif-
ferent viewpoints, thus less training data is required.

In this work, we address the problem of viewpoint-equivariant human pose
estimation from single depth or RGB images. Our contribution is summarised
as follows:

• We present a novel Deep viewpoint-Equivariant Capsule Autoencoder
architecture (DECA) which jointly addresses multiple tasks, such as 3D
and 2D human pose estimation.

• We show how our network works with limited training data, no data aug-
mentation, and across different input domains (RGB and depth images).

• We show how the feature space organization, defined by routing the input
information to build capsule entities, improves when the tasks are jointly
addressed.

• We evaluate our method on the ITOP [63] dataset for the depth domain
and on the PanopTOP31K [56] dataset for the RGB domain. We establish
a new baseline for the viewpoint transfer task and in the RGB domain.
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Figure 3.21: [Better seen in color]. Overview of the proposed architecture. In light blue,
the encoding module (Input, CNN encoder, Capsule layers), in green the interpretable feature
space with capsule entities, in light orange the decoding module (fully connected decoders with
multiple tasks and self-balancing loss).

3.4.1 Method

We now analyze the proposed autoencoder, DECA, starting with the capsule
encoder and the multi-task decoders. DECA can be trained end-to-end, without
any pre-training or data augmentation, and it works in real-time in the inference
phase. An overview of the proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 3.21.

3.4.2 Capsule encoder

The encoding module of the network (light blue in Fig. 3.21) is divided in: (i)
an input pre-processor I, (ii) a CNN encoder E and (iii) four layers of Matrix
Capsules with Variational Bayes Routing [150].

(i) I is a layer which normalizes the different type of data (RGB images,
depth images, top-view, side-view, free-view) in the interval [0,1].

(ii) The normalised input is then forwarded to a CNN encoder E, built using
four convolutional layers with inputs [Nch,64,128,256], instance normalisation
and GELU activations [69], as shown in Eq. 3.11. Nch is the number of chan-
nels, which may vary depending on the input.
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GELU(x)≈ 0.5x(1+ tanh
[√2

π
(x+0.044715x3)

]
) (3.11)

(iii) The output of the CNN encoder E feeds our capsule layers. It has been
shown in previous works [76, 102, 152] that capsules provide a superior un-
derstanding of the viewpoint and the relationship between parts and parent ob-
jects, thus aiming at true viewpoint equivariance. Given the multiple degrees
of freedom of each joint, we adopt the matrix capsules model [76] instead of
vector capsules [152], enriching the description of single joints as hierarchi-
cally linked capsule entities. We deploy the novel capsule routing based on
Variational Bayes (VB) [150], which is proven to speed up the training of our
matrix capsules layers, at the same time improving performances. The last it-
eration of the VB routing is also called ClassRouting and it is used to route the
highest-level information to the last layer of capsules before the feature space
F .

In our CapsNet, we employ four layers: a primary capsules layer encapsu-
lates the output features of E into 16-dimensional capsules, two convolutional

capsules layers refine the capsule features, and a final class capsules layer en-
codes the output into a J-dimensional features in the latent space F , where J is
the number of joints, also called entities.

Given each lower-level capsule i and the corresponding higher-level capsule
j, we define Mi as the proposed lower level pose matrix and Wi j ∈ R4×4 as a
trainable viewpoint-equivariant transformation matrix such that:

V j|i = MiWi j (3.12)

where V j|i is the vote coming from lower capsules i for higher capsules j. The
voting procedure takes place inside the VB routing and it allows each lower cap-
sule i to route its information to a higher capsule j of its choice, thus allowing
to build the hierarchical structure typical of CapsNets.
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To promote the viewpoint equivariance in Eq. 3.10, we introduce an inverse
matrix ŷW in the class capsules, which aims at satisfying the Inverse Graphics
constraint:

ŷWWi j = I (3.13)

meaning that the learned inverse matrix ŷW effectively acts as an approxi-
mated inverse of the rendering operation, as it is commonly found in computer
graphics [75].

At the output of the encoder, each entity corresponding to each joint of the
skeleton is defined by a flattened vector of 16 elements, or, in other words,
a 4× 4 matrix, which is sufficient to grasp the complete pose (translation +
rotation) of each joint.

An overview of the capsule encoder is shown in Algorithm 2. In the algo-
rithm, s3D,s2D,sDM,sW are weights used for the self-balancing of the loss, wc

are the convolutional layer weights, a are the activations of each Capsule layer,
and {·} represents parameters used only when in the RGB domain.

Multi-task decoders

Starting from the 16-dimensional entities in the capsule feature space F , we
design a decoding module (light orange block in Fig. 3.21) that allows us to
simultaneously retrieve multiple predictions for different tasks from the same
feature space F . Each decoder Dτ in the decoding module is configured as
an independent fully connected block, with 0.5 Dropout and GELU activations
[69]. We employ no weight sharing or layer sharing across the decoders to
enforce the multi-task loss, as explained in section 3.4.2.

We define different tasks (τ) with different objectives:

• 3D: minimise the distance between ground truth and predicted 3D joints
in 3D space ŷ3D;
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Algorithm 2: Capsule encoder

CapsuleEncoder (x)
inputs : x = x0 . . .xBS, BS = batch size of RGB or depth images
outputs: F = J 16-dimensional entities; ŷW = trainable Inverse Graphics matrix
s3D,s2D,{sDM},sW ← 1;
wc← xavieruni f orm() ∀c ∈ConvLayers;
foreach i ∈ConvLayers do

x←Conv2di(x);
x← InstanceNorm2di(x);
x← GELU(x);

a,x← PrimaryCapsules(x);
foreach j ∈ConvCapsuleLayers do

a,x←ConvCapsules j(a,x);
a,x←V BRouting j(a,x);

a,x, ŷW ←ClassCapsules(a,x);
a,x←ClassRouting(a,x);
F ← entities(x);
return F , ŷW ;
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• 2D: as above, but without relying on 3D joints predictions, and rather pre-
dicting 2D joints ŷ2D as seen from the current viewpoint in camera frame
coordinates;

• DM: reconstruct the depth map ŷDM of the input RGB image. It is used
only in the RGB domain;

• W Inverse Graphics loss : learn the inverse graphics matrix ŷW to promote
the de-rendering of input pixels into isolated capsule entities, as explained
in Sec. 3.4.2, Eq. 3.13.

For each task τ = 3D,2D,DM, a decoder Dτ takes as input the feature space
F and it outputs the predictions Ŷ = [ŷ3D, ŷ2D,{ŷDM}] to the loss function. For
W , the ŷW matrix is forwarded to the loss function directly from the encoder.

An overview of the capsule decoders is shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Capsule decoders

CapsuleDecoders (x)
inputs : F = J 16-dimensional entities
outputs: Ŷ = [ŷ3D, ŷ2D,{ŷDM}]
x←F ;
foreach i ∈ Y do

x← Dropout0.5(x);
x← Linear(x);
ŷi← GELU(x);

return Ŷ = [ŷ3D, ŷ2D,{ŷDM}];

Self-balancing multi-task loss

Tasks are associated to the different input domains, as follows:
Each task is assigned a loss Lτ , defined as:

• L2D, L3D: Mean Square Error (MSE) loss for the 3D and 2D joints pre-
diction tasks.
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3D 2D DM W

Depth ✓ ✓ ✓

RGB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

• LDM: masked L1 loss for the depth estimation task DM, in the RGB
domain, where mask is a function that applies the L1 loss only on pixels
over a certain depth threshold, to promote the depth estimation over non-
background areas.

• LW : inverse graphics lossW , which role is to enforce invertibility for the
capsule weight matrices. The notation ∥.∥F defines the Frobenius norm of
a matrix.

Lτ =



L2D,3D = 1
BS ∑

BS
i=0(yi− ŷi)

2

LDM =
∑

BS
i=0

[
mask |yi− ŷi|+ |yi− ŷi|

]
2∗BS

LW =
∥∥ŷWWi j

∥∥
F

(3.14)

Considering T as the set of the employed tasks τ , the overall balanced loss
for all the tasks is expressed as:

L= ∑
τ∈T

(
sτ + e−sτLτ

)
(3.15)

where sτ = [s3D,s2D,sDM,sW ] are the trainable weights associated with each
loss in T , initialised to 1 in algorithm 2, and Lτ is each loss of the enabled
decoders, as defined in Eq. 3.14.
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3.4.3 Experiments

Datasets

ITOP Dataset of depth images. The ITOP dataset [63] contains depth images
from top and front view. The training split and the test split consist of 40k and
10k images, respectively. The depth images display 15 videos of 20 actors in a
constrained setting. The dataset is recorded using two Axus Xtion Pro cameras.
The 3D skeleton model consists of 15 joints.

PanopTOP31K dataset of depth and RGB images. The PanopTOP dataset
[56] consists of 31k top-view and 31k front view images coming from video
sequences of 24 different actors, available both in the RGB and depth domain,
for a total of 68k images. The ground truth 3D skeleton consists of 19 joints.

Evaluation metrics

Following the works of [63, 133, 200], we choose the mean average precision
(mAP) as the evaluation metric for the depth domain. It is defined as the per-
centage of all predicted joints which fall in an interval smaller than 0.10 meters.
In the RGB domain, we use the Mean Per Joint Position Error (MPJPE) in mil-
limeters as in many HPE works [21, 149, 182].

Implementation details

Our network is trained in an end-to-end fashion using Pytorch Lightning. Input
images are normalized in the interval [0,1] with a resolution of 256x256 pixels
for depth images and 256x256 pixels for RGB ones. We do not perform any
augmentations on the input datasets. The batch size is set to 128 for ITOP and
128 for PanopTOP31K. We initialize the weights with the Xavier initialization
[58]. The learning rate is set to 1e−5, the weight decay is set to 0, and Adam
is the optimizer of choice. We train our network for 20 epochs on the ITOP
dataset and 15 epochs on PanopTOP31K.
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(a) V2V
[133]

(b) DECA-D1,
T = [3D]

(c) DECA-D2,
T = [3D,W]

(d) DECA-D3,
T = [3D,2D,W]

Figure 3.22: 2D representation on the 16-dimensional latent space obtained using t-SNE [187].
Each dot corresponds to an entity E jt representing a joint jt of the skeleton from the test set
of ITOP [63]. V2V network [133] relies on CNNs, thus is not able to cluster together samples
corresponding to the same entity (a). When trained to satisfy only the 3D prediction constraint
our DECA-D1 network performs slightly better than V2V (b). The 15 clusters, corresponding
to the 15 joints of the skeleton model, are clearly distinguishable in DECA-D2 (c) and DECA-
D3 (d), with (d) displaying better cluster separation and fewer outliers.

Feature space entities and ablation study

We report experiments on the top-view of the ITOP dataset [63] to validate the
3D representation provided by our network and to show how the multi-tasks
decoder influences the overall performances.

To do so, we deploy 4 configurations, 3 on depth data and 1 on RGB data,
with different sets of tasks T of our method:

• DECA-D1, with T = [3D]

• DECA-D2, with T = [3D,W]

• DECA-D3, with T = [3D,2D,W]

• DECA-R4, with T = [3D,2D,DM,W]

where the letter D or R indicates the depth or RGB domains, and the number
defines how many tasks are assigned to the network. Since we are evaluating
the performances on the 3D HPE, the τ = [3D] is used for all the different
configurations.
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Loss effectiveness analysis. The results are reported in the last 3 columns of
Table 3.5. As shown in the Table, increasing the number of tasks in T generally
leads to an increase in the network’s performances. DECA-D1 already achieves
similar results to the state-of-the-art, thanks to the CapsNets’ capability to in-
terpret the geometrical nature of the input data. When the inverse graphics loss
W is employed (DECA-D2 and DECA-D3), the enforced invertibility of the
weights matrix leads to an immediate gain in performances. In DECA-D3, the
introduction of the 2D loss leads to an additional improvement in terms of ac-
curacy. Hence, we argue that the network performances improve when more
tasks are given because we achieve a better representation of the entities in the
latent space.

Latent space analysis. To analyze the latent space, we use the features of
the test set extracted after the capsule modules. Each feature f ∈F is linearised
to obtain a vector of length L f eat . At this stage, each entity E jt corresponding to
each joint jt is defined by dividing each feature vector by the number of joints,
resulting in vectors of length L f eat

#o f joints . For visualisation purposes, we use t-SNE

[187] to project the entities on a 2-dimensional space. The results are displayed
in Fig. 3.22. We compare our latent space against the publicly available version
of the V2V [133] encoder/decoder structure. We show how our DECA network
can better cluster and separate each entity E jt with respect to V2V. Our solution
provides a better organization of the latent space, with bigger inter-class margins
and fewer outliers. The latent space organization improves drastically when
we employ the τ =W task (DECA-D2), thus enforcing the inverse graphics
constraint. In DECA-D3 we add the τ = 2D task. The resulting organization
of the latent space improves, thus further establishing a correlation between the
growing number of tasks and the improvement in performances.
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ITOP front-view ITOP top-view

Body part RF[159] RTW[206] IEF[22] VI [63] REN9x6x6[62] V2V[133] A2J[200] DECA-D3 RF[159] RTW[206] IEF[22] VI [63] REN9x6x6[62] V2V[133] A2J[200] DECA-D1 DECA-D2 DECA-D3

Head 63.80 97.80 96.20 98.10 98.70 98.29 98.54 93.87 95.40 98.40 83.80 98.10 98.20 98.40 98.38 94.41 95.31 95.37

Neck 86.40 95.80 85.20 97.50 99.40 99.07 99.20 97.90 98.50 82.20 50.00 97.60 98.90 98.91 98.91 98.86 99.16 98.68

Shoulders 83.30 94.10 77.20 96.50 96.10 97.18 96.23 95.22 89.00 91.80 67.30 96.10 96.60 96.87 96.26 96.12 97.51 96.57

Elbows 73.20 77.90 45.40 73.30 74.70 80.42 78.92 84.53 57.40 80.10 40.20 86.20 74.40 79.16 75.88 76.86 81.67 84.07

Hands 51.30 70.50 30.90 68.70 55.20 67.26 68.35 56.49 49.10 76.90 39.00 85.50 50.70 62.44 59.35 44.41 45.97 54.33

Torso 65.00 93.80 84.70 85.60 98.70 98.73 98.52 99.04 80.50 68.20 30.50 72.90 98.10 97.78 97.82 99.46 99.70 99.46

Hip 50.80 80.30 83.50 72.00 91.80 93.23 90.85 97.42 20.00 55.70 38.90 61.20 85.50 86.91 86.88 97.84 97.87 97.42

Knees 65.70 68.80 81.80 69.00 89.00 91.80 90.75 94.56 2.60 53.90 54.00 51.60 70.00 83.28 79.66 88.01 88.19 90.84

Feet 61.30 68.40 80.90 60.80 81.10 87.60 86.91 92.04 0.00 28.70 62.40 51.50 41.60 69.62 58.34 79.30 83.53 81.88

Upper Body - - - 84.00 - - - 83.03 - - - 91.40 - - - 78.51 80.60 83.00

Lower Body - - - 67.30 - - - 95.30 - - - 54.70 - - - 89.96 91.27 91.39

Mean 65.80 80.50 71.00 77.40 84.90 88.74 88.00 88.75 47.40 68.20 51.20 75.50 75.50 83.44 80.5 83.85 85.58 86.92

Table 3.5: Comparison with the state-of the art for ITOP front-view and top-view (metric: 0.1m
mAP).

Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

Depth data: ITOP dataset. We compare our DECA against common state-of-
the-art method for human pose estimation on depth images [22, 62, 63, 133, 159,
200, 206]. The results are reported in Tab. 3.5. Our DECA outperforms existing
methods on the front-view task, improving the accuracy by a wide margin on the
more challenging top viewpoint. In general, we consistently perform better than
other methods on most of the joints and the average. The gain of our method is
particularly large when dealing with the lower body, which is often occluded in
the top-view.

Depth data: Viewpoint-equivariant ITOP. We test DECA on the view-
point transfer task, meaning training on one viewpoint, either top-view or front-
view, and testing on the other one, unseen at training time. The comparison
against available state-of-the-art methods [22, 63, 159, 206] are reported in Tab.
3.6. We consistently outperform other methods by a wide margin, thus making a
step forward toward viewpoint equivariance. While other methods provide only
the best subset of viewpoint transfer results (Tab. 3.6), omitting entirely the
train on top and test on front scenario, we provide results for all the joints and
all the viewpoint transfer combinations in Tab. 3.7. Our DECA achieves bet-
ter results than the top-most of the other methods on many different joints (e.g.
shoulders, lower body). In Tab 3.7, training DECA on top-view or front-view
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ITOP

Train on front, test on top

Body part RF [159] RTW [206] IEF [22] VI [63] DECA-D3

Head 48.10 1.50 47.90 55.60 46.27

Neck 5.90 8.10 39.00 40.90 73.14

Torso 4.70 3.90 41.90 35.00 85.94

Upper Body 19.70 2.20 23.90 29.40 45.00

Full Body 10.80 2.00 17.40 20.40 51.85

Table 3.6: Comparison with the state-of the art for the ITOP viewpoint transfer task (metric:
0.1m mAP). Training on front-view, validating on front-view, testing on top-view (top-view
data is unseen in validation).

achieves comparable lower body accuracy. This means that when the network is
trained on top view, where the lower body is mostly occluded, it can retrieve the
occluded joints from previously unseen front views, and vice versa. This shows
how our network has learned the viewpoint as a parameter, and it is thus able to
generalize in a similar fashion in all the viewpoint transfer combinations.

RGB data: Viewpoint-equivariant PanopTOP31K. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to tackle the problem of viewpoint transfer between
top-view and front-view in the RGB domain. We report results with training
and testing on both seen and unseen viewpoints in Tab. 3.8. The chosen met-
ric is the mean per-joint projection error (MPJPE). We report results with and
without the Procrustes alignment [59] of the predicted poses. It is interesting to
notice how DECA can reduce the gap between the same viewpoint results and
the results of the viewpoint transfer tasks. In the case of viewpoint transfer, we
train on viewpoint A, validate on the same viewpoint A and test on viewpoint
B.

Qualitative results

In Fig. 3.23 we show some qualitative results from DECA-R4 configuration
on RGB data. We deploy our network training and testing on all the possible
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DECA-D3

Body part
Train on front,

test on top

Train on top,

test on front

Head 46.27 18.51

Neck 73.14 44.77

Shoulders 69.02 25.18

Elbows 43.87 16.23

Hands 9.41 2.19

Torso 85.94 68.63

Hip 72.15 64.75

Knees 49.31 68.15

Feet 42.46 46.12

Upper Body 45.00 18.81

Lower Body 59.11 60.95

Mean 51.85 38.48

Table 3.7: DECA-D3 complete results for the ITOP viewpoint transfer tasks (metric: 0.1m
mAP). Test data is unseen during validation for both the cases.

DECA-R4

Train on front,

test on front

Train on top,

test on top

Train on front,

test on top

Train on top,

test on front

Body part No Procrustes Procrustes No Procrustes Procrustes No Procrustes Procrustes No Procrustes Procrustes

Neck 4.02 2.37 4.55 2.51 16.02 4.16 8.21 5.06

Nose 5.66 3.75 6.98 3.89 16.83 7.67 10.72 6.76

Body Center 0.56 4.63 1.23 3.63 1.01 31.20 0.83 11.59

Shoulders 4.56 2.76 5.14 3.07 17.43 5.33 8.51 5.35

Elbows 9.82 7.14 9.64 7.51 29.70 18.52 23.20 15.47

Hands 13.88 10.82 14.02 12.34 47.01 38.29 36.78 28.25

Hips 18.75 4.87 2.71 3.89 5.10 30.07 3.64 10.88

Knees 9.54 5.14 7.59 4.84 52.98 28.65 20.11 9.28

Feet 11.53 5.08 9.83 5.10 69.18 28.75 26.36 11.07

Eyes 6.19 4.00 7.44 3.79 19.33 11.00 11.40 7.45

Ears 5.50 3.73 7.15 3.74 23.56 13.00 11.22 7.16

Upper Body 6.93 5.21 7.66 5.46 23.69 16.56 15.54 11.60

Lower Body 7.65 5.03 6.71 4.61 42.42 29.16 16.71 10.41

Mean 7.16 5.15 7.36 5.19 29.60 20.54 15.91 11.22

Table 3.8: DECA-R4 results on the PanopTOP31K RGB dataset, with and without the Pro-
crustes transformation [59] (metric: MPJPE). Tasks: (i) 3D pose estimation from the front and
top viewpoints (ii) viewpoint transfer for both front and top views. Test data is unseen during
validation for both the viewpoint transfer tasks.
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(a)

(b)
(c) GT

(d) {T};{T}

(e) {F};{F}

(f) {T};{F}

(g) {F};{T}

Figure 3.23: DECA-R4 qualitative results on the PanopTOP31K dataset. On the left (a, b) the
types of input accepted by DECA (top-view or front-view). DECA can also accept inputs in the
depth domain. In the center (c), the corresponding 3D ground truth. On the right, the possible
combinations of training/testing experiments. T stands for top and F stands for front. As an
example, in (f), {T};{F} means that DECA has been trained exclusively on top data and tested
on previously unseen (not even at validation time) front data.

viewpoint combinations. The network takes as input either the top-view RGB
(Fig. 3.23a) image or the front view (Fig. 3.23b) one. When trained and tested
on the same viewpoint (Fig. 3.23d, 3.23e), the network produces similar out-
puts, thus confirming its ability to deal with the challenging top-view scenario.
When training on the top view and testing on the front one (Fig. 3.23f), the net-
work can accurately retrieve the positions of the lower body joints. DECA can
retrieve parts of the body mostly occluded ad training time, thus displaying its
generalization capabilities. When training on the front view and testing on the
top one (Fig. 3.23g), the network can retrieve the positions of the upper body
joints, which are visible in both images but from different perspectives, proving
that DECA can internally model the viewpoint.

3.4.4 Discussion

We presented DECA, a deep viewpoint-equivariant method for human pose es-
timation on single RGB/depth images using capsule autoencoders. We show
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(a) Input (b) Patch-based embedding (c) Agglomerator
(d) Part-whole

hierarchy
(e) Conceptual-semantic
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K

d
dog

head
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Figure 3.24: [Better seen in color]. Overview of the proposed solution. Our Agglomerator is a
novel architecture for vision applications, in which column structure (c) mimics hyper-columns
typical of the human visual cortex [65]. The input data (a) is fed to the columns using a patch-
based embedding (b). The Agglomerator architecture iteratively routes the information across
its structure, creating a neural representation of each image, similar to neural fields [127]. In
the neural representation, part-whole hierarchies (d) emerge at different levels of the columns.
The same column can represent the same patch of the image with different levels of abstraction
(e.g., the ears, the head, and the dog) corresponding to each level in the column. Neighbor
columns agree on a part representation (e.g ears, head) at lower levels, ideally representing the
same whole (e.g. dog) at the top level. The resulting feature space represents the conceptual-
semantic relationships between data (e) resembling the human hierarchical organization [128].
Samples belonging to the same super-class (e.g., animals, vehicles) are clustered together, with
conceptually close categories (e.g., birds and airplanes) represented on the edge of the super-
classes.

how CapsNets are better suited to deal with the 3D nature of raw data and how
they allow taking a step forward to viewpoint equivariance. We have shown
how our method can effectively generalize and achieve state-of-the-art results
in both RGB and depth domains, as well as in the viewpoint transfer task.

3.5 Agglomerator

The extensive adoption of neural networks and, more in general, learning mod-
els has been raising concerns regarding our chances, as humans, to explain their
behavior. Interpretability would be a highly desirable feature for neural net-
works, especially in those applications like autonomous driving [60], healthcare
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[130], and finance [156], where safety, life, and security are at stake.

Deep neural networks have achieved superhuman performances in many do-
mains, from computer vision [67, 105] to natural language processing [41, 190],
and data analysis [156]. However, the achieved performances have come at
the expense of model complexity, making it difficult to interpret how neural
networks work [113]. These neural networks are usually deployed as ”black
boxes”, with millions of parameters to be tuned, mostly according to experience
and rule of thumb. Interpreting how a trainable parameter in the network setup
directly affects the desired output from a given input has nearly zero chances.

According to the literature, interpretability is defined as ”the degree to which

a human can understand the cause of a decision”[129]. When a machine learn-
ing model reaches high accuracy on a task such as classification and prediction,
can we trust the model without understanding why such a decision has been
taken? The decision process is complex and we tend to evaluate the perfor-
mance of a system in solving a given task using metrics computed at the end
of the processing chain. While single metrics, such as the classification accu-
racy, reach super-human results, they provide an incomplete description of the
real-world task [43]. For example, when dealing with an image classification
problem, the learning model can tell the class the represented object belongs
to. Thus, we know what has been predicted by the network, but we have little
understanding about why we have obtained such prediction [132]. As humans,
when looking at an object that has eyes and limbs, we can infer via reason-
ing and intuition that these are elements (parts) that belong to the same entity
(whole) [13], say an animal, and we can explain and motivate why such decision
is taken, generally based on past experiences, beliefs and attitude [2]. Moreover,
even in presence of an animal never seen before, we can probably tell from the
visual features, our frames of reference [65] and our hierarchical organization
of objects in the world [128] whether it is a fish or a mammal. We would like
neural networks to display the same behavior, so that objects that are close in
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the conceptual-semantic and lexical relations are adjacent in the feature space
as well (as shown in Fig. 3.24e). By doing so, it would be intuitive to identify
hierarchical relations between samples and how the model has learned to build
a topology describing each sample. Consequently, we can agree on the defini-
tion of interpretability in deep learning as the “extraction of relevant knowledge

from a machine-learning model concerning relationships either contained in

data or learned by the model” [135].
In the image classification field, available techniques, such as transformers

[41, 44, 190], neural fields [127], contrastive learning representation [27], dis-
tillation [73] and capsules [152], have achieved state-of-the-art performances,
introducing a number of novelties, such as powerful attention-based features
and per-patch analysis, positional encoding, similarity-based self-supervised
pre-training, model compression and deep modeling of part-whole relation-
ships. Taken as standalone, these methods have contributed improving the in-
terpretability of networks, while still lacking to directly emphasize either data
relationships [27, 41, 44, 127, 190] (e.g. conceptual-semantic relationships) or
model-learned relationships [73, 152] (e.g. part-whole relationships).
In [72], a concept idea on how to represent part-whole hierarchies in neural
networks is introduced, which attempts to merge the advantages of the above
state-of-the-art frameworks into a single theoretical system (known as GLOM).
GLOM aims at mimicking the human ability in learning to parse visual scenes.
Inspired by the theoretical concepts described in [65, 72], we build a working
system, called Agglomerator, which achieves part-whole agreement [74] at dif-
ferent levels of the model (relationships learned by the model) and hierarchical
organization of the feature space (relationships contained in data), as shown in
Fig. 3.24.

Our contribution is summarised as follows:

• we introduce a novel model, called Agglomerator2, mimicking the func-
2The code and the pre-trained models can be found at [see supplementary materials].
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tioning of the cortical columns in the human brain [66];

• we explain how our architecture provides interpretability of relationships

learned by the model, specifically part-whole relationships;

• we show how our architecture provides interpretability of relationships

contained in data, namely the hierarchical organization of the feature space;

• we provide results outperforming or on par with current methods on mul-
tiple common datasets, such as SmallNORB [107], MNIST [106], Fash-
ionMNIST [199], CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [103];

• we show that our model relies on fewer parameters and can generalize to
multiple datasets.

3.5.1 Method

The framework we propose aims at replicating the column-like pattern, similar
to hyper-columns typical of the human visual cortex [65]. An overview is shown
in Fig. 3.24.

Agglomerator brings together concepts and building blocks from multiple
methods, such as CNNs [110], transformers [41, 44, 190], neural fields [127],
contrastive learning representation [27], distillation [73], and capsules [152]. In
the next paragraph, we introduce the mathematical notation needed to explain
the details of the main building blocks of the architecture.

Each input image is transformed into a feature map divided into N = h×w

patches. The n-th patch, with n ∈ {1, . . . ,N} is fed to the corresponding column
Cn(h,w), spatially located at coordinates (h,w). The subscript n is omitted in
the next equations for better readability. As shown in Fig. 3.25, each column
C(h,w) consists of K embedding levels {l(h,w),kt | k = 0, . . . ,K} connected by a
stack of auto-encoders at location (h,w) at time t ∈ {0, . . . , t−1, t, t +1, . . . ,T}.
The superscript (h,w) is omitted in the next instances of lk

t for better readability.
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Each level lk
t of the column is an embedding vector representation of size d.

Levels lk−1
t and lk

t represent consecutive levels; lk−1
t represents a part of the

whole lk
t . We indicate as lk

t ∈ Lk
t all the levels lk

t in all columns C(h,w) sharing
the same k value and belonging to the same layer Lk

t . Being K the last layer of
our architecture at the last time step T , it is represented as LK

T .

Patches embedding

At the embedding stage, as in [110], we apply a convolutional Tokenizer to
extract the feature map of each image of size H×W pixels, which provides a
richer representation compared to the original image. Following the implemen-
tation in [110], the obtained feature map has size h×w×d where h = H/4 and
w =W/4. We then embed each of the n d-dimensional embedding vectors into
the bottom levels l0

t ∈ L0
t at the corresponding coordinates (h,w) of the corre-

sponding column C(h,w). Feeding the n-th each patch to a spatially located
column C(h,w) resembles the positional encoding of neural fields [127], where
each d-sized embedding lk

t represents at the same time the sample and its rela-
tive observation viewpoint. At each time step t, we embed each image sample
into the first layer of the columns, which is represented as the bottom layer L0

t .

Hypercolumns

Consecutive levels in time and space in a column C(h,w) are connected by an
auto-encoder. The auto-encoders are based on an MLP, which allows for model
reduction [73] and faster training time. Each auto-encoder computes the top-
down contribution of a level lk+1

t−1 to the value of the level below at the next
time step lk

t using a NT D(lk+1
t−1 ) top-down decoder. Similarly, each auto-encoder

computes the bottom-up contribution of a level lk−1
t−1 to the value of the level

above at the next time step lk
t using a NBU(lk−1

t−1 ) bottom-up encoder. NT D(lk+1
t−1 )

and NBU(lk−1
t−1 ) share a similar structure, but for the activation functions, as de-

scribed in Fig. 3.25(e). The top-down network uses GELU activation functions
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Figure 3.25: [Better seen in color]. Architecture of our Agglomerator model (center) with
information routing (left) and detailed structure of building elements (right). Each cube repre-
sents a level lk

t . Left: (a) legend of the arrows in the figure, representing the top-down network
NT D(lk+1

t−1 ), the bottom-up network NBU(lk−1
t−1 ), attention mechanism A(Lk

t−1) and time step t.
(b) Contribution to the value of level lk

t given by lk
t−1, NT D(lk+1

t−1 ) and NBU(lk−1
t−1 ). (c) The at-

tention mechanisms A(Lk
t−1) share information between lk

t−1 ∈ Lk
t−1. Center: bottom to top,

the architecture consists of the Tokenizer module, followed by the columns C(h,w), with each
level lk

t connected to the neighbors with NT D(lk+1
t−1 ) and NBU(lk−1

t−1 ). On top of the structure,
the contrastive H1 and cross entropy H2 heads. Right: (d) structure of heads H1 and H2. (e)
Structure of the top-down network NT D(lk+1

t−1 ) and the bottom-up network NBU(lk−1
t−1 ).
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Figure 3.26: Contrastive pre-training (dashed lines) and supervised training (continuous
lines) procedures. During the contrastive pre-training, two images Ia and Ib are produced by
applying random data augmentation to the input image I. Through the Tokenizer, we compute
feature maps for both Ia and Ib, which are then divided in patches and embedded into the bottom
layer of the columns L0

t . During the propagation phase, the information is routed through the
Agglomerator architecture to obtain the neural representation LK

T for each sample. We pre-train
the network with the contrastive head H1 using a supervised contrastive loss L1, obtaining
weights W. During the supervised training, we first load the frozen weights W in the network.
Then, augmentation RandAugment [35] is applied on the input image I to obtain Ic, which
follows the same steps as the pre-training phase. The network, with the classification head H2,
is trained for the classification task by minimizing the cross-entropy loss L2.

[69], while the bottom up network relies on Siren activation functions [164]. All
the NT D(lk+1

t−1 ) connecting Lk+1
t−1 to layer Lk

t share the same weights. The same is
true for the NBU(lk−1

t−1 ) connecting Lk−1
t−1 to layer Lk

t .

Routing

The key element of our architecture is how the information is routed to obtain a
representation of the input data where the part-whole hierarchies emerge.

Before computing the loss, we need to iteratively propagate each batch N

through the network, obtaining a deep representation of each image. This pro-
cedure, propagation phase, encourages the network to reach consensus between
neighbor levels lk

t ∈ Lk
t . Ideally, this means that all neighbor levels in the last

layer lK
t ∈ LK

t should have similar values, representing the same whole; neigh-
bor levels at bottom layers lk

t ∈ Lk
t |k ̸= K should instead share the value among

smaller groups, each group representing the same part. Group of vectors that
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”agree” on a similar value have reached the consensus on the image represen-
tation at that level, and they are called islands of agreement. An example of
such representation is shown in Fig. 3.24(d). In capsules-based approaches
[152], group of neurons are activated to represent the part-whole hierarchy with
limited expressive power. Our d-dimensional layers lk

t provide a richer repre-
sentation of the same hierarchy.

To obtain such representation, at time step t = 0, we randomly initialise all
the values lk

0 and we embed a batch of B samples into the bottom layer L0
0. Once

the values are initialized, we compute the attention A(Lk
t ). Instead of the self-

attention mechanism used in Transformers [41, 44, 190], a standard attention
weighting is deployed as in [201]. Each attention weight ωn is computed as

ωn =
eβλn·lk

t

∑eβλn·N(λn)
(3.16)

where λn represents each possible level lk
t belonging to the same layer Lk

t

as lk
t , N(λn) is an indicator function which indexes all the neighbors levels of

λn belonging to the same layer Lk
t and β is a parameter that determines the

sharpness of the attention.

At each time step t | t ∈ {1, . . . ,T}, a batch with B samples is fed to the
bottom layer L0

t network as described in Sec. 3.5.1. We compute the values lk
t

as

lk
t = avg(ωllk

t−1,ωBUNBU(lk−1
t−1 ),

ωT DNT D(lk+1
t−1 ),ωAA(Lk

t−1))
(3.17)

where avg() indicates the arithmetical average, and ωl,ωBU ,ωT D,ωA are
trainable weights. For layer LK

t , contribution NT D(lk+1
t−1 ) is not included, as

LK+1
t does not exist. The propagation phase takes T time steps to reach the

final representation of each image at each layer LT
k .
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Figure 3.27: Hyper-parameters sweep. Each line
represents a combination of parameters setup, with
the darker lines representing the models achieving
the lowest validation loss. Image obtained with [14].

Figure 3.28: Each line repre-
sents the variation of weights
ωl,ωBU ,ωT D,ωA across
epochs. Image obtained with
[14].

Training

The training procedure of our architecture is shown in Fig. 3.26. It is divided in
two steps: (i) a pre-training phase using a supervised contrastive loss function
[27] and (ii) a training phase for the image classification using a Cross-Entropy
loss.

We first pre-train our network using an image-based contrastive loss [27].
Given a batch with B samples, we duplicate each image I to obtain pairs of
samples (Ia, Ib), for a total of 2B data points. We then apply data augmentation
RandAugment [35] to both (Ia, Ib). Both samples are fed to the network as
described in Sec. 3.5.1, and we perform the propagation phase in Sec. 3.5.1 to
obtain the representation at the last layer LK

T . Then we rearrange the n levels
lK
T ∈ LK

T to obtain a vector of dimensions n×d, given as input to the contrastive
head H1, as described in Fig. 3.25. At the output of the contrastive head, each
sample is described by a feature vector of dimension f 1. We take all the possible
sample pairs (Ia, Ib) from the batch and we compute the contrastive loss defined
as:

L1 =ContrLoss(Ia, Ib) =−log
esim(Ia,Ib)

∑
2B
k=1I[k ̸=a]esim(Ia,Ib)

(3.18)
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where sim(u,v) = uT v/∥u∥∥v∥ indicates the dot product between the nor-
malised version of u and v, I[k ̸=a] is a indicator function valued 0 if k and a

belong to the same class, and 1 otherwise.
Once the network is pre-trained using the contrastive loss, the weights are

frozen. We apply augmentation [35] to each sample Ic in a batch of size B,
which is then fed to the network for the propagation phase to obtain for each
sample the representation LK

T . Then, the cross-entropy head H2 is added on top
of the contrastive head H1. A linear layer resizes f 1-dimensional features to
dimension f 2, which corresponds to the number of classes to be predicted for
each dataset. The new layers are then trained using the cross-entropy function:

L2 =CE(y, ŷ) =− 1
f 2

f2

∑
i=1

yi log(ŷi) (3.19)

where y is the label of a sample taken from the batch and ŷ is the label to be
predicted.

3.5.2 Experiments

We perform our experiments on the following datasets:
SmallNorb (S-NORB) [107] is a dataset for 3D object recognition from

shape. It consists of roughly 200000 images of size 96×96 pixels of 5 classes
of toys.

MNIST [106] and FashionMNIST [199], consist of 60000 training images
and 10000 test images of grayscale handwritten digits and Zalando’s articles of
size 28×28 pixels.

CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [103] both consist of 50000 training images and
10000 test images of size 32×32 pixels, with 10 and 100 classes, respectively.

Our network is trained in an end-to-end fashion using PyTorch Lightning
on a single NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090. Input images for each dataset are
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Method Ref Backbone

Error % # of

params

(Millions)

Training

Arch.S-Norb MNIST F-MNIST C-10 C-100

E-CapsNet [124]

Caps

2.54 0.26 - - - 0.2 GPU

CapsNet [134, 152] 2.70 0.25 6.38 10.6 82.00 6.8 GPU

Matrix-CapsNet [76] 1.40 0.44 6.14 11.9 - 0.3 GPU

Capsule VB [150] 1.60 0.30 5.20 11.2 - 0.2 GPU

ResNet-110 [9, 67, 79]
Conv

- 2.10 5.10 6.41* 27.76* 1.7 GPU

VGG [9, 163] - 0.32 6.50 7.74* 28.05* 20 GPU

ViT-L/16 [44] Transf - - - 0.85* 6.75* 632 TPU

ConvMLP-L [110] Conv/MLP - - - 1.40* 11.40* 43 TPU

MLP-Mixer-L/16 [181] MLP - - - 1.66* - 207 TPU

Ours Conv/MLP/Caps 0.01 0.30 7.43 11.15 40.97 72 GPU

Table 3.9: Error percentages on the Top-1 accuracy results on datasets SmallNorb (S-Norb),
MNIST, FashionMNIST (F-MNIST), CIFAR-10 (C-10), and CIFAR-100 (C-100). The ∗ nota-
tion indicates results obtained with networks pre-trained on ImageNet.

normalized using each standard dataset’s normalization. We train our network
on each dataset’s native resolution, except for SmallNorb, which is resized to
32× 32 pixels, following the standard procedure as in [76, 150]. The To-
kenizer embedding creates n = H/4×W/4 patches, thus the corresponding
number of columns is 8× 8 for CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and SmallNorb, and
7× 7 for MNIST FashionMNIST. During the pre-training, we deploy the fol-
lowing hyper-parameters: 300 epochs, cyclic learning rate [167] in the range
[0.002,0.05], batch size B = 1024, levels embedding d = 128, number of levels
K = 3, number of iterations T = 2K = 6, dropout value 0.3, contrastive fea-
tures dimension f 1 = 512, and weight decay 5e−4. During the training phase,
we resume the network training with the same hyper-parameters, f 2 being the
number of classes corresponding to each dataset.

3.5.3 Quantitative results

We report the quantitative results for each dataset in Tab. 3.9. Capsule-based
models [76, 124, 134, 150, 152] can achieve good performances on simple
datasets (SmallNorb, MNIST, and FashionMNIST), but they fail to general-
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Figure 3.29: Vectorial representation of emerging islands of agreement at different K levels of
sample from MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets.
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ize to datasets with a higher number of classes (CIFAR-100). Convolutional-
based models [9, 67, 79, 163] can generalize to different datasets, at the ex-
pense of weak model interpretability, mainly due to the max-pooling operation.
Transformer-based [44] and MLP-based methods [110, 181] are able to achieve
the best performances on more complex datasets, but they do not provide tests
for smaller datasets. However, to achieve such levels of accuracy they rely on
long pretraining (thousands of TPU days) on expensive computational archi-
tectures, implementing data augmentation on ImageNet [104] or the JFT-300M
[172] dataset, not available publicly. As can be seen, our method performs
on par with capsule-based methods on simpler datasets, while achieving better
generalization on more complex ones. In addition, our method has fewer pa-
rameters than most transformer-based and MLP-based methods, and it can be
trained in less time on a much smaller architecture.

Ablation study. We analyze the contribution of the different components
of our architecture evaluating their influence on the validation loss. The con-
sidered parameters, in descending order of correlation with the validation loss
value are: the embedding dimension d, the contrastive feature vector f 1, learn-
ing rate, weight decay, dropout, and the number of levels K. The results are
reported in Fig. 3.27. We perform 50 different training on CIFAR-10 with dif-
ferent combinations of parameters. We monitor the validation loss value after
50 epochs.

In Fig. 3.28, we show how the contributions to the values of levels lk
t in

Eq. 3.17 are weighted over the first 100 epochs by observing how the train-
able weights ωl,ωBU ,ωT D,ωA change. The attention contribution ωA and the
previous level one ωl decrease over time, with ωl reaching a plateau. After
15 epochs of weights self-calibration, the top-down contribution ωT D increases
over the epochs, as the network can infer useful information from predicted
”wholes” at the upper levels. The bottom-up contribution ωBU decreases over
the epochs since the bottom-up networks have learned to map efficiently map
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(a) ResNet-110 [67]
O=12%

(b) ViT-L/16 [44]
O=24%

(c) Ours
O=2%

(d) ConvMLP-L [110]
O=12%

(e) Matrix-CapsNet [76]
O=20% (f) Legend

Figure 3.30: 2D representation of the latent space for multiple methods trained only on the
CIFAR-10 dataset obtained using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [196]. The PCA pro-
vides a deterministic change of base for the data from a multidimensional space into a 2D space.
The legend (f) displays the classes, which are divided between super-classes Vehicles and An-
imals following the WordNet hierarchy [128]. The different methods (a,b,c,d,e) are all able to
cluster the samples between the two super-classes. However, while (a,b,e) display a latent space
where classes are close to each other, the two MLP-based methods (c,d) are able to provide a
clearer separation between the super-classes. Both methods show conceptual-semantically close
samples on the edge of each superclass, such as airplanes and birds. Inside each superclass, se-
mantically close samples are represented contiguously, such as deers and horses, or cars and
trucks. Our method (c) provides better inter-class and intra-class separability. The overlap per-
centage O is reported for each method. The overlap area is the area where a mistake with a
higher hierarchical severity [11] has a higher probability to occur.
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the input into the embeddings, especially at lower levels.

(a) ResNet-110 [67] (b) ViT-L/16 [44] (c) Ours

(d) ConvMLP-L [110] (e) Matrix-CapsNet [76] (f) Legend

Figure 3.31: 2D representation of the latent space for multiple methods trained only on the
CIFAR-10 dataset obtained using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [196]. The PCA pro-
vides a deterministic change of base for the data from a multidimensional space into a 2D space.
The legend (f) displays the classes, which are divided between super-classes Vehicles and An-
imals following the WordNet hierarchy [128]. The different methods (a,b,c,d,e) are all able to
cluster the samples. However, while (a,b,e) display a latent space where classes are close to
each other, the two MLP-based methods (c,d) are able to provide a clearer separation between
classes. Both methods show conceptual-semantically close samples on the edge of each su-
perclass, such as airplanes and birds. Inside each superclass, semantically close samples are
represented contiguously, such as deers and horses, or cars and trucks. Our method (c) provides
better inter-class and intra-class separability. We provide numerical results of the classes over-
lap in Fig. 3.32.

3.5.4 Qualitative results: interpretability

Our method provides interpretability of the relationships learned by the model

by explicitly modeling the part-whole hierarchy, and of the relationships con-
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Frog 100 32 70 12 3 30 24 0 0 3
Deer 32 100 42 50 22 73 14 1 1 0
Bird 70 42 100 18 7 39 27 3 3 6
Dog 12 50 18 100 39 52 5 0 0 0
Horse 3 22 7 39 100 33 4 4 4 0
Cat 30 73 39 52 33 100 17 3 4 2

Airplane 24 14 27 5 4 17 100 19 21 44
Truck 0 1 3 0 4 3 19 100 70 15

Automobile 0 1 3 0 4 4 21 70 100 18
Ship 3 0 6 0 0 2 44 15 18 100

(a) ResNet-110 [67]
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Frog 100 75 55 73 59 73 25 18 13 14
Deer 75 100 71 56 53 58 30 18 13 18
Bird 55 71 100 48 56 52 39 22 16 22
Dog 73 56 48 100 65 82 20 19 16 11
Horse 59 53 56 65 100 65 27 28 24 20
Cat 73 58 52 82 65 100 24 23 20 14

Airplane 25 30 39 20 27 24 100 42 35 60
Truck 18 18 22 19 28 23 42 100 71 41

Automobile 13 13 16 16 24 20 35 71 100 35
Ship 14 18 22 11 20 14 60 41 35 100

(b) ViT-L/16 [44]
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Frog 100 2 17 0 0 17 0 0 0 0
Deer 2 100 26 63 14 29 0 0 0 0
Bird 17 26 100 19 0 54 12 0 0 0
Dog 0 63 19 100 14 27 0 0 0 0
Horse 0 14 0 14 100 14 0 0 0 0
Cat 17 29 54 27 14 100 10 0 0 0

Airplane 0 0 12 0 0 10 100 18 11 16
Truck 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 100 19 11

Automobile 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 19 100 44
Ship 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 11 44 100

(c) Ours
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Frog 100 6 23 5 0 18 9 0 3 0
Deer 6 100 42 85 33 58 18 0 9 3
Bird 23 42 100 39 8 62 35 5 21 11
Dog 5 85 39 100 30 57 17 0 9 3
Horse 0 33 8 30 100 16 6 0 1 0
Cat 18 58 62 57 16 100 23 1 13 5

Airplane 9 18 35 17 6 23 100 38 61 53
Truck 0 0 5 0 0 1 38 100 59 70

Automobile 3 9 21 9 1 13 61 59 100 66
Ship 0 3 11 3 0 5 53 70 66 100

(d) ConvMLP-L [110]
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Frog 100 21 5 15 25 50 19 60 73 18
Deer 21 100 28 66 74 16 77 24 28 57
Bird 5 28 100 25 33 6 31 6 8 10
Dog 15 66 25 100 58 10 75 16 21 54
Horse 25 74 33 58 100 22 76 31 32 44
Cat 50 16 6 10 22 100 15 69 49 9

Airplane 19 77 31 75 76 15 100 21 25 48
Truck 60 24 6 16 31 69 21 100 70 18

Automobile 73 28 8 21 32 49 25 70 100 25
Ship 18 57 10 54 44 9 48 18 25 100

(e) Matrix-CapsNet [76]

Figure 3.32: The overlap percentage O between classes in the latent space is reported for each
possible class and each method. For each table, the top-left quadrant represents the overlap
percentage between classes belonging to the super-class animals, while the bottom-right one
for the superclass vehicles. The top-right and bottom-left quadrants represent the area where a
mistake with a higher hierarchical severity [11] is possible. It would be ideal to have the table
with zeros for all the values, but the diagonal. That would represent perfect separation between
all the classes. Our method provides the best separation between the two superclasses. It is
interesting to notice that the highest intra-superclasses correlation is present between the two
classes bird and airplanes which share features like the wings and the ability to fly.
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tained in data through the hierarchical organization of the feature space.
Island of agreement as a representation of multi-level part-whole hier-

archy. During the propagation phase, neighbor levels on the same layer Lk
t

are encouraged to reach a consensus by forming islands of agreement. The is-

lands of agreement represent the part-whole hierarchies at different levels. In
Fig. 3.29, we provide a few examples of the islands of agreement obtained on
MNIST and CIFAR-10 trained with K = 5 levels. Each arrow represents the
value of a level lt

k at location (h,w), reduced from d-dimensional to 2D using
a linear layer. As k for Lk

t increases, neighbor lt
k ∈ Lk

t tend to agree on a com-
mon representation of the whole represented in the image sample. At lower
levels, smaller islands emerge, each representing a part of the whole. Samples
of MNIST present fewer changes in the islands across levels because the data is
much simpler, indicating that fewer levels in the hierarchy can be sufficient to
obtain similar results. Our Agglomerator is thus able to represent a patch dif-
ferently at different levels of abstraction. At the same level, spatially adjacent
patches take the same value, agreeing on the representation of parts and wholes.

Latent space organization as the representation of conceptual-semantic
relationship in data. Recent networks aim at maximizing inter-class distances
and minimizing intra-class distances between samples in the latent space. While
the accuracy is high, they provide little interpretability in their data representa-
tion. As a result, mistakes are less likely to happen, but the mistake severity,
defined as the distance between two classes in WordNet lexical hierarchy [128],
does not decrease [11]. As shown in Fig. 3.30, our network provides an or-
ganization of the input data, which is semantically closer to the human lexical
hierarchy.

3.5.5 Limitations

Our method introduces new types of hyper-parameters in the network structure,
such as embedding dimensions, number of levels, and size of patches, which
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need to be tuned. We believe a better parameters setting can be found for all the
datasets, increasing accuracy while still retaining interpretability. Moreover, a
higher number of parameters generally causes architectures to be more prone
to over-fitting and more difficult to train. To improve the accuracy of our net-
work, we would need a pre-training on large datasets (e.g., on ImageNet), which
requires large computational resources to be performed in a reasonable time
frame. While hoping that powerful TPU architectures become publicly avail-
able in the future, we are currently investigating efficient pre-training strategies
for our network.

3.5.6 Discussion

We presented Agglomerator, a method that makes a step forward towards repre-
senting interpretable part-whole hierarchies and conceptual-semantic relation-
ships in neural networks. We believe that interpretable networks are key to the
success of artificial intelligence and deep learning. With this work, we intend
to promote a preliminary implementation and the corresponding results on the
image classification task, and we hope to inspire other researchers to adjust our
solution to solve more complex and diverse tasks.
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Chapter 4

Human Pose Estimation and
Ambient-Assisted Living

Estimating the 3D human pose from images and videos can lead to the devel-
opment of multiple applications in many different fields. Perhaps one of the
most suited application fields for HPE is medicine and in particular Ambient-
Assisted Living (AAL) [61]. AAL deals with the recovery of motion abilities
after a physical or neurological trauma, which is a long and winding road that is
usually supported by medical staff. In particular, occupational therapists (OTs)
play a fundamental role in assessing the performances of patients in daily life
tasks and suggesting better practices and aids. The goal of OTs is to promote
the patients’ abilities, fostering their independence with the minimum needed
supervision. To this purpose, the possibility of remotely operating while being
able to monitor the subject with a sufficient level of detail is highly desirable.
The development of advanced tools for patient monitoring and supervision with
limited intrusiveness is a scientific challenge that spans different technological
areas: sensing, localisation, tracking, measurement, business intelligence. The
final goal is to provide medical doctors with a set of meaningful metrics related
to the patient’s activity. Among them, occupation of living spaces, motion pat-
terns, posture, as well as fine-grained motion-related parameters (e.g., grasping
objects, performing elementary tasks of variable difficulty), can be of great help
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for the medical staff to assess the degree of independence of the user and to
recommend suitable assisting devices, more appropriate organisation of living
spaces, effective rehabilitation procedures.

In this chapter, we present two main developments that allow to solve real-
world AAL problems with HPE techniques, namely:

1. [Section 4.2] A first study on the potential relationship between human
pose, trajectory discontinuities and shoulder pain in wheelchair users. We
show how fostering the development of best practices aimed at preventing
the raise of shoulder-related pathologies, by correcting the user’s move-
ments and the wheelchair setup.

2. [Section 4.3] A fully automatic expert system that coordinates an aug-
mented reality physical environment supporting occupational therapists
and rehabilitation staff in evaluating their patients’ performance and ther-
apy activities, as inferred by a network of monocular cameras empowered
by HPE networks.

4.1 HPE role in AAL

In this section we will explore the recent literature for Ambient-Assisted Living
technologies and the role of Human Pose Estimation in various medical appli-
cations related to it.

4.1.1 Shoulder fatigue analysis

Many studies show the high correlation between the setup of the wheelchair and
shoulder pain [4, 36, 37, 50, 126]. The literature shows how the force applied to
push the wheelchair relates to the specific type of movement performed and also
to the presence of obstacles in the user’s path, elements that can be well mod-
eled and described through the trajectory performed. Studies carried out in this
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area cover different topics. The authors in [36] clearly highlight how the raise
of shoulder pain in wheelchairs users during daily activities is a widespread
phenomenon, so that the authors, as a final goal outcome of their study, define
the Wheelchair User’s Shoulder Pain Index (WUSPI). Using this index, they
highlight an increase in pain in quadriplegic users than paraplegic users above
all, in relation to increasing age [4].

4.1.2 Human detection and trajectory analysis

Most of the human detection approaches focus on purely vision-based approaches,
which keep the implementation and deployment costs low, thus not requiring the
adoption of expensive wearable sensors. The most straightforward solutions
are based on background subtraction techniques for blob detection, followed
by tracking [166, 205]. However, background subtraction is generally not ro-
bust, and tracking-by-detection algorithms are generally preferable [12]. From
the tracking perspective, the analysis is generally conducted on the 2D trajec-
tory. Many different solutions have been proposed. We will adopt the methods
proposed by Piotto et al. [145], in which the authors explore the analysis and
comparison of trajectory subsets: after subdividing the trajectory into short seg-
ments, they look for temporal discontinuities, as well as spatial discontinuities
in terms of sharp direction variations.

A recent trend in computer vision is to estimate the human pose through
deep networks. Accurately estimating the pose of a person in single images and
applying tracking to the detected poses facilitates the task of trajectory analy-
sis. More in depth related work on human pose estimation will be detailed in
chapters 2 and 3.
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4.1.3 EMG signals analysis

The electromyographic (EMG) signal is used to characterize the activity of a
muscle. The activation of a particular muscle can be both voluntary and in-
voluntary [5, 39, 174] These signals are very complex to handle, since they
resemble the combination of numerous stimuli and are generally affected by a
considerably large amount of noise, thus requiring the adoption of signal pro-
cessing techniques to highlight the meaningful signal components.

Although the applicable filters may vary depending on the analysis, an over-
all good method for cleaning a signal is proposed by [5]. This method considers
four main steps: filtering, rectification, smoothing and features extraction. The
filtering and smoothing steps are signal-dependent, because every signal is af-
fected by different noise sources and can have different ranges, depending on
the performed movement, as well as the type of muscle being activated. A more
detailed explanation is available in [207], in which the authors have listed possi-
ble filtering strategies together with the corresponding references. An additional
feature of the EMG signal analysis is that it can be performed both in the time
and in the frequency domain, as underlined by [5, 174, 207] depending on the
different physical parameters [207] analyzed. There are four fundamental phys-
ical parameters that can be extracted from the temporal and frequency analysis,
namely joint motion, force, velocity, and muscle fatigue. Those of greater in-
terest, especially with regard to this work, are muscular force and fatigue. The
first one, defined as force or muscle tension, can be extracted in the time domain
analysis, due to the fact that it can be related to the amplitude of the EMG signal.
In addition, for experiments with constant tension exercise, the average value of
the signal that has been previously rectified, is a measure of tension. A feature
widely used in literature to extract this value is the Root Mean Square. Instead,
the muscle fatigue is generally measured analyzing the frequency domain, as
it has been found that the fatigue produces changes in the EMG spectrum. In
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particular, an increase in fatigue decreases the high-frequency components of
the spectrum.

4.1.4 Activity and behavior monitoring

Activity and behavior monitoring of patients affected by cognitive and/or phys-
ical diseases is reported in several studies, and could be performed in both clin-
ical settings and daily living environments for different purposes. As far as
clinical monitoring is concerned, the literature shows that Intensive Care Units
(ICU) are among the most critical hospital wards where an accurate control of
activities is of paramount importance. In this case, monitoring is performed
mainly using depth cameras and other non-invasive devices [38, 121]. Other
studies proposed ambient monitoring systems to assess the fulfillment of safety
procedures and to supervise complex equipment [24].

An interesting application of in-hospital monitoring concerns patients’ eval-
uation for the elderly or subjects affected by chronic diseases. In this case,
technologies support the clinical staff in both assisting the patients and assess-
ing their needs, with the aim of determining whether they can return to normal
life and the possible assignment of human support or aids [18, 170]. The mon-
itoring system is requested to acquire manifold information, including physi-
ological parameters, level of stress, behaviors, but also the ability to perform
daily activities. Given the different nature of each disability and their diverse
impact on the capability in performing various activities, customisation is a key
issue. Various solutions have been reported in literature, mostly based on the
adoption of sensor networks. On one side, wearable sensors are effective in
measuring physiological parameters (ECG, body temperature, blood pressure
[25]), collected while the subject performs daily activities. For instance, My-
Heart [141] and MagIC [42] proposed wearable monitoring systems using small
sensors attached to everyday clothes, to ensure unobtrusive recording of cardio-
respiratory signals or user’s movements. On the other side, environmental sen-
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sors can collect useful information with lower obtrusiveness. For instance, the
use of radar or acoustic sensing devices has been proposed to detect user’s ac-
tivities [23]. A more detailed overview of the solutions and platforms so far
proposed to tackle physiological and environmental monitoring can be found
in the works by Spasova et al., focusing on fall detection [168], Bonato et al.,
reviewing wearable sensors based solutions [17] and Acampora et al., focusing
on environmental sensor architecture approaches [1].

A major limitation of monitoring systems developed so far lies in the fact that
they are usually tailored to the specific needs which they are designed for. For
instance, objective assessment of Parkinson disease is achieved through various
specific solutions reviewed in [122], rehabilitation accounts a wide and fast
growing spectrum of customised systems, such as the recently published [49].
On the contrary, the typical situation when dealing with elderly or disabled
people is a unique combination of physical and cognitive limitations and co-
morbidities that requires a more holistic approach to be fully assessed. Previous
attempts to tackle this problem are reported in [120], addressing severely injured
people, and in [139] and [64], where different ambient-assisted living (AAL)
solutions are reviewed and organised.

4.2 Joint fatigue and trajectory analysis

People with motor disabilities, whether it is a permanent or temporary disabil-
ity, often require continuous assistance. The project AUSILIA (Assisted Unit
for Simulating Independent LIving Activities, Fig. 4.1)1 is a living lab, aimed at
improving the user capabilities, thanks to an advanced technological infrastruc-
ture able to measure the user’s skills and needs, recommending the most suit-
able instruments to fostering autonomy and independent living. As described
in [146], within the premises of AUSILIA, users perform small daily activi-

1http://www.ausilia.tn.it
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ties in a controlled environment simulating a real fully furnished house. In this
way it is possible to observe what difficulties they would be facing once back
home. The AUSILIA living lab consists of two main environments: the home
apartment and the gym as shown in Fig. 4.1. Both the apartment and the gym
are equipped with a multi-sensory infrastructure, necessary to capture the user
motion and his/her interactions with the environment. The gym is the reference
environment for this work. It is equipped with numerous platforms simulat-
ing different pavements and surfaces, in which wheelchair users can be moni-
tored and their capabilities assessed. The goal of this paper is to jointly analyze
trajectory and shoulder fatigue targeting paraplegic users, using manual self-
propulsion wheelchairs, with different inclinations of the seat and in presence
of obstacles in the route. The system is composed of two main modules: on the
one hand we rely on a camera network for tracking and trajectory analysis; on
the other hand we focus on the muscular activity through the positioning of an
electromyograph and an electrogoniometer on the shoulder and arm of the user.
The output of the analysis, conducted in synergy with the medical personnel,
aims at highlighting a potential correlation between salient points in the trajec-
tories and discontinuities in the shoulder movement. The data, as will be shown
in the experiments section, is made available through an ad-hoc user interface,
where doctors and caregivers can assess the motion and guiding abilities with
reference to the specific wheelchair setup.

At the current stage of development, the presence of the electromyograph
and an electrogoniometer is necessary mostly to acquire the ground truth, while
in the future it is expected that the analysis is conducted by solely using video
cameras and/or, more in general, non wearable sensors, for an improved user
experience and limited invasiveness.
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Figure 4.1: Layout of the apartment and
gym of the AUSILIA project.

Figure 4.2: Image of a user testing all the
described equipment: EMG sensors, elec-
trogoniometer, and wheelchair.

4.2.1 Proposed model

Our focus is to jointly analyze wheelchair users’ trajectories and the develop-
ment of fatigue, mainly at shoulder level, in relation to their posture. The anal-
ysis has been conducted in the AUSILIA gym, by detecting sudden speed and
direction changes in the path that can be linked to incorrect movements, to the
presence of obstacles, such as steps, or to variations in the road inclination. For
the user detection phase, we rely on the method described in [21] and [20],
combined with a background subtraction motion model, that can support the
algorithm is those cases, in which the skeleton detection fails, due to severe oc-
clusions of the body details. For the shoulder and posture analysis instead, we
adopt a mixed approach, that links data from the EMG sensor, the user’s body
pressure distribution, and pose data in terms of joints position. The main steps
of the developed method are shown in Fig. 4.3.

Sensors positioning, calibration, and recording

Four cameras have been installed on the gym perimeter so as to guarantee the
coverage of the whole area of interest. The approximate coverage on the ground
by each camera is shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Pipeline of the proposed method: sensor positioning, camera calibration, video
recording, real-time trajectory analysis, posture and arm fatigue analysis

Figure 4.4: Layout of the AUSILIA gym.
The environment is currently covered by
four IP cameras, necessary to monitor the
wheelchair path. The approximate cover-
age of the cameras is highlighted in light
blue.

Figure 4.5: Computation of the fundamen-
tal and homography matrices

Cameras are subject to distortions of various kinds and therefore require cal-
ibration, to determine both the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. As we are
working with a small camera network, it is also necessary to relate each camera
to the others in the network, via the computation of the fundamental matrix, as
well as linking the cameras with the real world through the computation of the
homography matrix.

With the camera network fully calibrated, it is possible to start collecting
data. Since it is not convenient, in terms of required storage space, to record
all the videos from all the cameras in the gym simultaneously, the goal is to
trigger the recording of each camera based on the user’s position, automatically
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handling the hand-off. The final video consists then of the concatenation of
the single views. However, in order to guarantee that no relevant data is lost,
the entire videos for each camera are also temporarily stored, until the medical
personnel confirms that no salient event has been missed.

Trajectory analysis through skeleton detection

In order to determine the users’ trajectory, the first step consists of determining
the position of the skeleton. For this phase, we rely on the OpenPose library
[20], which allows for a good detection also in presence of partial occlusions.
Only in case the skeleton is not found, we backtrack to background subtraction,
so as to ensure a continuous tracking over time (Fig. 4.6).

(a) Skeleton extraction (b) Background subtraction

Figure 4.6: Example of skeleton extraction and motion detection through background subtrac-
tion.

We can now define a bounding box that resembles the position of the users
at a given time instant. At each frame pG represents the ground point. When
the pose estimation succeeds, pG can be identified as the median point of the
11th and 14th skeleton joints (heels joints). When pose estimation fails, pG is
located at the lower median point of the bounding box obtained via background
subtraction.

At this stage, the trajectory is still noisy and uneven. As a consequence, a fil-
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tering and smoothing phases are necessary to obtain a more uniform and mean-
ingful trajectory. Therefore, we employ a two-step filtering approach: first, we
apply a Kalman filter; we then refine the obtained trajectory with a moving
average filter. The outcome of the trajectory filtering is shown in Fig. 4.7.

(a) Smoothed trajectory in the real world (b) Projected smoothed trajectory

Figure 4.7: Trajectory filtering: the green line represents the output of the Kalman filter, while
the red line is the result of the moving average filter.

All the extracted points that contribute to the definition of the trajectory can
now be mapped to the ground plane in the real world coordinates thanks to the
calibration procedure described above.

Velocity and acceleration are then extracted by computing the values over
a one-second window, so as to cope also with minor irregularities that might
occur at smaller time scales. In addition, the speed value for each frame is
also used to graphically indicate on the map the exact points where a change
in speed occurs, using an ad-hoc colormap changing from green (slow) to red
(fast). Following the procedure described in [145], the trajectory is analyzed to
look for possible temporal breakpoints, defined as sudden stops and re-starts.
Such discontinuities happen when the position of the object of interest at the
beginning and end of a defined time interval [tk, tk+1] is within a predefined
range ∆. Mathematically, and according to [145], this implies:

Pi
k+1 = Pi

k±∆ where Pi
k = (xi

k,z
i
k, tk)
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A temporal breakpoint is inserted when, within a second, the position of the
wheelchair varies less than 30cm. In [145], also spatial breakpoints are ex-
tracted to describe the trajectory, defined as sudden variations of the motion
direction. This means computing the angle between two segments of the trajec-
tory in order to search for sharp direction variations:

βk =

∣∣∣∣ mk−1−mk

1−mk−1mk

∣∣∣∣> βth

where

 rk−1(x) = mk−1x+qk−1

rk(x) = mkx+qk

In our case, we use a temporal reference of two seconds in order to calculate
the angle of rotation performed by the users at a precise instant.

Figure 4.8: Trajectory performed by a test user projected on the gym map showing: speed
changes, spatial breakpoints and temporal breakpoints.

Shoulder forces and posture analysis

In addition to the extraction of the trajectory of the wheelchair, our aim is to
also study the posture and the arm movement while pushing the wheelchair. In
particular, the shoulder movement is analyzed in detail as the prolonged use
of wheelchairs with manual self-propulsion causes shoulder disorders in most
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users. As a consequence, the pushing force distribution is analyzed to under-
stand if there are discontinuities that, in the long period, can be a potential
source of pain. To achieve this second objective, several tools have been used:
five EMG sensors to detect the muscular activity of the shoulder, the angle of
the elbow extracted from the skeleton, and an electrogoniometer, mostly used as
a ground truth to measure the reliability of the OpenPose joint extraction. Each
user is asked to test three different types of wheelchairs (Fig. 4.11). The EMG
and the electrogoniometer are used to directly analyze the user’s movement.
The motivation for using three different wheelchairs, instead, is necessary to
evaluate the performances while changing on the one hand the weight of the
wheelchair itself, and on the other hand the responsiveness of the wheelchair
when a force is applied to the wheels. This second difference mostly depends
on the different inclination of the seat and, consequently, the different posture of
the user. For this reason, in addition to the analysis of the shoulder, the objective
is also to understand if such different postures can help in preventing shoulder
pain.

The most significant data for the study of user movement, and in particu-
lar the shoulder movement, is obtained from the EMG sensors. A common
framework to analyze these data is MOKKA 2, which is is provided by the
open-source Biomechanical ToolKit (BTK) 3.

The EMG sensors measure the muscle activity, including both voluntary and
involuntary movements performed by muscle fibers.

The amplitude of the signal is analyzed in the time domain, as it reflects the
force used by the muscle, i.e. its muscle activation. In the frequency domain, it
is possible to extract values related to the fatigue.

In our implementation the EMG signals have been analyzed and processed in
the time domain through the following steps (Fig. 4.9): data extraction, filtering,

2 http://biomechanical-toolkit.github.io/mokka/
3 https://code.google.com/archive/p/b-tk/
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rectification and RMS (Root Mean Square) envelope.

Figure 4.9: EMG signal processing: raw signal (red), band-pass filtered signal (blue), rectified
signal (green) and the RMS envelope (violet). The signal amplitude is reported in Volt.

Since the signal analyzed in the time domain is a representation of the mus-
cular force, that is the muscular activation, it is possible to define the mean
muscle activation by computing the mean of the signal. This average value
is extracted for every signal and for every trial using the different wheelchair.
Consequently, by calculating the ratio between the average values of each signal
passing from one wheelchair to another, it is possible to understand if and how
the muscular activation changes if the seat is changed.

Together with the EMG information, the angle of opening and closing of
the elbow is also extracted, to have an additional data on the control on the
movement of the arm. However, the electrogoniometer is rather invasive and
we preferred using the joints of the skeleton, providing a weak replacement for
the electrogoniometer data, for a more comfortable experience for the user, who
will not be required to wear invasive sensors during the experiments. From the
skeleton extracted at each frame, the positions (x,y) of three joints are extracted:
the shoulder, the elbow and the wrist. These positions are stored so that they can
be used and processed later to evaluate the variations of the angle at the elbow
level. The procedure used for the calculation of the opening and closing of the
elbow, relies on the same strategy adopted for the identification of spatial and
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temporal breakpoints in the trajectory analysis.

Results correlation and displaying

At this point of the study, the data is processed, and can be viewed by the med-
ical personnel in order to correlate the information coming from the different
information sources, bearing in mind that each source has different temporal
resolutions requiring an additional effort in synchronization. An overview of
the final layout of the interface is shown in Fig. 4.10b.

(a) Graphical interface

(b) An example of extracted data

Figure 4.10: Graphical interface developed to display all data at the same time. A play / pause
button is present to be able to observe in detail all the signals at a precise moment. The dis-
played data includes the mean value of muscular activation for every EMG sensor, the mean
and maximum velocity of the user as well as the entire duration of the trial.
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(a) ”Vega”: super light, re-
sponsive.

(b) ”Ministar”: light, respon-
sive.

(c) ”Meyra”: light.

Figure 4.11: Characteristics of the three types of wheelchair, which vary in terms of weight and
responsiveness.

4.2.2 Results

The main objective of this study is to find a correlation between the development
of shoulder pain in users and the prolonged or incorrect usage of the wheelchair.
Considered that the study presented is pioneering in its nature and not a proper
clinical study, we involved six healthy users of different age, musculature and
gender, as shown in Table 4.1. In the considered environment, users are subject
to clinical trials and are constantly monitored by therapists and nursing staff on
a daily basis, in order to optimize the choice of the most suitable wheelchair.

In the tests, users were asked to perform an established route three times,
each time using a different wheelchair model. At the end of each trial, users
were required to fill in a questionnaire to collect their direct feedback about the
level of fatigue.

Trajectory analysis

For what concerns the trajectory analysis, the obtained results confirm our initial
hypotheses, showing how the speed and the motion properties of users change
in presence of obstacles and turns, while maximum speed is reached in presence
of straight paths and descents. An example of the salient interest points, repre-
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Gender Musculature
Experience

with wheelchairs

User 1 male well-developed 3

User 2 female normal 2

User 3 female normal 1

User 4 female normal 4

User 5 male normal 2

User 6 female normal 1

Table 4.1: Users involved in the experiments, with experience level between 1 (beginner) and 5
(expert).

sented through the temporal and spatial breakpoints, can be seen in Fig. 4.12. It
is shown how User 6, with a Level 1 (beginner) wheelchair usage experience,
encountered severe difficulties in facing obstacles in the pre-determined path,
as also highlighted by the breakpoints plot in Fig. 4.12b. The user also encoun-
ters difficulties while getting on the ramp in Fig. 4.12a. To continue along the
path, the user suddenly changes the motion direction to reach for the handrail,
which was not in range along the path. We can notice that a set of useful in-
formation can be inferred from the trajectory plot in 4.12b, in particular: (i) the
speed has decreased significantly (light green) during the ascent, as shown by
the presence of temporal breakpoints; (ii) when the user continues the test with
the help of the handrail, a spatial interruption is drawn on the map due to an
abrupt change in direction. Such breakpoints are successfully detected by our
trajectory analysis and they also match the answers that users gave in the ques-
tionnaire. Moreover, users identified the climbs, descents and also the different
terrain types as the most difficult parts along the path, which is in line with the
data observed in our arm movement and posture analysis.

From the analysis it turned out that the results of the trajectory analysis in
relation with the different wheelchair models were less relevant than expected.
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By changing the wheelchair model from the most responsive to the less respon-
sive one (Fig. 4.11), a progressive increase in the employed force was expected,
associated to a decrease in speed. However, this trend was not evident in every
test, as can be seen in Fig. 4.13. This might be due to the fact that users have not
been pushed to maximum strain, and only a limited number of trials has been
performed. However, despite the small number of samples used to perform the
analysis, both the quantitative results and the user questionnaires show how the
wheelchair weight is not the main factor linked to speed variations along the
path. In fact, from such a preliminary analysis, it appears from the trajectory
data, that the inclination of the wheelchair along the path has a far more relevant
influence than the weight variation of the wheelchair itself.

(a) User 6 that stops on the ascent and continue
the path clings to the parapet

(b) Temporal and spatial breakpoints on the map
caused by the difficulties encountered

Figure 4.12: Example of difficulty caused by obstacles (user 6).

Arm movement and posture analysis

We conducted a similar analysis also for the shoulder movement and user pos-
ture, relating them with the presence of obstacles along the path and the wheelchair
type. As regards the comparison with the different types of wheelchair, we cal-
culate the mean value µp : p ∈ P of each user’s muscular activity, as extracted
by the EMG sensor, and compare with the rest of the user population P. Then,
by calculating the ratio of the mean value in passing from one wheelchair model
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Figure 4.13: Average growth ratio of the mean muscular activation for the 6 users on the three
wheelchair models. Notice how the muscular fatigue changes based on user experience and
how in our tests it is not strictly linked just to the wheelchair weight.

to the other, it was possible to quantify the change in the force applied ∆ f , as
performed by the user. The data obtained from this analysis are shown in Table
4.2. Also in this case the idea is that when the wheelchair changes, the user’s
force increases proportionally to the difficulty of the path. During the evalua-
tion of these parameters, while speed seems to be more related to the wheelchair
inclination, the required force is more related to weight. In fact, an increase in
muscle activity occurred for five out of six users, when switching from a super-
light to a light wheelchair, but both tilted. Instead, only half of the users in the
panel has increased the muscular force by varying the inclination of the seat.

Results correlation

By visualizing and integrating all the data together through the developed graph-
ical interface (Fig. 4.10), it is possible to have a complete and detailed view of
the entire trial. Through the video and the projection of the trajectory on the
gym map, it is possible to observe when and where the user’s difficulties oc-
cur, and understand how specific obstacles in the path can lead to an increasing
fatigue. At the same time, in addition to visualizing spatial and temporal break-
points in the path thanks to the trajectory analysis, it is possible to also visually
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L+/SL L-/L+ L-/SL

User 1 90% 94% 86%

User 2 127% 84% 105%

User 3 107% 101% 98%

User 4 142% 93% 130%

User 5 104% 104% 108%

User 6 135% 101% 125%

Table 4.2: Average growth ratio of the mean muscular activation between pairs of wheelchairs:
super light, responsive (SL), light, responsive (L+), light (L-). A 100% ratio indicates that with
the second wheelchair the user employed 100% of the average force used with the previous
wheelchair, therefore a constant muscle activity (ratio equal to 1). While a 90% ratio indicates
that with the second wheelchair only 90% of the previous force was used, i.e. there was a 10%
decrease. A value greater than 100% therefore indicates an increase in muscle activity.

correlate the EMG signals of each muscle at every precise moment. Observing
the signal during the various phases of the route, it is possible to notice how,
in presence of situations considered critical by the users (ascent, as well as dif-
ferent surfaces like grass and stone), muscle activity increases with numerous
peaks. This allows the medical personnel to improve their knowledge about
the user’s fatigue, which would be otherwise difficult to gather, clearly showing
the benefits of having a distributed sensing framework like the one available in
AUSILIA.

This confirms that the setup we have envisaged and the multi-sensory en-
vironment we have defined can indeed be of help in correlating the muscular
activity to the trajectory. We believe that the main limitation we have been
facing so far is mostly due to the small number of users involved and trials per-
formed. This issue is currently being addressed via the definition of an ad-hoc
clinical study.
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4.2.3 Discussion

We presented an approach for joint trajectory and fatigue analysis in wheelchair
users. We combine the state-of-the-art skeleton-based pose estimation tech-
niques, classic computer vision algorithms and data from wearable sensors to
provide the medical personnel with a complete solution that enables them to
evaluate an ensemble of parameters jointly, while performing a pre-defined task.
Our study shows that a relationship exists between the trajectory data and the
EMG signals, both in terms of velocity, and temporal and spatial breakpoints.

4.3 Building HPE-based expert systems

Occupational therapy aims at assessing and evaluating the activities of various
types of patients, in order to guide them in regaining or improving their motor
or mental skills through rehabilitation. However, fostering independence dur-
ing and after rehabilitation is a fundamental yet difficult process. In fact, the
interaction with fragile subjects requires a special mix of technical competence
and sensitivity to personal elements, in a patient work of trust enforcement.
From OTs’ perspective, the possibility of observing patients performing daily
activities allows understanding their weaknesses, tracing down their improve-
ments in the rehabilitation process, and making it possible to identify the most
suitable assistive technologies, tools, or clinical paths that can contribute to
provide them with a new normality. While direct observation is currently the
most adopted practice, well-established in the literature with plenty of exam-
ples [6, 31, 33, 51, 98], it typically introduce a bias in the analysis, because
of the physical presence of the therapist together with the patient. With this
work we aim at mitigating this bias as much as possible, by providing the med-
ical staff with a sophisticated environment that allows monitoring the patients
in completely realistic situations and in their typical living conditions (alone or
supported by a caregiver). To this purpose, the proposed system allows mon-
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itoring the person both in real-time and offline, and generates an augmented
presentation of the captured information by automatically processing the sensor
data, analysing them, generating enhanced views, annotating, overlaying mea-
sures and data, and so on. The same data are also structured in reports for better
accessibility.

The main goals of the proposed system can be summarised as follows:

• Enriched data and metrics: the system provides a number of information
on the observed environment, coming from both the direct sensor observa-
tion (cameras, 3D sensors, environment/object sensors, wearable, etc.) and
the integrated processing of such data with a set of tools (motion analysis,
tracking, localisation, action patterns, space occupation, etc.)

• Fully automatic analysis: the implemented architecture is designed to meet
the requirements of non-expert users (OTs’ and medical staff’s). The user
has just to turn-on the system and start collecting trials and analytics. Af-
terwards, he can access the data through a user-friendly multi-modal in-
terface, to infer the clinical conditions of the patients and assess their pro-
gresses.

• Minimum invasiveness: the configuration of the environment is organised
in order to hide as much as possible the complexity of the infrastructure.
Sensors are embedded into the environment and in objects and equipment
placed in remote, so that the user can live a ’feel-at-home’ experience.

• Portability and real-time compliance: the system is organised according to
a distributed and modular structure, which allows to dynamically configure
new environments and port it to other scenarios, upon need. Furthermore,
it allows the involved staff to access and visualise the metrics and results in
real-time from mobile devices such as tablets and laptops, without waiting
for additional post-processing steps.
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4.3.1 Context: the AUSILIA Facilities

The presented expert system has been developed to work inside a domotic
apartment and a gym with different reconfigurable environments, which are
hosted inside the Villa Rosa hospital in Pergine, Trento (Italy). The units of
the AUSILIA project represent the spaces where users spend their time car-
rying out their daily activities. The apartment was designed to accommodate
people with different cognitive or physical impairments and therefore with dif-
ferent needs. For such a reason, therapists ask to evaluate their patients in an
apartment that allows to cover different type of situations. Given the size of
the domotic apartment (∼ 70m2) that did not allow to meet all the therapists’
requests and the patients’ needs, a gym was realised as a parallel environment
of ∼ 400m2 where even the most specific solution could be tested. In the gym,
environments can be highly reconfigurable such as the door clearances or corri-
dor widths. With these facilities, therapists have the opportunity to have a real
test-bench, allowing an effective understanding of their patients’ problems and
needs. Moreover, both the domotic apartment and the gym have been a per-
fect test bench for two research laboratories 4 5 of the University of Trento in
order to design, develop and test the proposed expert system in a realistic and
fully-fledged AAL environment.

4.3.2 System overview

In this section we review the main building blocks of the system and the way
they are integrated and orchestrated to collect and process the data. Our pro-
posed system is depicted in Fig. 4.14. On the sensing side, a set of camera (IP,
infrared and stereo), wearable, and environmental sensors are employed. The
raw data extracted in realtime by these sensors are processed by the inference

4DISI UniTN https://www.disi.unitn.it
5DII UniTN https://www.dii.unitn.it
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Inference Engine
User interfaces

Low-level High-level

Video Recorder Infrared Streamer

Sensors Recorder
Trajectories Generator

Patient Detector Occupation Heatmaps System Status Monitor

Web Dashboard

MQTT
broker

DB and
storage
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If-then
rules
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Figure 4.14: An overview of the proposed expert system. The system is enabled to work with
different kinds of low-level data such as video streams, environmental and wearable sensors
data. The inference engine deals with transforming all the low-level information into high-level
features, according to the knowledge base. An MQTT broker serves as orchestrator for all the
parts of the system, while all the required features are stored into a structured database linked to
a network-attached store. Finally, the end user can access and edit all the required parameters
of the system through a system status monitoring console and visualise the system metrics and
gathered data from an interactive web dashboard.

engine to obtain high-level features, according to the knowledge base, which is
jointly determined by the medical and the technical staff. All the structured in-
formation, together with the system status and parameters, is stored and can be
accessed by the final user through a set of human-friendly user interfaces. The
means of communication between the three main layers is a Message Queue
Telemetry Transport (MQTT) orchestrator and a network-attached storage for
data collection.

In the following subsections we will detail the role of each communication,
inference and presentation module.

Communication modules

The proposed expert system is configured as an ensemble of different inference
modules that tackle different automation tasks inside the AAL environment,
based on bodies of knowledge. Each module is configured as an always-on
service with on-demand processing triggered by specific MQTT messages. The
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MQTT broker and the network-attached database and storage are the two main
communication modules of the proposed system.

• MQTT broker: it manages topics for different rooms and activities and
forwards messages to the proper services. The usage of MQTT as the main
orchestrator of the expert system allows for a fine-grained configuration of
environments and rooms through MQTT topics, as well as allowing to save
computing resources by hibernating services when not needed.

• Database and storage: the proposed expert system interfaces with a Mon-
goDB database to store all the information used by the presentation and
metrics evaluation modules, such as timestamps, events and positions in-
side the environment. Although the system is intrinsically distributed, all
the big data such as videos and sensors outputs must reside in a unique
Network-Attached Storage (NAS), which is a necessary component, espe-
cially when multiple clients are allowed to obtain access to specific data,
even simultaneously. More information on the role of the database and
storage for data processing and presentation can be found in sections 4.3.4,
4.3.5.

Inference modules

The inference engine in the proposed system transforms the knowledge base
into concrete instructions, both low-level and high level. The inference services
of the proposed AAL expert system are configured as follows:
Low-level:

• Video Recorder: it synchronises and records IP camera streams through
the RTSP protocol in real-time, aided by GPU acceleration.

• Infrared Streamer: it synchronises and locally streams infrared streams via
the UDP protocol.
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• Sensors Recorder: it synchronises, filters and records both wearable and
environmental sensors data in real-time.

High-level:

• Patient Detector: it processes and assembles infrared streams to detect the
patient and caregivers position and rooms inside the AAL environment

• Trajectories Generator: it generates and filters human poses [21] from both
infrared and RGB streams to infer and save both the patient and the care-
givers trajectories

• Occupancy Heatmaps Generator: it processes the trajectories to infer a 2D
occupancy map for the different areas (Fig. 4.22)

• Automatic Activity Annotator: it collects additional data about the activi-
ties (e.g., force sensors, pressure sensors, etc.) and links and integrates this
data with the activities themselves for future presentation.

Presentation modules

The user interface modules communicate with the network-attached storage and
database to obtain structured information about the system status and the past
and ongoing tests in the environment. Through these interfaces, a registered
user is also allowed to edit some of the parameters of the system’s configuration.
The presentation modules are the following:

• System Status Monitor: it allows OTs and the medical staff to easily check
for the status of the ensemble of sensors and environments, enable or dis-
able modules, as well as allowing them to start and stop new tests and
automatically record the needed data

• Web Dashboard: it collects all the data from the OTs tests and presents it
in an organised, everywhere accessible web interface
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• Test viewer: it allows medical staff to review tests performed and saved in
the database. This functionality shows the video of the IP cameras and the
audio recordings of the tests. It also allows to reproduce the registrations
starting from a specific time point.

• 3D Visualiser: this tool is dedicated to visualise the tests in a 3D immersive
environment. OTs must wear augmented reality glasses and headphones
to watch the recorded tests. In this context, user can interact with the
environment by virtually moving inside different views around the virtual
space or by reproducing a certain dataset in slow motion, fast forward or by
freezing the reproduction at a specific frame. Clinicians can also interact
with the output features data on a graph in order to clearly focus on a
specific frame and analyse the desired features (Fig. 4.19).

4.3.3 Sensing subsystem

The system exploits a large sensing infrastructure to achieve evidence of all
the necessary parameters related to the activities performed by the user. This
includes the recording of the action itself, in 2D and 3D, the acquisition of ad-
ditional information coming from the environment and the manipulated objects
(e.g., the pressure on the floor, the force and acceleration impressed to a given
object, the tremor of the hands, etc.), and the physiological parameters of the
patient when performing that activity (e.g., pulsations, breath, stress, etc.). All
the information captured by the sensing system is adequately synchronised and
timestamped, and then recorded into a network-attached storage (NAS) com-
posed of 4× 8TB hard drives in ZFS (Zettabyte File System) RAID. At the
same time, the saved data are indexed into a MongoDB database for later ac-
cess by the high-level and presentation layers. In this section, we review the
sensors adopted in the system to capture the relevant information.
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Figure 4.15: Automatic videos hand-off and cutting through global user position monitoring.

IP cameras

A big set of metrics of the proposed expert system are being extracted from
simple video streams from common AXIS IP cameras 6. Once a set of simple
IP cameras is installed for each environment in the living lab, the proposed
expert system takes care of:

• Synchronisation, simultaneously distributing the RTSP stream processing
through the nearest computing units

• Video acceleration on GPU using Nvidia CUDA, whenever possible, to
enable fast multi-view processing and saving

• Automatic views handoff through human pose estimation, to limit the
video recordings to the moments in which the user is interacting with the
environment (Fig. 4.15)

• Fast automatic camera network re-calibration through human mesh recov-
ery, as thoroughly described in [55]

• Real-time 3D users position based on IP and depth cameras joint calibra-
tion (an example of output is shown in Fig. 4.16)

6AXIS M1125 IP camera https://www.axis.com/products/axis-m1125.
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Figure 4.16: 3D users position detection through IP and RGBD cameras joint calibration.

A big advantage of our system architecture is that thanks to the fast and fully
automatic camera network calibration module, each environment can be eas-
ily and dynamically re-configured, without the need of an expert technician for
calibration or re-calibration and neither calibration instruments such as checker-
boards. The system only requires walking humans in order to re-calibrate itself.
Consequently, cameras could be even plugged-in, removed or moved between
test sessions, without losing functionalities in the entire system.
Additionally, having a continuously calibrated system of both 2D and 3D vision
sensors renders the environment an excellent test bench for both research and
working conditions.

ZED cameras

The proposed expert system also allows for the capture and recording of streams
coming from more complex cameras, such as stereo cameras. As an example,
in the AUSILIA gym environment we employ several Stereolabs ZED 7 and
ZED 2 8 cameras that allow the system to obtain additional useful information,
such as depth maps, high frame rate and resolution videos, refined 3D human
poses and meshes. In Fig. 4.17 you can see an example of the output of a top-

7Stereolabs ZED stereo camera https://www.stereolabs.com/zed/.
8Stereolabs ZED 2 stereo camera https://www.stereolabs.com/zed-2/.
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Figure 4.17: An example of stereo frame extracted from a ZED 2 camera inside the AUSILIA
environment, for fine hands motor skills evaluation.

view ZED 2 stereo camera inside the AUSILIA gym, used for fine motor skills
evaluation.

RGBD cameras

A set of Microsoft Kinect V2 9 Time of Flight (ToF) cameras is installed in
the domotic apartment to monitor the users’ actions and interactions with the
objects in the environment. Each Kinect V2 sensor is assigned to a processing
unit, which takes care of the image processing and streaming aspects. The con-
figuration of the Kinect multi-camera system ensures a coverage of most of the
monitored area. 3D data information is integrated with 2D data to track user
position in the environment. Kinect cameras can detect the patient’s silhouette
starting from the acquired point cloud. To avoid the recognition of unwanted
objects in the scene, it is necessary to undergo an initial calibration phase, in
which a fused 3D background point-cloud snapshot is saved in order to be sub-
tracted later on to isolate the human silhouettes.
Additionally, at each instant of time, an infrared frame is captured by each
Kinect V2 in the environment and broadcasted through UDP within the local
network. The multiple UDP infrared streams will be used for data processing
and fusion, and in particular for the users’ identification and tracking, as ex-

9Kinect V2 Time of Flight camera https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/

kinect/.
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Figure 4.18: Virtual bathroom environment with 2 zones where viewer can move

plained in section 4.3.4.

Environment and object-mounted sensors

In addition to patient tracking, an evaluation of the user residual manual skills
is provided by the analysis of tremors and trajectories during daily activities
(brushing teeth, drinking etc.) using LP-Research accelerometers fastened to
different objects (toothbrush, glass, etc.). Each room in the domotic apartment
is supplied by a set of specific sensors according to the different activities which
usually take place in a certain room.

In particular, in the bathroom six Adafruit Water Flow sensors are installed to
detect water flow distribution through the shower, bathtub and sink (measuring
both cold and hot water flow in ml/s). At the base of the sink Sa.Ni., Ultra-

sensor pressure matrices can detect the distribution of patient’s weight while
performing standing tasks. Furthermore, six FSR 400 Interlink local pressure
sensors installed under the seat, monitor movements and stability of the patient
while standing on the toilet board (Fig. 4.19).

The kitchen and the living room have different sensors installed: five Seed-
Studio Non-Invasive AC Current Sensor (15A) are responsible for measuring
the level of electric current flowing through the household appliances (oven,
microwave, induction hob, dishwasher and television) during different user ac-
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tivities. The data relative to the force applied by the user on a table are given by
four load cells fastened on each table leg.

In the bedroom, two sensors are placed for the detection of the user in bed.
The first is a a 100Kg type S Load Cell which is responsible for measuring the
force applied by the user when grabbing the trapeze bar over the bed. The sec-
ond is a SeedStudio Non-Invasive AC Current Sensor (15A) which is fastened
on the motor of the adjustable electric bed to measure the current flow.

Biometric sensors

A set of wearable sensors are fastened to patients’ body to obtain continuous
monitoring of physiological data. Breath rate and one lead ECG are detected
using a sensorised Smartex T-shirt while the Blood Volume Pulse (BVP) and
Electrodermal activity (EDA) raw data are measured with the Empatica wrist-
band device. A Myo sensor provides measurements on the muscular activity of
the forearm, which are useful for understanding the capabilities of the patient
in manipulating objects. Wearable sensors allow a non-invasive detection of the
physiological parameters, but it is necessary to be careful while applying these
devices to the patient. The sensorised T-Shirt should be the right fit, in order to
avoid loss of signal due to a wider size or an uncomfortable sensation due to a
tighter size.

4.3.4 Processing subsystem

We have seen how the highly configurable properties of the proposed system
allows for fast and structured data collection by sensors and cameras across
all the environments. However, many times raw data signals may need to be
filtered and re-organised according to the specifications of the task. For this
reason, it is possible to rely on the underlying MQTT broker to write custom
modules that take as input raw sensors data, process it and return custom outputs
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Figure 4.19: Example of ambiental sensors output: average force applied on the sensorised WC
and point clouds of patient and therapists

that are going to be saved as a new record in the database and in the attached
storage. Some use cases of custom data processing modules implemented inside
the AUSILIA domotic apartment are presented below.

Users identification and tracking

In ambient-assisted living scenarios, many metrics derive from the interactions
of the user with the environment. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance
to be able to identify and track users and caregivers separately. Commercial
indoor tracking devices exist for that purpose, but they may not be ideal to
adopt in certain scenarios, such as:

• Large coverage needs

• Complex indoor topology

• Need for non-intrusive technology

• Restricted budget

Additionally, having a complex and already calibrated camera network at dis-
posal makes it easier to build a vision-based identification and tracking system.
We propose a vision-based approach for users and caregivers identification and
tracking, which relies both on a real-time people detection network working on
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infrared images (based on [15]) and a simple tracking-by-detection algorithm.
An overview of how the proposed detection pipeline can be seen in algorithm 4.
To sum it up, we take as input the infrared images I from the Kinect V2 sensors,
streamed via UDP, and the set of camera matrices K. We apply an off-the-shelf
infrared people detector (Fig. 4.20) and project the detection on to the global
point cloud of the environment to obtain a 3D coordinate for each detected per-
son. Subsequently, we apply a threshold on the infrared image, to detect specific
reflective patterns that can be found on the occupational therapists’ uniforms.
By doing so, we can assign a label 0 (caregiver) or 1 (user) to each coordinates
triplet p1. Finally, we obtain the set of unique labeled 3D positions P and return
it as output. Algorithm 4 is repeated for each instant of time.

Algorithm 4: Find a non-repeating set P of people containing their global 3D position
and a label that refers to a caregiver (0) or a patient (1)

PatientDetector (I,K)
inputs : A set I = i0 . . . in of infrared images; a set K = k0 . . .kn of camera matrices
output: The labeled 3D positions P | pi ∈ P of the user and caregivers, where

pi = x,y,z, label
P∗← /0;
P∗← In f raredDetector(I);
foreach person pi ∈ P∗ do

tpi ← threshold(pi);
if tpi ≥ 0 then

pi[label]← 0;
else

pi[label]← 1;

P← merge(P,K);
return P;
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Figure 4.20: People identification through IR (infrared) sensors (left) and tracking-by-detection
(right).

Motion trajectories extraction

Human trajectories are of extreme importance in computer vision. Research
fields such as trajectory prediction count increasing numbers of publications in
literature and trajectory datasets are ever more requested. However, annotating
a trajectory dataset is still a cumbersome process, that needs to be supervised
in many cases, mostly due to occlusion and re-identification issues. Having
a calibrated multi-camera system at disposal makes it easier to automatically
annotate trajectories. As an example, in the AUSILIA gym we apply a mixed
background subtraction and human pose estimation in order to obtain filtered
and smooth trajectories, even detecting spatial and temporal breakpoints. Fur-
ther details about the process are explained in [154] and an example of a result-
ing trajectory can be seen in Fig. 4.21.

Occupancy heat-map generation and habits tracking

Often times, occupational therapists have to scout through up to hours of video
footage in order to estimate the occupation of environments by certain users.
This approach is indeed not optimal in terms of time optimisation, and it is
prone to errors. As an alternative, heatmaps can be built starting from raw po-
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Figure 4.21: Raw user trajectory data points (green) (left, apartment) and final trajectory with
metrics (right, gym).

sitional data. As an example, in Fig. 4.22 a heatmap of the daily occupation of
the AUSILIA domotic apartment is shown. Other possible visualisation can be
built from this type of data, such as heatmap representing interactions between
patients and caregivers, or danger zones for social distancing, which in these
days is a hot topic indeed [109].
By combining both the room occupancy and the wearable and environmental
sensor data, it is possible to keep track of the users’ habits, and even automat-
ically detect and label them once they occur. Many other works, such as [3],
tackle this problem, although with some manual intervention for labeling.

Sensor data integration

User identification, location, and tracking information are integrated with other
wearable and environmental sensor data. All collected data, previously filtered,
recorded, and synchronised, allow a final presentation with all the information
acquired. It provides a detailed overview of all the needed information to bet-
ter estimate user activities. These notions are then displayed simultaneously
through a dedicated web page and an immersive interface.
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Figure 4.22: An example of the generated occupancy heat-map for the AUSILIA domotic apart-
ment.

4.3.5 Presentation subsystem

From a data presentation viewpoint, the proposed expert system provides three
possible levels of access to different type of data, namely:

• Debugging sensors and modules signal through the system management
console

• Accessing quantitative data, as well as video streams and metrics for each
environment through a web-based dashboard

• Accessing qualitative data, in the form of 3D reconstructions of the en-
vironment and users actions, through the usage of a HTC Vive 10 head-
mounted display (HMD).

Every level of data access is further detailed in the following sections.

10Htc Vive head-mounted display https://www.vive.com/us/.
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Figure 4.23: Example screenshots from the Unity dashboard to turn on/off the system and its
components.

System management console

Each room and scenario of the AAL environment can be accessed through a sys-
tem management console, which has been written using the Unity game engine,
to maximise its portability through devices and operating systems, including
WebGL frames. This makes it possible to run the system management console
even from a browser or a simple smartphone device. The main purpose of the
console is to check the status of each sensor and camera inside the environ-
ment, as well as providing additional crafted functionalities, such as preventing
the usage of an environment if there are ongoing tests or if critical components
are not functional or not responding. An example of the system management
console dashboards can be seen in Fig. 4.23.

Web-based data presentation

While the system management console can be used to check the status of the
entire system, including sensors and cameras for each environment, the web-
based interface can be used to access data coming from the different tests, for
each user in the system (Fig. 4.24). Each member of the medical staff can
access, through a login screen, to different pools of patients, based on their as-
signments. Patient data can be shared among different members of the medical
staff if required. An example of possible output data that the users have access
to while navigating the web dashboard is reported in table 4.3.
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Datum Explanation

Rp The patients’ p registry

Tp A list of tests for each patient p

Ep,t
A list of environments used

for each test t

Vp,e,t
A list of video sequences for each

utilised environment e in each test t

Sp,e,t

A list of sensor data sequences

(wearable and environ-mental)

for each environment e in each test t

Hp,e,t
A occupational heatmap for each

environment e in each test t

other
Any kind of data that requires

additional visualisation

Table 4.3: Example of possible output data that can be visualised through the web-based dash-
board

Figure 4.24: Home screen and list of tests from the web dashboard.
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HMD-based data presentation

The HMD used by the therapists can be seen as an enhanced display screen
in front of their eyes. This device allows them to enter a digital world and
fully immerse themselves in it with all the information need to increase the
objectivity and effectiveness of their clinical observation.

From the scale of Mixed Reality (MR), which refers to the fusion of the real
and virtual world, our context is in Augmented Virtuality (AV) field. The pa-
tient’s real data and the therapists themselves are projected into a virtual world
and participate in it. The virtual environment is a simulated model of the real
environment.

The main advantage of AV lies in the possibility for patients to be indepen-
dent and for therapists to assess the patients’ status from an augmented view.
Indeed, it avoids the possibility of distraction and influencing the patient’s be-
haviour due to the presence of an external observer. Furthermore, in addition to
the evidence provided by the human eye, a large amount of data can be provided
to the therapist.

The therapist’s augmentation can be related to the patient’s motion in 3D,
their interaction with the environment and their physiological parameters with
the data acquired by the multiple 3D cameras, the different environmental sen-
sors and the wearable devices we discussed in section 4.

The use of innovative technologies using MR methodologies, once the de-
vice and what parameters of interest to show were selected, make it necessary to
provide data with appropriate feedback to the final user. Only an intuitive, effec-
tive and user-friendly interface makes these technologies a useful tool, without
affecting the therapist’s mental effort. Therapists have control of the entire vir-
tual scene aided by the use of the HTC Vive controller. In addition, it is possible
to navigate within the environment with natural gestures (e.g. looking around,
moving, etc.). In particular, they can decide for each action of the patient, which
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parameters to display, at what time and from what position and point of view.

In the 3D domain, navigation is much more effective in terms of speed and
truthfulness. It is possible to directly estimate the 3D shape of objects in the
scene and link the corresponding information. Contextualising the measured
quantities with the area in which these data were collected allows easy interpre-
tation due to the natural link between cause and effect. Some data are displayed
through 2D panels within the scene with a pre-set graphic style. These panels
contain static diagrams but with the possibility to enables exploration over time.

The medium used to provide information is not only related to visual feed-
backs, but further possibilities are 3D sound recreated for the patient’s heartbeat
and breath or haptic feedback driven by the 3D interaction between the con-
troller and the objects displayed in the virtual scene. The combination of these
stimuli suggests to the therapists a natural correlation of different quantities with
respect to the patient’s status.

4.3.6 Experimental results

Objectively assessing the patients performances solely on the basis of pre-defined
metrics (e.g. room occupancy, required OTs assistance) is not a common prac-
tice, because each patient presents different needs and variable degrees of inde-
pendence, to name a few. For this reason, we argue that testing expert systems,
such as the ones proposed in this work, requires additional supervision by the
experts, namely the medical personnel (in this case mainly doctors and OTs).

Living lab setup and experiments configuration

In order to assess the capabilities of the presented expert system, we designed a
series of experiments which involved different actors, each presenting a differ-
ent role and set of interactions, as shown in Tab. 4.4.

All the tests have been conducted in a blind way, meaning that only one of
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Figure 4.25: Ausilia’s Doors environment.

Figure 4.26: Ausilia’s Handles environment.

Figure 4.27: Ausilia’s WST environment.
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Description Interacts with

P

The patient P is assisted, if needed, by the occupational

therapist OT1 during its stay inside the domotic

apartment DA.

[OT1, DA]

OT1

The occupational therapist OT1 is the only person that

can directly assist the patient P inside the domotic

apartment DA.

[P, DA]

OT2

The occupational therapist OT2 has a blind role,

meaning that their only knowledge of the patient P is

provided by the expert system ES.

[ES]

DA

The domotic apartment DA hosts the patient P and the

occupational therapist OT1, simultaneously interfacing

with the expert system ES.

[P, OT1, ES]

ES

The expert system ES interfaces with the domotic

apartment DA and the occupational therapist OT2,

collecting and organising information from the former,

which can be then accessed by the latter

[OT2, DA]

Table 4.4: Actors and their roles in the conducted experiments

the two occupational therapists (OT1) was allowed to interact with the patient P

inside the domotic apartment DA, while the other (OT2) had to stay outside the
whole environment, and monitor everything by only using the web dashboard
and the 3D virtual reality visualisation provided by our expert system ES. At
the end of each test, they were required to fill a standard report describing the
performances of the user for each test. The desired outcome of the conducted
test was to minimise the distance between the evaluations of patient P by the
occupational therapists OT1 and OT2, despite the drastically different knowl-
edge sources (directly provided by [P, DA] for OT1, indirectly provided by ES

for OT2).

Preliminary results

Results showed that the proposed expert system can be of great help in aiding
the medical staff to objectively evaluate the patients’ performances. Moreover,
having the possibility of re-evaluating tests after their completion in an offline
fashion made it possible for OT2 to take into considerations some little be-
havioural details that OT1 was unable to grasp in person.
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A very important factor of the possibility of remotely evaluating patients per-
formances is fostering the complete independence of the user inside the AAL
environment, without any help from any occupational therapist, thus accurately
reproducing a realistic standard home scenario.

Data collection and quantitative results

The proposed expert system has been used inside and tailored for the AUSILIA
project [146], inside the Villa Rosa hospital in Pergine, Italy. During the past
years, we worked alongside the medical personnel in order to refine the required
metrics, inputs and outputs. During the first year of the system’s experimental
phase, 52 volunteer patients have been interacting with the system. Each patient
stayed in the AAL environment for a total of 2-3 days, mainly during daytime
day hospital hours. For this reason, most of the data has been recorded in the
living room, kitchen and bathroom. As a result, until today the presented expert
system was able to automatically collect and annotate the following data, that is
available for consultation by the medical personnel for additional analysis:

• Over 5K video sequences, annotated by zone, test type and patient present
in the video

• Over 5K pose and trajectory sequences (Fig. 4.21), for both the patients
and for the OTs

• Corresponding occupancy maps (Fig. 4.22) for each conducted test

• More than 5K annotated biometric and environmental data sequence

• A 3D point cloud sequence for each conducted test

In total, approximately 5 terabytes of data have been collected during the past
year of testing. All the past tests can be accessed at any time by the authorised
medical personnel through the web dashboard, in order to study, evaluate and
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re-evaluate certain conditions through quantitative metrics that were previously
impossible to objectively verify. The presented expert system can thus be used
as an additional occupational therapy tool for understanding how to provide the
best possible help to new patients, based on previous similar cases.

Scalability and replicability

The proposed expert system is currently adopted by the AUSILIA 11 living lab
(TN, Italy). The AUSILIA’s domotic apartment is currently fully operational
and self-sustaining. Similarly, the AUSILIA’s gym (Figs. 4.25, 4.26, 4.27) has
been also finalized from both an architectural and sensorial viewpoint. It is
worth recalling that the AUSILIA framework is scalable by design, and it is
conceived to allow the integration of new modules, based on the environment
and clinical requirements. At the same time, it allows deploying only a subset
of technologies and analytics upon need.

As to the possibility of recreating the proposed infrastructure, it has to be
pointed out that the proposed systems is fully replicable. The hardware setup is
mostly made of general-purpose off-the-shelf components, widely available on
the market. The software architecture is custom, but it is built upon established
open-source frameworks and libraries. The most complex part is the design of
the physical environments, which requires adequate expertise in architecture,
design and ergonomy. The following points have to be carefully taken into
account:

• The location should be carefully selected to guarantee safe and controlled
access to patients and medical doctors.

• The environment should be largely reconfigurable: fixed spaces would not
allow generating custom settings for a specific patient that are both realistic
and challenging. This is crucial for a significant simulations.

11Project AUSILIA (Assisted Unit for Simulating Independent LIving Activities) http://ausilia.tn.
it.
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• It is not necessary to implement all the living environments, the selec-
tion may be based on the scope of the analysis. For instance, kitchen and
bathroom are active and risky areas in the home environment, and may
provided sufficient information for many user studies.

• The sensing infrastructure should be carefully planned according to the
goals of the analysis: a preliminary study with medical doctors is necessary
to identify the significant parameters to be extracted, and to select the most
appropriate sensors accordingly (tables provided in Sect. 5 could be used
as a reference).

• Data visualisation tools are of paramount importance for the therapists:
the quantity of data collected by the system is overwhelming, therefore it
is necessary to select, contextualise and simplify the generated information
flow through appropriate interfaces and devices.

4.3.7 Discussion

We presented an expert system targeting ambient-assisted living scenarios, which
is fully automatic and capable of monitoring, recording, annotating and storing
the users’ daily activities. The performance level of each activity is expressed
in the form of objective metrics, automatically calculated from a combination
of raw video and sensor data. The metrics are specifically tailored to target the
pre-filling of standard user cards, which the OTs are usually required to compile
by hand. The proposed expert system allows therefore to significantly reduce
the patients’ performance evaluation efforts. At the same time, it can be used
as an assistive technology for helping in prescribing technical aids specifically
tailored to the different needs of each patient.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Research

In this thesis we focused on the problem of human pose estimation from images
and videos. We showed how to use it to build dynamic camera networks cali-
bration pipelines that exploit 3D human poses and meshes to re-calibrate each
camera at run-time. We focused on improving existing camera pose estimation
networks by exploiting full pinhole camera geometry for the joints prediction
instead of weak perspective camera models.

We also showed how to design better HPE networks by using capsule net-
works that can explicitly model the viewpoint information and infer it directly
from data and not as an additional task. Furthermore, we proposed Agglomer-
ator, a new learning paradigm inspired by the cortical columns in the brain that
can learn to build parse trees of part-whole hierarchies in an unsupervised way.
We demonstrate how these networks can dynamically parse so called ”islands
of agreement” from unlabeled input data. We compare our results with state-
of-the-art capsule networks to show how the same good properties of capsule
networks, including viewpoint-equivariance, can be retained.

We believe that Agglomerator-like models might constituite the next logical
step to build neural networks that can better mimic the functioning of the human
brain. Accordingly, we believe that human pose estimation could benefit a lot
from this kind of architectures. Being able to parse articulated human bodies
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in an unsupervised way with part-whole hierarchies could drastically simplify
the network architecture, as well as reduce the amount of training data and
implicitly learning the relationships between the viewpoint and the observed
scene.

As for possible future research directions, a natural continuation of the pre-
sented thesis could be the one of building HPE networks that can mimic the re-
spective category-selective regions in the brain. These networks should present
a GLOM-like structure able to dynamically parse multiple people in a scene as
well as building part-whole hierarchies of body parts and joints for each de-
tected person.
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